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INSURANCE.

OR. E. B. REED.

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician PRENTISS LORING’S AGENCY.

SPRINGFIELD

Dr. Kceil treats all cliroulo diseases that flesh is
hell'to; all cases that are given up as Incurable
by the allouatluc aud homoeopathic physicians. 1
will take tneir case to treat aud cure them. I And
alsiut tour-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at n distance by letter,
with their full name aud place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
Examination at the
office $1, anil consultation free.
«<Bn' W.m.-|u, m. |,Q ... tn.
aplllsntf

Incorporated

MAINE.

The Bill Not Likely to Be Considerec
for Some Time.

ChristmasSale!
—

Slan

TURNER

BROS.

iurnl

I.IAHILI'riliN.
Amount of unpaid losses and claims $ 142,948 21
Reinsurance fund. 1,224,582 74
All other demands against the company.
26,303 60

THIS WE3BK..

J. N. Dlmia.m,
President.

Secretary.

PRENTISS LORING,

Illuminated Camel's Hair 60 auil 75 cents, reduced from 76 cents and $1.00.
One more lot $1.26 Black Satin Bhadames for
$100.
Seal Plush Cloaks, and all of our Newmarkets,
Wraps and Jackets at special prices.
Odd lots of Ladles' anil Misses’ Garments at
Just half price.
The display of Lace, Silk and Fine Embroidered
Linen Handkerclile.s is very large and attractive.
Some special lots from the Great Auction Sale at
about half tlielr value.
Choice assortment of Fans In the new styles.
Exclusive sale of the famous Centemeri Kids.
Full lino of Gloves and Mittens.
Ladles’ Double Mittens 26 cents, very cheap.
Fine line of Leather Bags and Pocket Books.
Two lots of Pocket Books at 25 and 50 cents,
about two thirds the usual price.
Muffs from $1.00 to $12.00.
Bargalus in Table Covers, Napkius aud Towels.
50 pairs $4.00 Blankets at $3.25.
Demurest Sewing Machines $10.50.

dec
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Miss. A. L. Sawyer, 537 Congress
St„ Portland, Me.
&
eodtf

tS]ly»

_

IMEW FLORAL STORE.
MESSRS. COPELAND & BRACKETT,
Open TODAY at 388 Congress S., Davis' Slock,
Florist Store, w here fresh Floweis of all varieties will be kept constantly on hand.
Kradiil, Opera, Table and other Iteuqnet.,
declS a. wall a. Furral l>*»iau«. dlw

A

WfcATHER.

Washington, Dec. 10.
The indications for Maine are light snow
and slightly colder'.
Cautionary northwest signals are ordered
for stations on the Atlantic from Wilming-
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50 doz. 5-buttou Kids for
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Memphis.30.24
Cincinnati, 0 80.09
Pittsburg.... 29.001
Buffalo, N.Y. 20 0s

Oswego. 20.04'
Cleveland... 29.98
Detroit. 29.99
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COE,

No. 197 Middle Street.

GEORGEHUDSON
stand,

571 CONGRESS STREET
where he is still manufacturing

!

Lt

o

TOYS

little folks, which lie has bought direct fron 1
the Importers, and is selling as low as the lowest
for

SPECIALTY.,,
d2w

SE

|

hills were

electoral count bill.
After tlie transaction of some unimportant
routine business, the House, in the mornlnfc
hour, went into a committee of the whole on
tlie bill for the allotment of land in severaltj
to the Indians.
Pending consideration tlie committee ros<
and the bill went over as unfinished busi

Tlie House then went into committee o:
the whole on tlie sundry civil approprlatioi
bill.

Mr, Diugley of Maine offered an amend
ineut appropriating $147,500 for tlie con
struction of a light house supply steamer to
use on Atlantic anil Gulf coasts.
Adopted
91 to 7:1

Before buying Fur Robes o r
Horse Blankets, don’t fail t< f
look at the bargains Coe it

offering.

COE,

No. 197 Middle Street

lti,rCM8TMASMa

1

Can be Enriched in FlAYor

by unit g

BELL'S
flgggTf&jffiSpiced
no!8

n

Seasoning
dim

show

decrease

a

Other amendments were offered.
House then at 4.50 o’clock adjourned.

Th ,

in the

Island (Iffilv

Boston, Dec. 15.—In

the trial of the
Bakers for murder, the court overruled the
motion for separate trials of the defendants.
The testimony opened with a sensational
statement, produced in court by JT A. Moor,
a district police officer, who said it was made
by Mrs. Baker to him on April 21st. The
statement says: “Baker is telling lies all
the time.
I know nothing about it. He
drove in the door and hit Mrs. Prescott three
times with a hatchet. I was looking through
a window and saw him.” The testimony
then goes on to give the details of Baker’s
terrible deed.
Prof. Edward S. Wood of Harvard ColUUUIJOIO

U1

Obailld

several articles taken from the
apartments of the Bakers and the murdered
and finding them to be human
woman,
blood. Several witnesses were recalled and
the prosecution finally closed Its case.
The
court adjourned until tomorrow, when the
defence will be put in.
on

FROM NEW YORK.

Stanley

Sails.

New York, Dec. 15.—In reply to his own
cablegram Henry M. Stanley received the

following

from King Leopold Monday:
To Stanley, African Explorer, E'ew York:
Confirm Saturday’s telegram. Matter quite decided. Business very urgent and ol vital Importance. Delay dangerous. Your Instant return
M. lNNON.
required. Iteply.
Mr. Stanley cabled that he would leave at
once, and took passage In the Eider of the
North German Lloyd line. THe steamer leaves

New York today.

War Between Races In

Georgia.

Augusta, Ga., Dec. 15.—Lincoln county,

on the Carolina line, Is in a
over an incident which

state of

anxiety
happened Monday.

Many of the colored tenants are in arrears
witli their supply of bills, and efforts to collect them have produced great indignation.
Monday, Tom Leverett and Cabe Ramsay
went out on the eastern side of the county
to enforce a process. When they drew near
the house of the man of whom they were in
quest, they found it surrounded by negroes
who at once opened fire upon them.
Leverett and

Ramsay,

who were

on

horseback,

turned and galloped away, but not before
they were so badly wounded that their lives

in danger.
Yesterday, an armed
band of 100 white men organized and proceeded to that section to exterminate the negroes. It is reported the latter are well
armed and fully prepared to fight.

are now

Sporting News.
New Bedford, Mass., Dec. 15.—At the
Adelphi rink tonight in the five mile championship running race between Hegleman of
New York, and Coburn of Boston, Hegleman came in first by nine seconds.
His time
was 30 minutes and 11 seconds.
In the ten mile square heel and toe walk
for the championship of America, between
Dennis Driscoll of Lynn, Charles Daniels,
and Geo. Hosmcr, oarsman, of Boston Daniels won by two laps. The time was 1 hour,
25 mm, 35 sec.
A Fatal

Horse Thieve: >
in Texas.
Dallas, Tex., Dee. 15.—The news ha ,
reached the city of a fatal battle with hors ,
thieves at daybreak yesterday, near Kenii
fifty miles southeast of this city. Tw J
strange men were discovered near the vi
lage with fifteen horses in procession. Hanl ;
Shelton, a Texas track section foreman, an i
a man named Wright engaged the strangei ,
in conversation, receiving inconsistent an I
conflicting statements from them. The y
arrived at tlie conclusion that tlie horsi
were stolen and being driven to Indian I ei
ritory. Suddenly tlie men put spurs to tl: ed
horses on which they were mounted and lie
for the timber, a short distance away, lea:
lug thirteen animals behind. Shelton an II
Wright opened fire, which was returns. lAfter several exchanges of shots the tw ,J
strangers fell from their saddles mortal! y
wounded.

Shooting

of

Supposed

Explosion.
Columbia, S. C., Dec. 15.—Mr. F. B
Thomas, the postmaster at Cold Spring, it
Edgefield county, and a colored man. whosi
is unknown, were in the office of tin
former on Tuesday where there were souk
name

kegs of powder.

ing

announced in

+
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rive in Portland by 9.15 a. m.; leave Portland
daily except Sunday at 2 p. in., arrive at
Chebeague Island by 3.45 p. in. Route 118,
Waterville to Larone, leave Waterville daily
except Snndny at 5.15 p. nr., arrive at Larone
by 8.15 p, m.; leave Larone daily except Sunday at 6 a. m., arrive at Waterville by 9 a. in.

Cleveland

Party Defendant.
Washington, Dec. 15—Mr. Joseph A.
I nomas, attorney for Edward M. Thomas,
a

administrator with the will annexed of
Joseph Neal, deceased, uncle of President
Cleveland, will shortly file a creditor’s hill
in the Circuit Court iu Baltimore,
asking for
a sale of tlie real estate of Mr. Neal to
pav

From

feeling

calculation that has
been made it appears that the President’s
share of the estate is 81090.
Nominations of Postmasters.
The following nominations for postmasters
have been made:
William J. Bradbury, Fairfield, Me.
Henry Pennlman, Wiuthrop, Me.
Fdwiu Judkins. FraukUn, >, h.
Wm. F. liai molt, G re at Fans, ^\7T.'
Ormond E. Colony, Keene. N. H.
Charles E. Mcluijre, Lancaster, N. H.
Charles A. Morse, Newmarket, N. H.

Injured by

Palling

were

tear-

Mr. Thomas, after light

his pipe, carelessly threw the matcl
away, and it fell into the open keg of powdoi
which exploded with terrible force. Thomai
was fatally Injured,
having both legs almos
torn from his body.
The negro was liurlec
through the roof of the building and killed

Charged With Murder.
15.—The coroner’ :

San Francisco, Dec.
jury in the case of the

death of Beruarc I
Heins, who was killed during the trouble oi
ver

"treet, Monday, have returned
diet that John Kelsey fired tl.c fatal shot
and that Superintendent McCord of the but
men t )
ter street railroad
gave orders to Ms
shoot. Both men are charged with murdei
a

body.
Benjamin

and

F. Tetlow (white) arm fractured
and
injured about the head.
severely
Peter Callmau (white) foreman, leg fractured and injured about the head.
Wm. O’Brien, ribs fractured and cut about
tlie head.
Harry Cransliaw (colored) injured about

the head.

mill

John Bear and J. Mathews (colored) and
Patrick Snow (white) were cut about the

apparent.

Jury Agree

Cerir iny

MAINE FOLK-LAND.

the
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Movements.

Beginning
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Taken Back to the Tombs.

Cyrus W. Field Beaten by Bennett In
the Libel Suit.

movement, however,

nn>f

was

again resumed,

Manbattau leading. In the last four hours
a
rally took place aud material advances
over lower figures were recorded.
The market closed active hut firm at the recovery.

tion ol internal revenue taxation.
Senator
Frye has written the following letter to a
who
asked
his
views
gentleman
on the question of abolishing the duty on sugar:
Senate Chamber.
i
Washington, D. C., Dec, 14,1886. I
Dear Sir—Your letter of the 9th instant tnquirmy views as to the repeal ot the duty oil sugar Is
received. I am not now prepared to replv. I am
considering the question whether or not it will he
better to uso the duty on sugar for the purpose of
negotiating reciprocal itrcatles with countries to
the south of us.
I am, yours respectfully,
Wm. I*. Frye.
(Signed)

in the selection of a Inrv. The In rv wnra
pass upon matter of fact and draw their own
conclusions independent of any act of the
Prosecution was bound to prove
C0W?:
8»ilt beyond a reasonable doubt."
When the Recorder finished his speech it
was nearly 7 o’clock, and the jury retired
at 7.13 o clock.
Just half an hour after
their retirement, as General Tracv and Mr.
Neweombe were passing downstairs to dinner, an officer ran after Mr. Neweombe. and
catching him by the arm. breathlessly exclaimed:
“Come back, they are agreed.”
The crowd rushed back into the court room
and there was much excitement.
McQuade was calm, but his counsel looked

wMWv.sv>ii(

Comments

Field

“Guilty."

was

fourteen

minutes after leaving the court room they
had agreed.
The Recorder adjourned the court till 11
o clock Friday forenoon, when further motions in the case will be heard.
McQuade
apparently unmoved was taken back to the
lombs. The counsel for the defense decline
to outline their future course.

York

County,

Organization

South

of Colored

1iSSIS
lias
resident, “r-

People

New Bedford, Mass., Dec. 13.—Bark
Mermaid, of this port, reports that three
men were lost on April 24th in the Indian
ocean.
They were William Brown, the
cooper, and two foremast hands, Joseph
Sylvia and George Hubbard. They were
tiled by a boat being stove by a mad whale.

One Man Killed and Several Persons

Injured.

Pipestone, Minn.. Dec. 15.—The Calumet
Hotel was burned this morning. Rev. A. S.
Orcutt, a Baptist minister, was killed, David

McCullough fatally injured, and Virgie
Prendergast seriously hurt, and a little colored bows back was broken, all by falling
walls. The loss Is 845,000; partly Insured.

Callers at the White House.

London, Dec. 15.—Justice Butte will

Campbell case on Monday.
Of Literary Interest.
Sllrowning and Swinburne will issue|a
volume of poems in January.
Tennyson's Locksley Hall is meeting

if fo.l hn

UH-ftirttic.H

Cleveland.
Scranton, Penn., Dec. 15.—A Young Ladies’ Christian Temperance Union was or-

The Forfeited Funds.

ganized in this city today. The president of
the organization, Mrs. I). W. Swan, has received the following letter from President
Cleveland’s wife concerning the alleged protest of St. Louis women against the use of
wines at a gathering in the house of a cabinet officer at Washington:
Washington, D. c„ Dec 11 i

Another Presidential Post Office.

January 1, 1877. Pittsfield, Me., post oftici
will be raised to the Presidential class.
A REMARKABLE ADVmNTURE.
A Lad

Navigates a iSchooner Into St
John, N. B., Under Extraordinar; ’

Executive Mansion,
(
Deal Madame—Your letter Iu behalf of the
Womai’s Christian Temperance Union In voui
city has been received. Allow me to thank von
for its contents, since
my return from New York
I have keen unable to look over all the mail mat
ter received in my absence.
So lar nothlmr has
come V| hiy notice from the St. Louis division ol
our organization. I am Inclined
to think with
you that <t lias been a mistake started posslblv bv
some
to Injure the Woman’s Christian
newspaper
Temperance Union. With best wishes,
Frances Folso

Circumstances.

John, N. B., Dec. 15.—The schnone
J. White, from Sands
Emily
River, N. S,
for New York, with a cargo of piling, ha s
been navigated into this port by a lad name 1
Sr.

the only person aboar I
of her. The vessel sailed from Sands Rive r
with three persons on board, Captain Pal
terson, .Mate Atkinson and the boy. It wa s
intended to put into another port on th ’
Nova Scotia coast to complete the crew
Shortly after putting to sea th© mate wa
knocked overboard by the main boom. Cal
tain Patterson put off to his rescue, but wa s
too late to save him.
When lie turned t o
row back to the schooner she had disai ibeared. After searching all night Captai u
Patterson lauded at Quaco. The lad on til e
schooner stood at the wheel all day and a II
night, skilfully navigating her clear of nun iwas

:

No

ffj n v J
k

Religious Discrimination

n’h

at Dart-

mouth.

Hanover, N. \f., Dec. 15.—Concern inn
the statement widOjI published that
dent Bartlett refuft {0 allow
any studwt R
attend the services or. the Unitarian
church
l
Bartlett
authorize!
nday.’
theS,u
following: The trtth is that no studen
laorbas been prevent,! from
attend?™
Unitarian services. In wanting leave
of ab

^F?esf

KS.rMtlre&y'rte
basis
otWr Christian
the same
nominations.

with all
Under like
cuses are freely given to attaid i„
out Roman Catholic, Episco#1iau

churches.
for or

town o.
Rnotl.r

No discrimination%made
ae mhe

against Unltarianlsm.

wic Ul

ttll.Y

Stanley’s
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Visit.

Family

Feud.
The Royal family feud grows more bitter.
The Prince of Wales ignores the presence of
Prince Alexander at Windsor and has remonstrated with the Queen for advancing
Alexander to the rank of Military Grand of
the Cross of the Orner of Bath, a grade to
whieh Emperor William and the Prince Imperial of Germany belong.

In the

Hoke

London, Dec. 15.—The Financier says a
of gold is about to be drawn
from the Bank of England for shipment to
America to relieve the New York market.
It is expected that the bank will raise the
rate of exchange today in consequence.

Extradition

large amount

Montkeal, Dee. 15.—Judge Dugas delivjudgment in the Hoke extradit'on case

today.

The

judge said the accused

was

charged with forging and uttering drafts and
bill of exchange, which offence came within
the meaning of the extradition treaty.
He
carefully reviewed and weighed all evidence
and

thirty

years ago in the confectionery business and for quite a period later master of
the city almshouse, was killed by au elevator
at Taylor, Nichols & Co’s papeterie manufactory today. He leaned out of the elevator
to stop its upward progress, and his head
was crushed by coming in contact with the
capstone of the elevator opening. He leaves
a widow and four grown-up children.

Determined Canadians.
15.—An elaborate statement concerning the seizure of Canadian
sailing schooners In Behring's sea by the
United States authorities has been prepaied
by the Dominion government for transmission to the Imperial government. It will
probably be made to appear that the United
States government views its fishing privileges on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts from
totally different standpoints.
An

Important

A Colden Wedding.

New. York, Dec. 15.—Ex-Secretary of
State Hamilton Fish and his wife today and
this evening celebrated their golden wedding. There were sixteen grandchildren
present and a large number of guests.

Decision.

Louisville, Ky., Dec. 15.—The Court ol
decided

today

the case of

Bessie

White vs. State Board of Pharmacy, iu favoi
of the plaintiff, who sued out u mandamus
writ to force the Board to grant her a livens*
to dispense medicine, which it had refused,
although she was a graduate of the School
of Pharmacy. The plaintiff is sister of ex
Congressman John D. White, and the firsi
applicant for pharmacy honors in Kentucky
Injured on the Rail.
Raleioii, N. C., Dec. 15.—A passengei
train on Chapel Hill branch of the Nortl
Carolina railroad, went through a trestle

Chapel Hill last night. Si>
eight persons were seriously hurt, includ
ing Conductor Brown, Engineer May. Bridge
Builder May and N. A. Stedman of Raleigh
Nobody was Killed.
half a mile from

or

A Victim of the Disaster.
Omatia, Neb., Dec. 15.—William Derley
reported lost among the victims of the Mis
slsslppi disaster, is supposed to be ex-Unitt*
States Marshal Daley, whose home is a
He recently left homi
Peru, in this State.
He was a promineu
for a southern trip.
farmer
and cattle raiser.
politician,
Killed

by

Explosion.
Indianapolis. Dec. 15.—At Switz City
on the Indianapolis & Vincennes road, thi I
afternoon, a portable engine in a saw mil
an

blew up, killing A. H. Shoptaw, the ownei
of the mill, his son Janies, and his nephew

William Shoptaw.

A Schooner Lost.
St. Johns, N. F., Dec. 15.—The Britist
schooner William, laden with codfisb, bet
ring and cod oil, was last Sunday In Ex
Bay. flvs of the craw were saved,
fierce northwest gale prevails todav.

ploTt’a

OPEN UP THE WILDERNESS

to other

pioneers, Massachusetts established
the first Land Office In Maine in 1784. All
the settlers established prior to
a certain
date secured their titles by paying the expenses of the surveys, which were at once
carried on by the Land Office.
It was the
year of the establishment of the Land < ifflce
that the act was passed which has resulted
iu giving to Maine its present trust.
This
act directed the “committee for the sale of
Eastern Lands” in the conveyance of each
township, "tp appropriate two hundred acres
for the use of the ministry, two hundred acres
for the first settled minister, two hundred
and eighty acres for the use of the grammar
school and two hundred acres for the future
disposition of the General Court.” In 1788

this law was modified so as to require in
every township six miles square a reservation of “four lots of three hundred and twenty acres each: one for
THE FIRST

SETTLED MINISTER,
of the ministry, one for the
use of schools, aRd one for
tjie future appropriation of the General Court.” This law
continued in force as long as Maine remained
a province of
Massachusetts, and when she
became a Mate in 1820, Massachusetts inone

|

■

Wants to Marry An Indian Cirl.
[Washington Special to the Sun.]
A rather novel request was received Saturday at the Interior department from a young
man living In Nebraska, who wants to marry
a daughter of Standing Bear, a Sioux chief.
He tells who he isaud encloses a photograph
of the girl, who Is very good looking, and
The young man,
was educated at Carlisle.
however, w ishes to go and live on the reservation witli his prospective wife and her relations, and for this reason it was necessary
to obtain the permission of the interior department. White men are not allowed to
stay on an Indian reservation unless they
have authority from the government to do so
therefore this young man was obliged to take
the government into his confidence and reveal his love affairs.
Secretary Lamar considered the matter
from its practical rather than its sentimental
side, and concluded that while he could not
prev >nt the young man marrying the girl, he
could prevent him from going to live with
the old folks, and if be was as unxious to
marry the young woman, as he professed to
l>e, he might scratch around and provide her
with a home. The secretary will write a
letter to the lover, and, while not discouraging the ardor of his love, will suggest the
practical view of the situation, which seems
to have escaped him. Until there is some
change in the present plans of the youngman
the 'internal benediction of the interior department will be with-held.
A Centenarian cone.
Capt. Jothaui Johnson died at the home of
his son, Wm. Johnson, in Durham, on the
14th instant, aged 102 years. Until within a
few days he had been in his usual health,
when he look a sudden cold and died of
pneumonia. The funeral will be at the
Friends’ meeting house at Sonth mrham
today.

the

for

use

eluded in the Act of Separation this clause.
“In all grants hereafter to be made by either
State of unlocated land within the said district (Maine], the same reservation shall be
made for the benefit of schools and of the
ministry as have heretofore been usual in

grants by the Commonwealth.” But as time
went on there was no end of trouble from
this arrangement. The churches, as new
ones were established, wanted their share of
the laud for the “use of the
ministry,” and
the subdivisions were frequent and vexatious. In 1824 the Legislature of Maine
a law that “in all
cases where lands
passed
have been granted or reserved for the use of
schools in any town within this State, the
fee in which lands is not already otherwise
vested, the same shall he, and is hereby declared to be, vested In the inhabitants of
such towns/or the use and support of schools
therein forever. The Revised Statutes give
the care of these trust lands to the Land
Agent, and empower him to sell the timber
and grass, or the right to cut the same, “for
cash.
But whenever the town takes possession of its own, the rights of the Agent

cease.

Thus the chief care of the land office Is a
trust continued to it by the Maine Legislature from the General Court of Massachusetts. But the Land Agent has other duties,
lie is custodian of the documents relating to
land whenever the State has been a party to
any transaction. On his shelves are bound
volumes of the deeds given by the State to
original settlers, and of field notesiof surveyors, with the names of Barker and Burleigh prominent on their bindings. Some of
the

DOCCMKHTS

ABE VICKY

I.YTKnESTl.NO.

There are the certificates of Park Holland,
the old surveyor who laid out the first lots in
Bangor, and grandfather of Luther Eaton,
lately known as a competent civil engineer
of Bangor. Holland records in these
aged
and yellow certificates, which were found
about a dozen years ago in an old woodbox
in the basement of the Massachusetts State
House, that in the autumn of 1801, as a servant of the General Court, he laid out the
Bangor He started from
,*t.:
a stick and stones
on the Penobscot, ami
laid out for Timothy Crosby one hundred
acres next what is now the
Hampden line,
below Crosby’s
ship yard. He laid out numerous other lots of 100 acres each for other
settlers. One of these tracts was worth
about eight dollars, or
KltJHT CEXTS

A If

ACHE,

which is some less than it costs to get the
mud brushed off your boots in the Baagor of
to-day. There are also certificates of surveys for Hampden, where Ephraim Ballard
ran out the lines, and for Newburg, Hermon
and Eastport. These papers were somewhat
dilapidated when found in Massachusetts,
but have been saved by pasting them on
thick papers bound in book form.
i-and in Maine was not worth much in the
last part of the last century, as is shown by
the papers relating to the Bingham purchase.
Excepting the early grants, such as were

guaranteed by the Plymouth
ents, the

or

Bingham

Waldo pat-

Purchase was the most
transfer uf land ever made in
Maine. At the close of the Revolutionary
War Massachusetts found herself much In
debt; and to clear herself, determined to sell
some of the wild land in Maine.
Henry
Jackson of Massachusetts, a Revolutionary
colonel, and Royal Flint, of New York, first
bought two million acres in Maine at 10 cents
an acre.
This was in 1791, and the contract
with the General Court, written in a fine, elegant hand, is yet in the Land office. Jackson
and Flint assigned their claim to William
Uuer and Henry Knox, the famous general.
They in turn assigned it to William Bingham of Philadelphia.
Their assignment,
written on parchment. Is also in the Lsnu
Office. General

important

KNOX’S SION ATI.'HE

Fatal Elevator Accident.

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 15.—Austin S.
Pease, an old resident of this city, engaged

committed Hoke to jail for 15 days to
awilit extradition to the United States.

,h,

4rcumstanc?s e£

Metnodlst, Congregational

sum

It is believed In Brussels that Explorer
Stanley’s visit is unofficial.

Case.

Appeals

A Letter from Mrs.

The Commissioner of the General Laud
Office to-day, ordered local land offices at
San Francisco and Los Angeles, Cal., and
Santa Fe and Las Cruces, New Mexico, to
give notice by publication that lands granted to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Com
pany which were forfeited by au act of July
(I, 1880, have been restored to the public do
main, and that books of their offices are open
for entries.

T>re«M«nt of

up in the

Ottawa, Dec.

A HOTEL BURNED.

The President received an unusually large
number of callers to-day, both in his office
and the East room, among them was Gov.
Iloadley of Ohio.

cic< i,.\

Vice

Saxe Coburg Gotha for the throne of Bulgaria. They are using their personal influence
at Berlin and St. Petersburg in Ferdinand's
favor.
The Divorce Case.

ered

The President to-day nominated Preston
H. Leslie of Kentucky to be governor of
Montana.

beeu

now

Prince Ferdinand.
Deo. 15.—The Prince of Wales
the Duke of Edinburg vigorously support the candidacy of Prince Ferdinand of

county 18 months ago. Several of the colored witnesses at the inquest swore
distinctly
that they had a club or clan in the county
lor the purpose of stealing cotton, provisions, whiskey, etc.
The members were to
steal whatever
they wanted, and if detected
were sworn to kill the person who detected
them. The club was known as Rising Star
Lodge, No. 24, of the Grand United Order of
National Laborers’ Aid Protective Society of
North America.

Judgment

The Covernor of Montana.

Switzerland.
W*-—M. N. Drose.

Cold for America.

A Boat Stove by a Mad Whale and
Three Men Killed.

Mr. 11. C. Rogers, Deputy Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, has resigned, to take
effect on the appointment and qualification
of his successor. This action was taken at
instance of the President.
Mr. Rogers is a
Republican and lias been in office many
There are no charges against him. It
years.
is generally understood that Mr. Henderson,
chairman of the Indiana State Democratic
'committee, will be appointed to succeed’him.

Libel

London.

THE DOMINION.

Without Cause.

Bennett

mid

negroes are now under arrest.
The inquest
on the body of the murdered
boy, before a
discreet jury, brought out all of the facts.
One of the negroes turned State’s evidence,
m

the

Switzerland for 1H87. and M. F. W. Hertenstein the present minister of war has been
elected Vice President. Both are radicals.

Chablkbtok. S. C.. Dec. 16.-John Lee
Good, a white boy, was lieateu to death in
York county, a week ago,
by four negroes,
who had been detected by him in stealing
cotton from his father's field. The News
and Courier sent a reporter to York to investigate the matter, and his conclusion is as
follows:
There is evidently an alarming
state of affairs in York county, and it is
proved conclusively that an organization exists among the colored people which contemplate murder in the eveut of the detection of
any member accused of crime.
Twenty-six

-><)

in

From

Who Steal and Murder.

nnrl nnnthar

Beaten

Ceded to Cermany.
Temps has advices from Zanzibar saying
the entire African coast between Klpini and
l.amboo, including Manda Bay aud the
island of Galta lias been ceded to Germany.

Carolina.
An

French Govern-

A Fifty Day’s Fast.
Paris, Dec. 15.—Merlatti completed his 50
day fast at 0 o’clock this evening. The doctors in attendance gave him a small quantity
of specially prepared wine before giving him
food. He is in good condition.

AN ALARM INC STATE OF AFFAIRS
Said to Exist in

New

on

Suit.
In the appeal of James Gordon Bennett,
against tlio decision awarding Cyrus W.
F leld 5,000 pounds damage for statements deto the latter published in the New
rogatory
York Herald, the court of appeal today
quashed the verdict against Bennett.
The
present decision takes the ground that Bennett, not being a British subject, and not a
resident of Great Britain, the substituted
service on him in London on which the verdict was obtained, was illegal. The court
condemns Field to pay the costs.

The Recorder then congratulated the jury
on the manner in which they had
discharged
their duty, and thanked them for himself

jury

Rent.

Modified Brandy Tax in Germany.
In Berlin there are rumors that the German government will introduce in Parliament, a modified proposal for a brandy tax
to cover military credits.

“Guilty of the crime as charged in the first
count in the indictment.”
The roll was called again, and each juror
answered:

of the

in

the

is peculiar, H. Knox, written in a round
hand, the K being written on the right leg
of the U, apparently to economize time. It
was in 1792 that this transfer was made, and
William Bingham became the purchaser of
the ten million acres, which were in what
are now the counties of Hancock,
Washington, Somerset. Piscataquis and Franklin. The
bargain, which is preserved in manuscript,
stipulates how the teu cents an acre should
be paid, and provides for the rights of such
settlers as might have selected any part of
the land for their homes. Appended to this
agreement, with the signatures of William
Bingham and the agents of the Massachusetts General Court, appears the name ol
Samuel Weston, written In a strong, legible
hand. Weston was the surveyor who made
the plans, and a well known man in the
Province of Maine. He had a daughter, Ma
ry \\ eston, and iu his dee-lining years he
gave her, with his compasses and claims to
young man named Eleuzer Coburn.
The
young umu became' one of the best known
surveyors uud lumbermen of the State, the
young woman became the mother of twelve
children, among whom were
a

A GOVERNOR OF MAINE
and a member of Congress. It is rather remarkable that of tills large family not a
male descendant remains to transmit the
name of the young surveyor.
One of the conditions of tills agreement
which Bingham signed with the representa
tlves of the General Court, related to the
settlement of the lands. Bingham bound
himself and bis heirs and assignees to put on
to the lands four hundred settlers within
five years; then two hundred annually foi
three years afterwards; then at the rate oi
three hundred aud seventy five annually for
four years. In twelve years there must be
twenty-five hundred settlers on the lands ol
the Bingham purchase. As late as 182;'.
after Mame had been set off as a separatt
State the General Court still sent agents to
LOOK

AFTER THE SETTLERS

the Bingham tracts. Two of these
Charles Hayden and James Dlnsmore, hav«
left a little note book, which shows tht
great care that was taken that no person nol
a nnnajule settler should be counted.
Foi
instance, for Bridge’s Town, now the towr
of Wellington, we find this entry:
Widow Uultly Staples; her husband died h
1819; she has a Isiy about 20 years of age. The]
on

live

ou

PRICE

THREE

and cultivate the soil.

The case of John Knowles, a minor, seem*
to have caused most serious perplexity t<
the scrupulous agents of the General Court
However, as the entry shows, they flnallj
settled their doubts by the fortunate die
covery that Knowles, although not 21 year:

CENTS.

old, had a place, a wife, and Immediate prospects of a larger family.
Although the .State has at present no public lands which It may sell, there are eight or
MIX! TllOt'SAXD ACRES
which have not wholly passed to

private
parties. These are lands where settlers have
taken tracts on certain conditions, taking a
land certificate instead of a deed until certain the conditions should be fulfilled. Kor
various reasons, such as the existence of
mortgages, the settlers have been unable to
secure their deeds from the Land Agent.
Previous to istj* there were a considerable
portion of th#pubiic lands remaining. But
an act of that year gave upwards of a million
of acres to the
Et'ROPEAX AXD XORTK AMERICA*

railway, oi^conditions which bound
railway to advertise yearly for settlers,

the
sur-

vey Into lots such lands as certain .State
officials might think suitable, and sell to
buna fide settlers at a rate not exceeding one
dollar per acre. How well this contract has
been carried out is not fully known.
The records of the Land Office are very
Interesting and valuable public documents;
and as Ur. Packard lias arranged them fora
it Is
a very neat and accessible collection,
to be regretted, however, that they are of
where
room
would
In
a
they
necessity kept
be totally destroyed should the .State House
be seriously damaged by fire.
BIODEFOftD

history

of the lands oi
Maine the responsibility of the State foi
these lots is no mystery. But the record ma]
be of interest to tnose who have uot had thi
advantage of prying into the records of tin
State Land Office, or of hearing it from Lam
Agent Packard, who knows the stoty ol
Maine’s settlement from the Plymouth Gram
to the last clearing in Madawaska.
To explain the position of trust held by the State
with relation to these 384,000 acres of land.
It is necessary to go back as far as the years
Just following the Kevolutlonaiy War. Veterans of that war had become pioneers in the
remoter parts of the Province of Marne, then
a part of Massachusetts.
To perfect the tiles of these settlers, and

ivitun

a short life for
the new French Cabinet. The Berlin Krenz
Zlitung supposes that the Boulanger Cabinet Is at present inopportune, but will come
soon, which prospect, it says, proves better
than
anything else, the danger that is threatening Germany from the West.

up, and in answer to

unanimous for conviction, and in

vx»

ment.

Ip

and for the people.
It seems the first ballot

iiinu

The European press predicts

faces.
The Recorder followed close behind, and
took Ills seat on the bench.
He looked serious.
Presently the jury entered.
The roll was called, and their foreman,
question said:

Kliaiiva

Lord Salisbury has granted a reduction of
20 per cent In rent to farmers on his Hatfield
estate.

ten minutes the prosecuting attorney
and his assistants entered, wearing grave

Henry Ottenberg, stood

V.VUMUVV

Reduction

troubled.

a

w

Blnghan 1

King of Bath Acquire* I
Kingfleld.

acquainted with

Mr. Dillon Is to risk utter ruin.

ACCIDENT AT 8EA.

FATAL

Celebrated
Purchase.

the

[Correspondence of the Press.]
State House,
i
Augusta, Dec. is, 1886. >
The valuation of the grass and timber 01
State lands. Just completed by the committei
of the Governor’s Council, Is one of the fev
duties left to the public officers who care foi
the diminished public domain of the State
The 384,000 acres on which the committei
placed a valuation of 9181,000, is all that b
left of the millions of acres once open ti
purchasers and settlers. And this Is not ah
solutely the property of the State, but scat
tered In lots of about nine hundred or a thousand acres each, Is held In trust for townships,
each of which Includes one of these lots
which it will possess when on attaining tlx
dignity of a town. To those who are wet

J<ew Yoke, Dec. IS.—The McQuade trie I A Large Part of the African Coast
resumed this morning. Summing
u; »
Ceded to Cermany.
tor the people was begun by Col. Fellows
lie defined the charge of
bribery. Tin
Cholera in Hungary.
lawyer said that the person offending agains
Dec. 16.—The statistics of the
this law may save himself from
Vienna,
prosecutioi
cholera epidemic in Hungary, say that there
by acting as a witness against his accom
were 907 cases and 490 deaths.
plices. Treason was the highest crlim
German Suspicion of England.
against the State yet it was not mentioned li
Dec. 15.—The Kruzxeitung says:
Berlin,
the State constitution.
Murder, the hlghes
As a result of the delimitation
conference,
crime against the person, is
England has received the best route to Vicpunishable bj
death but it has not been mentioned in
toria
From
this
Nyanza.
of
view <)ulte
point
tht
a new aspect is lent to her zeal in
State constitution.
preparing
Bribery alone was
for the Emir Bey relief expedition. < in prenoticed in the organic law of the State
tence of pursuing a humane purpose the EnThere must be some reason for
fixing this sc glish will immediately show their power in
that the legislature cannot
change it. It is those parts end suddenly take possession of
because it is an offense against both the in
the route leading to the inland fakes.
dividual and the State. The briber and tht
An Illegal Conspiracy.
bribed are alike in interest to keep it quiet
A robbed storekeeper will
Dec. 15,-The Standard’s Dublin
testify against tht
London,
thief. Not so in brioery.
The Taw rnusl correspondent says that, owing to the decisprovide unusual methods to drag this crlmt
ion on the Dillon case, tho government will
to light. Therefore the framers of the conissue a proclamation declaring tli« “Plan of
stitution have Invited accessories to tell tht
the Campaign” an illegal conspiracy.
lsw Klves tLe district
attorney Beach’s Dismissal from Office Dethe rightPi®
to promise immunity to the men
who turn State s evidence. The
manded.
lawyer then
w-ent on to define the rights of the district
Development of the Tory coercive policy lias
attorney and to defend the using of-such
been checked by a strong division of opinion
evidence against the accused aldermen.
within the Cabinet.
Lord Ashbourne inCol fellows concluded ilia
summing
up
sists
upon instant action based upon judgfor the prosecution at the afternoon session
ment of Irish judges that the anti-rent camof the court. His arraignment of
McQuade
paign is illegal. He favors the adoption of
was a scathing ordeal, and he
spared neither
measures, treating National
Fulgraff nor Duffy in his eloquent denuncia- the severest
Leaguers as engaged in illegal conspiracy.
tion of official crime. He closed his address
Sir Michael Hicks Beach, backed by Lord
to the
as follows:
“Go now to your
Jupr
room and deliberate; come back and
Randolph Churchili.demands a mild enforceset this
ment of ordinary law. Several members of
man free; then go out and thiuk
what you
the government outside the
have done; think how you strip law of all
Cabinet,supporters of Lord Ashbourne, have advised Lord
terror and force. I do not say that
public
Salisbury to Dismiss Sir Michael Hicks
officers will begin immediately to rob, but
Beach from the office of Chief Secretary for
you will say you will not accept the testiIreland, and appoint as his successor a man
mony authorized by law, and you will set a
in
favor of thorough coercion. The St.
stamp of protection on official rascality. James
Gazette and the bulk of the Tory
Acquit tins prisoner, and forever hang your
papers violently assault the government for
heads us you go out into the world to listen
its
dilatory nse of existing powers of supto tne condemnation of your failure as citlzcnsThe delivery of the address con- pression.
sumed four and a half hours.
Natives Fighting in Africa.
After some corrections of statements in
A dispatch from Zanzibar says that King
the people s plea by Mr.
\ewcombe. Re- Muango of
corder Smythe, at 4.6S o’clock,
Uganda with his forces has debegan his
charge to the jury. “The present case,” he feated KiDg Kalrega and 10,000 men.
was one
of the most
jmd,,
important Government Advised by' the English
that twelve men had ever been called
upon
Press.
to decide in this
The crime was one
city.
of the greatest magnitude. It was a crime
The Standard admonishes government to
that sapped the foundation of administraremember that the recent conspiracy may be
tion, if not checked; a crime conceived in more easily dealt with in its entirety than by
with
sin,
scarcely a witness outside the par- futile efforts to grapple with it in detail.
ticipants ; and, therefore, difficult of detecThe Times
says landlords have many civil
tion. \ strums classes of evidence were then
remedies available. A few examples under
denned, and reference was made to the care strict pressure of the law would
probably be

agam

The extreme activity was largely decreased
after 12 o’clock, accompanied by slight recoveries in some stocks.
The downward

Question.

Acres Held in Trust for Futuri >
Towns.

Story of

The r smoval of Chief Secret*..-/ ol
I sland Beach
Demanded.

Verdict In Four
teen Minutes.

^foreign

followed. The New England and Reading leading the decline, with Omaha, Sacha
and New York Central closely following.

The protection Democrats have decided to
support Randall in his opposition to the
Morrison bill, but they will fauor a reduc-

Patterson, who

to-

»oon

oouy.
The Tariff

noon

rush.
Toward the end of the session both bulls
and bears became alarmed at the magnitude
of the decline ami buying orders were freely
given out, resultiug in a marked recovery
over the entire list. This induced a free covering of short sales, which helped the final
rally. Only one failure was announced on
the board, although rumors of others were
thick at one time. Stocks opened extremely
weak, with declines exceeding one per cent,
for a large number of active stocks.
Transactions for the first two hours were
numerous, the sales for the first 15 minutes
approximating 115,000 shares, for first hour
350,000 and up to noon over 020,000 shares.
Declines in first few minutes ranged up to
six per cent, toward tlie end of the first hour
a slight rally occurred, tlie Grangers Trunk
lines and Union Pacific
displaying considerable {strength.
The market was .feverish

injured are:
John T. Mockabee, (white) sub-contractor,
badly shaken up and iujured about tlie head

aim

at

renewed, and stocks which bad held up well
under the first sinmp then gave way with a

of the outer wall fell burying several men
under the ruins and throwing others on brick
piles outside. All the workmen were resued
alive, but several were injured and were carried at once to the Providence Hospital. The

ueau

was

hour,

first

Wall.

This afternoon while workmen

Exchange

At 3 o’clock money was loaning at six per
cent.
The business of Stock Exchange for one
lias
never
day
reached, and rarely
approached,
today’s record of 1,088,434
shares. The panicky feeling developed in
some of the low-priced shares in the
past
two days spread to more substantial stocks
and the pressure to sell was unprecedented
in the hoard room.
The heart began the
attack at the opening but orders to sell for
both sides of the account were overwfielming, the only desire seeming to bo to get out.
The attendance at the board was greater
than were ever seen before and every bioker
nearly bad orders to sell.
The excitement
was intense, the feeling bordering
closely
The
uponapanlc.
buying aided to

a

a

at the

scene

ing its normal condition and a more confident

the debts of the estate;
To this bill President Cleveland, one of the heirs, will necessarily be a party defendant. The proceeding
is rendered necessary by tlie fact that the
personal property of Mr. Neal, now being
administered by Mr. Edward G. Thomasin
the Orphans’ Court, will not bo sufllcient to
pay the debts of the estate. Mr. Joseph A.
Thomas will visit Washington and consult
with the President before instituting tlie

proceeding.

15.—The

Sage regards the decline as only begun.
Henry Clews says that before there can be
a return of the bull market money must
give
way from the present high rates of loaning,
or else stocks will recede still further.
Some few small brokers have been caught
on the wrong side of the market but have
made private settlements and no further
suspensions are anticipated. The market at
its lowest showed a decline from four to fifteen points, all along the line.
It recovered
one to five and is selling off again.
Money
has advanced to 00 per cent this afternoon.
At 2.30 orders were cabled for gold
shipments from Europe, the exchange market
having come down to the shipping point.
A 2.50 the situation was gradually assum-

ing down one of the old Carvotl buildings opposite tlie East Front of the Capitol, a part

The Baker Murder Trial.

iimnmf, nil

n

Recovery.

Marx & Co. has been a member of the board
since i860, and is one of the most prominent
men on Wall street.
A still later despatch
says that Gould’s and
Commack's brokers have been buying stocks
at a decline and the market shows a better
tone.
This afternoon the stool- marlrot in V_
lork was still feverish, but a little better
than tlie lowest prlees of the morning. The
general feeling seemed to be that the worst
was over, and that the Dauic which seemed
imminent at noon would be tided over.
A later despatch this afternoon says there
are wild rumors afloat
regarding the banks,
but the prominent banking institutions, inthe
American Exchange, the Fourth
cluding
National and the Hank of America, state
that there is no trouble in any of the associated banks.
Kussel Wage says that the drop in stocks is
occasioned by the unwarranted prices at
which worthless stock has been
selling.

Frederick G. Haskell of Portland lias been
granted a pension.
The following have been granted an increase of pension:
Joseph C. Dunn, Great
Pond; Elisha S. Rogers, Rockland; Chas. W.
Trott, East Winn; Janies W. Alcott and
Thomas Glennon of Togus.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Milliken of Portland
*
are here.

FROM BOSTON.

»v

Vsiinrlairo

Active but Firm

*5 Heading, New England, Lackawanna
Hocking and Hichmond Terminal stocks.
Die exchange member of the firm of L.

the Star schedules in Maine: Route 95,
Chebeague to Portland from Sept. 16th to
June 30th in each year, leave Chebeague

drinks in Kansas, ranging from 50 to 75
per
cent., and in crimes and offences growing
directly out of the use of such drinks a decrease of from 50 to 90 per cent.
It is worth
noticing that the counties which pronounce
prohibition a failure are surrounded by or
adjoin others in which the most satisfactory
results are claimed.”

K UV.UVU

are

It Waa

Happily

A despatch received at 2 o'clock
today
says: The stock market is touching down
to the lowest points seen for months, and
some stocks have
dropped from 2 to 3 per
cent, in the last few minutes. All brokers
have orders to sell without limit.
The
heaviest losses made by the bulls have been

vinced that Gen. Roberts will be appointed
collector of the port of Bangor.
John Trueworthy has been commissioned
postmaster at Dedham, Me.

intoxicating

use

day.

On the whole the outlook is
for the anti-free ship men.
Bass went home to-day fully con-

following changes

Market Closes

the New lork Stock

being taken up.
quite favorable

while from the nature of their
offices and the considerations influencing
their election they may be regarded as reflecting the prevailing sentiment of their individual counties. Replies have been received from 49 of these, or from more than
one-half of the entire number. The replies
show that the question asked by the people
is answered overwhelmingly in the affirmative. Only five eounties—Sheridan, Ford,
Clark, Republic and Harper—pronounce the
law unqualifiedly a failure; in Kingman it is
frankly admitted that the law is ’not enforced ; in Rush, Trego, Riley and Clay,
although the replies are rather in the nature
of opinions, as are almost all of those above
mentioned, instead of statement of observed
fact, they are rather favorable than otherwise. With these
exceptions the answers

8 Clear

N
Lt Fair
Clin'.... Clear

ness.

ROBES.

Kansas?
This information was sought from the
Probate Judges for the reason that, these
officials are directly concerned with the administration of the prohibition law, and, in
consequence, have exceptional opportunity
for arriving at intelligent and definite con-

Cloudy

HOUSE.
Speaker Carlisle appointed Messrs. Caldwell, Eden and Cooper as conferees in tilt

PURE CANDIES

How does the number of saloons in your
vicinity and the amount of beverages sold at
this time compare with the number of saleons and sales prior to the adoption of prohibition measures?
What is the state of crime, particularly
that class of offences which grow d'rectly
out of the use of alcoholic beverages as compared with the. period preceding prohibition

NW'17 Cloudy

on tlie inter-state commerce bill, asked
that it be printed and suggested that he
would next Monday ask tlie Senate tn take it
u)i, When, if debate were desired, it might
he postponed, lie hoped, however, that no
Senator would insist on the motion to postpone it until after the holidays.
Mr. Platt then called up his resolution that
executive nominations shall hereafter be
considered in open session, except when
otiierwise ordered by vote of the Senate.
Mr. Hoar moved to lay the resolution on
the table. Agreed to—yeas, .'id; nays, 21.
Mr. Beck called up the bill prohibiting
Senators or Hepresentatives from acting as
attorneys for subsidized railroad companies,
the question being on tlie substitute reported
from tlie judiciary committee.
Mr. Beck opposed tlie substitute and advocated tlie lull as introduced by himself.
Tlie substitute was unjust and absurd, and
intended to defeat the measure which Senators dared not vote down directly. It was
indecent for Senators and members to sit
and vote upon a measure affecting great railroad companies to the amount of hundreds
of millions while having money of those corporations In their pockets.
Mr. Maxey advocated the original bill, and
on behalf of his absent colleague (Mr. Coke)
offered an amendment, whieli lias the effect
substantially of restoring the bill to its original form as introduced by Mr. Beck.
Without reaching a vote, tlie Senate at 4
o’clock went into executive session, and
when the doors were reopened adjourned.

COLD.

«lecl4

_;_
W | Lt Cloudy
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questions:

Saturday. Mr. Hatch

most likely to go over until after
recess when it will have to run its chances
for consideration, with a fair prespect of not

clusions,

port

_dtf_

DOLLS A

5
7.

reported from the
post office committee and placed on the calendar: To amend the postal money order
system; to extend tlie free delivery system.
Mr. t'ulloni presented the conference re-

NO. 8 ELM STREET.

CHRISTMAS

*

presented in tlie
Among
Senate today was one by Mr. Frye from the
Bath, Maine, Board of Trade against the
admission of foreign built ships to American

Miss Fairweatlier’s,
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One of the most desirable stocks to select from to befoand in the city at
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He has also
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E. P. Jones,
Observer.

CHRISTMAS,
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Omaha, Neb. 30.22

Also a full line of American Clocks.

may be found at his old

:

18!
11!
7
Yankton.30.19|
St. Vincent ..30.16 —13
—2
Bismarck,Da 30.10:
42;
Cheyenne.... 20.841
32
North Platte 30.041
—1
29.80
Col..
Denver,
45
El Paso, Tex. 30.18|

$40.00.

If you want to save money,
Hats of Coe; he is reducing
Fail stock at very low prices.

£

7

30.14
Mo 30.10
Leavenworth 30.21

St.

ran ted

dees
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LHlCifiO, I>ec. 15.—The Daily News says
this morning: “From one end of the coun
try to the other people are asking the question, ‘Does prohibition prohibit?’ For the
purpose of learning the experience of Kansas
upon the subject a letter was recently addressed by the Daily News to every Probate
Judge in that State asking the following

his intention

therefore,

The

Feared,

but

witnessed there.
For several minutes the
entire floor was crowded with knots of brokers, surging from one side to the other, all
seemingly bent on selling stocks. Prices
dropped with such rapidity as to demoralize
the brokers who had buying orders, and little heed was paid to tractions in
making
sales.
The greatest crowd was in Heading, which
closed last night at *2i, a*d ojamed at
2i per
It was sold down in a few
per cent lower.
minutes to 37J.
Hichmond and West Point
closed last night at 40, and opened this
morning at 38, and within a few minutes was
selling at 32. Hocking Valley, which closed
last night at 358, opened at 34, and declined
to 28$. Western Union closed last
night at
718, opened at 70, and again closed at 78$.
London buying orders were cabled over
r
heavy blocks of stock, and helped to sust n
the granger und trunk line securities.
It is understood that the movement is tiie
result of a big combination against the
bulls,
which engineered a large advance
throughout the list, and trust companies controlled
by the friends of the bear leaders, are said
to have started the break by
calling in the
loans on Heading.
I-Mur-K.d-' Co. s failure was announoed in

Missouri, however, has an unfinished bill
for organization of the agricultural department which he will attempt to bring up at
that time. If he does so, and the chances
are good for his beating Duun, the House
will adjourn Tuesday or Wednesday for the
holidays, which leaves little time for Dunn
to get his bill up, if he fails
Saturday. It is,

Mr.
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An elegant line of Ladies’, Gents’ and
Children’s Kids in llress and Suedes.

same

all stations.

Liquor Drinking

on

The

McQuade Apparently Unmoved

opening of the Stock Exchange in New York
this morning, was one of the wildest
ever

calling

rison gets through

Prohibition In Kansas Largely Dimin-

LOCAL WBATHlIJt

success or

The Great Trials Comes to a Mos t
Satisfactory Conclusion.

New

at the

on Saturday Mr. Morrison inup his tariff bill again. It is
the programme, however, if consideration is
granted to the tariff bill to postpone debate
until after the holiday session.
Mr. Dunn
hopes, therefore, te get in his bill after mor-

tends

PROHIBITION DOES PROHIBIT.

ton to Boston.

AT

The

exception,

one

FOREICN.

Ho*, '.'.'iliiam

Averted.

called up, and

The Blondel sailed from Bangor about New 20th, and
was out in the late gale.
She was ef 03 tons
and built in 1858, at Essex, Mass.
The Seizure Case.
St. John. N. B. Dec. 15—Customs Collector
Ruel has made a formal demand on the Collector at Eastport, Me., for the return of the
partridges seized on board the steamer Cumberland last week, because their exportation
from Canada had been prohibited, and they
were falsely invoiced.
The seizure was effected by a Canadian officer shortly after the
Cumberland sailed, but on the vessel’s arrival at Eastport officers there'took possession of them. The Eastport collector refuses
to return the shipment or the proceeds therefrom, alleging that if the seizure was made
after the steamer left port, the birds should
have, been landed at once. Collector Ruel
has referred the case to the authorities at
Ottawa.

f*orllnml Mchool of Ktenogrnphy.
Pupils thoroughly Instructed tu shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.

with

ffltKV/JfWffl

was

regarding time for calling it up. It was ascertained, however, that he is to get it up on
Saturday.
The sundry civil appropriation bill will
occupy all day to-morrow at least.
Friday
is private bill day, when the bill cannot be

to this port, is reported overdue.

L

TKS

SOLD

Agent,

11_d3w

X L.

the probabilities of

occupied by Charles Averlll. The loss is
$5500; partially covered by Insurance. The
fire was caused by a defective flue.
Reported Overdue.
Wkllfleet, Mass., Dec. 15.—Schooner
Blondel, with a cargo of lumber, consigned

No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.

488 and 490
BE

88,803,436.80

Farm House, four miles out on the Dennysville road.
A portion of the contents, including the season’s make of butter, was
consumed.
The property was owned and

~

». J. Haul,

5C inch Afghan Homespun 60 cents. These
we have Just

goods cost the Jobber from whom
purchased them, 86 cents.

WILL

«1,882,894~45

Capital actually paid up in cash.... 1,000.000 00
Surplus beyond capital.
410,642.36

member

the

A Panic

join the Republicans which would give a
majority of two or three against it. To the
Prkss correspondent to-day Mr. Dunn positively refused to make any statement as to

House Burned.

C alais, Dec. 15.—Fire this morning totally destroyed the house known as the Oates

In

1886.

10,

MCQUADE CONVICTED.

madi

and

CREAT EXCITEMENT

Guenther of Illinois will vote against the
bill, and the opponents of it are quite confident that about twenty-five Democrats will

years.
The Cates Farm

at the Outlook.

[Special to the Press.]
Wasiumuton, Dec. 15.—If Mr. Dunn o:
Kansas succeeds in engineering his free shli
bill through the House at this session he wil
do so only in the face of very serious opposl
tion and by a very narrow margin. Dr. A
J. Fuller, J. O. Patten, Capt. G. C. Goss and
Gen. Hyde of Bath arrived here to-day and
are actively engaged against it.
Arthur
Sewall and Collector Torry are expected
soon.
It is considered certain that everj

Republican

DECEMBER

this harbor. He was once beatenfinally
off by heac
winds, but when the breeze changed h<
again attempted to affect an extrance, ant
this time succeeded.
Weary with his cease
less watch and labor lie rau the schooner oi
the flats and sought sleeo in his berth. Tbt
vessel was found by the captain, who hat
reached this city and dispatched a tug ir
search of the schooner.

Protective Democrats Who Will Op
pose the Morrison Tariff Bill.

future, and if necessary solicit the corporation of the town to offer rewards, and calling a sheriff’s inquest for the apprehension
of the perpetrators. This action was brought
about for the reason that several singular
fires have occurred in the town within a few

Total Assets.$2,803,436 8

Special Inducements offered
to our customers

dccl4

81,000,000

January t, IK.tti
Real estate owned by company.8
96,62a 00
Stocks and bonds owned by company 1,884.064 00
Loans on bonds and mortgages.
308,366 67
Loans on collaterals.
16,400 00
Cash 111 office and in bauk.
107.466 SC
Premiums In the course of collection
303.392 73
Accrued Interest and other assets..
33,219 04

AT

couraged

dangerous points,

erous

The Anti-Free Ship Men Greatly Erv

Seeking Protection Against Firebugs
Saco, Dec. 15.—A petition is in circulation
by leading citizens of Old Orchard, requesting a special town meeting to take action
relative to the investigation of fires in that
town.
The object is to choose a board of
citizens, make a thorough investigation of
the origin of any fire that may occur in the

CO.

1849.

CASH CAPITAL

FROM WASHINGTON.

Suicide at Farmington.
Farmington, Dec. 15.—Oliver Morse, of
Farmington, aged 40 years, committed suicide Tuesday by taking Paris green. Family troubles was the cause.

Fire and Marine
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Proposed
Pepperell-Laconia
Mayor Bowers of Baco Fighting It-What He Says About ItTwo Money-Making Corporations.

The
Deal

The area tee t business deal that has been
proposed In Maine for a long time, says the
I a* w Is ton Journal, is the contemplated consolidation of the Pepporrell and Laconia
corporations of Biddeford. It Involves millions of dollars and important consequences.
Although a large majority of the stockholders of both corporations
have expressed
themselves in favor of the scheme, the few
who are opposed to it are making a vigorous
contest. Chief among them is Mayor Rotcoe L. Bowers of Saco, who probably holds
more stock
man in the

in the two

corporations

than any

two cities. Mayor Bowers is •
tighter from the word go. ft has not been
forgotten that he made a lively campaign for
the office of State Treasurer, two years ago.
and last spring he won the most heated contest for the mayoralty that Saco had knewn
for many a year. He rather enjoys being an
“offensive partisan," and talks of making
his hardest fight yet, before the Legislative
committee, against the Pepperell-Laconla
deal. In regard to it, be said to the writer:
The capital of the Pepperell Is $1,200,0X1
and it has a surplus ef $1,200,000. The capital of the Laconia is $1,000,000 and it has a
surplus of $450,000. The proposition of the
managers of this deal is to scale down the
Laconia's capital to $750,a»and Increase
the Pepperell s capital to $1,*00,000 making a
new company with a capital of $2,3SO,uoo
divided in shares of a par value of $100 each.
The par value of the PeppeTell stock at present is $500 and of the Laconia, $400. Under
I the consolidation, they propose to give 74

Pwpperell, and 3 shares of the new stack for
That is, they give
every share of Laconia.
to the Pepperell stock 24 times as much value
as to the Laconia.
"Now, I am opposed to this scheme because I own more Laconia than Pepperell,
and I think they undervalue the Laconia
stock. I do not Relieve that the Pepiwr dl
stock is worth 2J times as much as the Laconia—as they estimate It. 1 can shew that
it has not earned 24 times as much and that
its assets are not 21 times as much. 1 have
a record of the dividends of the two companies for the past ten years before me. The
Pepperell has averaged to pay 12 1-10 per
cent, per annum (or 10 years, ttjias done
better than any otlv r mill In Maine, 1 think,
but it has not paid 24 times as much as the
Laconia, which has averaged t> 9-lu per cent,
for ten years. 121-10 is not 24 times K !M0, Is

it?

Then there are certain advantages which
the Laconia has over the Pepperell. The Laconia has a surplus of water power, which
the Pepperoll lias not The latter corporation’s 1UO.OUO spindles uses up all of its
water. The same water goes to the Laconia
on the lower level, with only 75,(100 spindles,
and it has both room in its yard and the
power for a- new mill of 20,000 spindles,
which the Pepperell has not. This mill is
going to be buflt anyway, and unless it is
built on the Laconia s property It will have
to be run by steam. Again there is the old
water power property, dams and real estate
worth perhaps $.100,0110, of which the Pepperell owns four sevenths and the Laconia
three-sevenths. I say that under these circumstances it is not fair to estimate Pepperell stock as worth two and one-half times as
much as Laconia stock.
"I have proposed a plan to the directors,
which 1 think would be fair.
Let the Pepperell issue a stock dividend of $800,000 to
its shareholders, increasing its capital to
$2,000,000 and bringing its surplus down to
$400,000. Then consolidate the two companies as they then stand, making no scaledown of Laconia."
RAILWAY MATTERS.
MAINE

ENTHAI. RAIl-KOAD.

The annual meeting of the Maine Central
railroad was held yesterday afternoon at the
office of the company on Commercial street.
President Sewall was In the chair and Hon.
J. H. Drummond wasclerk. The following
board of directors was elected unanimously,
each receiving 24,183 votes:
Arthur Sewall. Bath.
Geo. C. l.urit. Newton, Mass.
Darius Altleu, Augusta.
Paul. South Newmarket, N. II
Nathaniel J. Bradlee, Boston. Mass.
Wm. G. Davis, Portland.
Horatio N. .lose, Portland.
Joseph 9. Kicker, Deertug.
John Ware, Watervllle.
Thomas W. Hyde, Bath.
Francis W. Hill, Exeter.

Amos
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the choice of the following officers:

UJ

President—Arthur Sewall.
Clerk—Hon. Joslah H. Drununond.
General Manager— Payson Tucker.
A committee
consisting of

,

Directors
Arthur Sewall, William (T. Davis, Joha
Ware and Darius Aklen, was appointed to
confer with a similar committee from the B.
& M. Railroad with regard to building a
union depot on the site of the present Congress street

station.

PORTLAND A ROCHESTER.

At the adjourned meeting of the Portland
«fc Rochester road held In this city yesterday

morning the following officers
ted

were

re-elec-

:

President—Geerge P. Wescott.
Treasurer—W. H. Conant.
Superintendent—J. W. Peters.
The road has declared a dividend of 3 per
cent payable Jau. 13th.
ROCKLAND TO CAMDEN.

The Rockland Courier-Gazette says: "The
railroad commissioners were in session here
Monday evening and gave a hearing on peti-

tion of S. M. Bird and others for a railroad
from this city to Camden. There was no opposition. The affair has not yet taken shape
sufficiently to enter into details here, but tbs
scheme of a railroad between these two
■daces is feasible and would be a good thing,
l'ho right kind of men are interested in the
movement and we believe the toot of the
iron boss will ere long go echoing among the
crags of Mount Beattie.”
NOTES.

The legislature will be asked for a charter
build a railroad from Eastport to
Calais; also from Princeton to some point
on the European
and North American,
thence to Aroostook.

to

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Patrick Collins while engaged in refilling a
quantity of cartridges at tne Arsenal at Augusta, Tuesday, was terribly burned about
the face and on his right hand and arm by
an

explosion.

KNOX COUNTY.

The Knox Lime Association have voted
that all kilns in Knox county be allowed to
go out as soon as they have burned their
quota. The prospect is now that very little
lime will be
manufactured before next
spring says the Courier-Gazette.
Klbrtdge Stoue of St. George was arraigned before Judge Hicks in Rockland, Monday
afternoon and bound over in 8300 to the December term of court for the larceny. Nov.
23, of several articles from the store of H.
Gilbert in Rockland.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Joseph Porter and E. A. Conway of Oteno, have been brought to Bangor jail for the

larceny of clothing.

Trial Justice David

Norton of Old Town, gave them

each.

thirty days

YORK COUNTY.

Now that the custom house of Kennebunk
has changed hands, there is anxiety about
the post office among the Democrats. Two
petitions, one in favor of Geo. K. Smith, at
present one of the selectmen, and the other
for the appointment of Will Warren
have
been sent to Washington.
IN

GENERAL.

The steamboat inspectors report that there
are upon the waters of this State this year
86 steamers, an increase of U over last year;
•58 of which we have inspected and provided
"certificates of inspection.’’
Mr. Wm. Z. Clayton, State
Liquor Agent,
has made his annual report of sales to cities
aud towns. The total amount of whiskey
was 3,847 gallons; brandy, 387; gin, 1,188: alcohol, 4,883; rum, 8,182; wine, 1,313. The
total value of the sales was 838.334.84 The
expenses of the office were 82,238.80.

_

THE
THURSDAY

So offensive are the liquor dealers be
coming that the people of Massachusetts are
likely to adopt the most extreme measure.

MORNING,

DEC. 16.

We do not read anonymous tetters and comntun
rations. Tbe name and address ol the writer are
In all cases indispensable, not necessarily for
pub
llcatlon but as a guarantee of good faltb.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communicat ions that are not used.

The Boston County Democracy
nothing hut a noise.

seem to

be

There will be no kicking against the appropriation for building a custom house at

CURRENT

Providence Journal.
Counalls come and City Councils
City
but tne Cove smells on forever.
A BUM

Tho lower court has sat down upon the
scheme of the Indiana Democrats to prevent
the newly elected Republican lieutenant governor from taking his seat.
The matter now
goes to the Supreme Court.
Hon. Frank Jones has sprained his ankle,
and is not able to go to Washington at present. This may delay some appointments in

this State which lie

seems

to hold in the hol-

low of bis hand.

The story that the Czar is about to grant
his subjects a constitution and assemble a

yearly parliament

at Moscow needs confirm-

Doubtless the Nihilists have badly
frightened him, but not enough probably for
ation.

that.

Attorney General Garland doesn’t prepare the government
oases properly nor argue them
ably before
the Supreme Court. That, if
true, is anothcharge is

made that

good reason why' he should seek rest in
Arkansas.

er

Boston, Lowell, Worcester, Salem and
Newburyport all voted for license. The 11.
cense majority in Bostou'is about 4000, which
is considerably less than last year and much
smaller than oue would suppose it would be
in a city of the character of Boston where

the foreign element is very large.
The internal revenue receipts show that
more than a million pounds of oleomargarine
were manufactured in the United States in
November. Evidently the law as far as the
suppression of the manufacture of spurious
butter is concerned is a great failure. And
that was all the farmers wanted the law for.
The fact that the name of T. C. Manning,
United States Minister to Mexico, was not
sent to the Senate with other nominations of
the same class, is interpreted as indicating

that there was more truth in the uncomplimentary stories about his conduct at the
Mexican capital, that have been in circulation, than has generally been supposed.

Oregon,

too, has

11pji lloil

a

tlw*

bird it wants to get rid
rhinoGO

nlioacnnt

nnrl

when introduced was, like the English sparrow, supposed to be a desirable acquisition.
What it does that is bad we don’t know.

Perhaps nothing.

The only trouble with
it may be that it comes from the same country
as the “moon-eyed lepers.”

A Washington correspondent of the Boston Herald reports that the President lias
been so dreadfully bored by a friend of an
applicant for an office in an Eastern city tha1
he has sent word to him that no appointment
will be made while he remains in the city.
■

Perhaps Bangor people

may be able to guess

who this boro is.
Prince Alexander, late ruler of Bulgariai
is of the opinion that the struggle of the Bulgarians for independence has been inspired
by the influence of Robert College, at Constantinople. This is an American institution, founded by the liberality of a New
York gentleman, and established by the labors of Dr. Cyrus Hamlin,
Yankee ideas are persuasive.

a

Maine man.

The removal from office of Mr. Coombs of
one of the four general appraisers
of merchandise on the Atlantic coast, and
the appointment of a political henchman in
his place strikes the New York Post “as
nearly the worst offence chargeable against
President Cleveland’s administration.” It
seems to be dawning gradually on the Independents that after all President Cleveland

Maryland,

may not be

quite perfect.

Worcester,

which voted for prohibition
last year votes for license this. The license
men, taking their cue from the women, ordered a supply of coffee and doughnuts for

their voters. Both sides put in a great
amount of work. The saloons closed up and
all their employes staid at the polls, while
the ministers and the members of the Women’s Christian Union worked like heavers
on

I V THU WORLD

SPLEEN.

Atlantic Avalanche.
Grand combination of qualifications for Atlanta couneilmen, to wit: an abolitionist, a
prohibitionist, a Republican, a Yank nnd a
crank.

by the system.

orders, and are going to

MURDEROUS GRADE CROSSING.
Hartford Courant.
The wanton, cruel, wholly unnecessary,
wholly preventable taking of human life is a
thing not to be tolerated in a civilized commonwealth. The (so-calledi “accidents’' at
grade crossings in which citizens of Connecticut are crushed and mangled to death are
wanton, cruel, wholly
unnecessary, and
wholly preventable. Connecticut is a (partially) civilized commonwealth. The gradecrossing must go.
Clad Blaine Didn't Shake.
[New York Dispatch to the Boston Journal.]
The Her. Dr. Robert Cillyer in the Church
of the Messiah, New Y'ork, selected for his
text, Sunday morning a passage from that
portion of the book of Kings where Jehu in
bidding Jahonadab good-bye said, “Is thine
heart right? If it be give me thy hand.” In
introducing ids sermon Dr. Collyer said

that the forefathers called a handshake
“handfast,” as the shake of the hand was
the outward expression of an honest heart,
lie continued:
“The thought came to me quite naturally
as it may have come to you when you read
the story some days ago touching the men of
great eminence in the nation who have been
good friends as friendship stands among
those who want to stand highest among us
by climbing on tinrshoulders of their fellows
how they met in company and one held out
his hand, comrade fashion, but the other,
saying no word simply refused the grip, because lie bad good reason to know there was
no truth of the heart in it or loyalty.”
“And the question has been hinted at our
firesides and in the marts of business as well
as by the journals that help to do our thinking for us, while we have drawn our own
conclusious very much as we found ourselves
on this or that man’s side of the question,
that has a far wider reach, and, as we think
a deeper one.
It may be no secret, also, that
my own heart lias not been drawn latterly to
the man who stood there quietly and held hack
Ills hand for the reason we have heard of.
It was a brave thing to do, and true, and
holds the lesson we may all lay to our hearts
that of loyalty of man to man.
“It was no more a question of good manners but of truth in the inward parts and
sincerity and loyalty to word and deed. And
so I said the truth stands
as good for one
time as for any and all time. Here is the
trutli to be made good agaiu, as it seems, bv
union reiteration, that 1 must also bestow
I
hand
good heed how
five my
when 1 cannot gtv.e something from rnv heart
with it. When my fellow man lias good
reason to know when tins is the truth about
handfast, lie must not accept it, but must refuse the sign and pledge. And apart from
all questions that go before or come after,
the gentleman who drew back the other day
did the true thing then and there.”

CATARRH!

Have you awakened from a disturbed sleep with
all the horrible sensations of an assassin clutching
your throat and pressing the life-breath from your
Have you uoticed the languor
tightened chest?
and debility that succeeds the eff .rt to eleariyour
throat and head of this catarrhal matter? What a
depressing influence it exerts upon the mind,
clouding tlie memory and filling the head with
pains and strange noises! How difficult it is to rid
the nasal passages, throat and lungs of this poisonous mucus all can testify who are afflicted with
catarrh. How difficult to protect the system
against its further progress towards the lungs,
liver and kidneys, all physicians will admit. It is
a terrible disease, ancf cries out for relief and cure.
The remarkable curative powers, when all other
remedies utterly fall, of Sanford's Radical
Cure, are attested by thousanus who gratefully
recommend it to fellow-sufferers. No statement
is made regarding it that cannot be substantiated
by tlie most respetcable and reliable references.
Each packet contains one bottle of the Radical
Cure, one box of Catarrhal Solvent, and an
Improved Inhaler, with treatise and directions, and is sold by all druggists for $1.00.
Potter Drug * Chemical Co., Boston.

Cook Book free.

The Savannah News says the “prohibition movement would never have gained
the foothold in the South it ha^ if it had not
been for the necessity of putting whiskey
out of the reach of the negroes.’’ The interesting question is, how much docs the prohibition they have in the South affect the
whites? Have they denied themselves to
keep the negroes straight, or are they keeping the negroes straight without denying
themselves? There is a strong suspicion
abroad that the Southern white man doesn’t
go thirsty in order to set a good example to
his colored brother.

iy

Quilted Skirts,

Napkins,

Linen Towels,
Lace Bed Sets,
White Airrons,

Stamped Linens,
Embroidered Felt, In
Tidies, Scarfs and
Stand Covers,
Shawls,
Elegant liue of Silk Umbrellas.

from such movements for one or the other of
the great political parties occasionally, but

their tendency is to excite hostility between
classes that ought to live on good terras with
one another and to breed demagogues and
charlatans who tickle the laboring men with
all sorts of specious promises in order to use
them for their own selfish purposes.

The Springfield Union, one of the best informed papers of Western Massachusetts,
speaking of the votes on the license question
in Massachusetts eities, says that there is a
feeling of satisfaction among the voters with
the local option
phase of the present law
which allows the
people of each community
to determine for themselves whether liquors
shall be sold within their city or town limits
without being imposed upon by the will of
others or attempting to impose their will upon other towns and cities.
Bat the voters
are liable to be forced to adopt constitutional prohibition by the activity of the saloon
interests. Bum has shown itself in politics
this year as never before, and the prospect
is that it will be even more aetive In the fn-
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Trimmings, Capes, Collars, Muffs,
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Boston & Portland Clothing Co.
GREAT HOLIDAY BARGAIN SALE
OF

FURS

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
in the

shape of Boots, Shoes or Slippers. We have
good assortment of Gentlemen’s Slippers, both in
Leather and Velvet.
Also Ladies’ Warm Slippers
and Embroidered Velvet Slippers.
Please call and

a

examine

our

£au!toWe
MORTGAGE COMPANY.

CAPITAL,

$600,000

DEBENTURES
—

AND

—

Guaranteed Farm Mortgages
N'kW

OFFICES.

YORK, SOB Rrouiw.y.
BOSTON. 83 Court Strut.

BHtl.AItkiLl'HIA,

USB. 4tl) fit.

REFERENCES

Kin! ,\,t. Buk, NEW YORK.
Button N.t. Bulk, BOSTON.
7th Nut. Bk.f
Am. N.t.
N SA S CITT

PHtLaOELPHIA.

B^V.KA

KANSAS CITY, 7th A D.I. SU.
For role, or Intern!. and full

CARTLAND,

COCKLE’S
ANTI-BILIOUS

PILLS,

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
For Liver. Pile, Indigestion, etc. Free from Mercury ; contain* only Pure Vegetable Ingredient*.
Agent: l. N. C KITTEN TON, New York.

8«pii0

TliM&wlynrm

To every gentleman iu tlie State of Maine, we
would say, If you have waited for the most favorable opportunity to purchase an OVEliCOAT this
winter, now is the time.

WRAP, OFFICE

a

SOMERS,

The Hatter,

We Offer This

dee*

dim

Wednesday Evenings,
UE.YTLk.VHIV,

SOMERS, The Hatter,
253 MIDDLE

and Furrier.

STREET, DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS ST.

ENTIRE

<l»cU

LADIKM, 4.1.00

13_Utf

OPERAS

New Comic Opera by Malllart, translated from
the French, ••Let Dragon* de Vlllar*."

The

Madcap,

with the following Artists In the cast
Ross CliALUCT, (The Village Madcap)
Miss ALICE MAY ESTY.
Li»*rr«, (The Farmer s Frctly Wife)
Miss GERTRUDE KDMAND.H
Fabric*, (The Farmer’s Assistant
Mr J.C. BARTLETT.
SltHOEANT BKACMAJtCKKft, (Of the Kmg’s Dragoon* .Mr. LON F. BRINE.
( OilroUAL BombaKii, (A Dragooni (
Fathkb Jibomic, (A Fugitive)
i
Mr. H. L. CORNELL.
Himon Fini hard, (A Rich Farmer)
Mr MYRON CLARK.
Refugee*. Dragoons, Feaaants, etc.

SELECTION

EveaJag

_

_

at

8.

Wallace's I harming Opera,

MARITANA.

Always be Found

at

*53,’

Old Stand.
«odtf

Orchestra of Nine Boston Musician*.
LEON KEAC'H. Director
Evening tickets: 38. 80 and 75 cents. Matlue#
tickets: 26, 35 aad 60 cents; Children, IS and
35 cents. Christmas Cards and .Souvenirs given
away with each ticket, as follows;
10-cent Cards given away with 16-cent Tickets.
18 ...
••
«
*•
**
*•
20
36
••
••
•*
•*
••
SO
so *•
••
*•
40
75
Tickets on sale at Btoekbrldge’s Mosic store,
Saturday morning. Tickets sold with Souvenirs
until Christmas; afterwards without.
Half-fare on M. C. R. R late trains on G. T. R.,
and half-fare on F. A K. 1C and F. & O. R.
special
K. Librettos on sale at Stoekbrldge's.
decia
dtw

We uiake this great display or Fancy Articles for an
attraction, not for profit, a,
customers will see by our
prices. Conte one, come ail, and see our magoiUrent
array of Beautiful Gifts and Presents. We mention some of the many articles.

Kid Cloves. Woolen Cloves, Silk Mittens, Wool
Mittens, Fur
Lined Cloves and Mittens for Ladies, Cents and Children,
Silk Handkerchiefs, Linen Handkerchiefs, Silk Mufflers
and
Wool Cashmere Mufflers, Ribbons,
Jewelry, Combs, Hair
Pins, Fans, Tidies and Fischus, Plush Jewelry Boxes, Plush
Collar and Cuff Boxes,Plush Handkerchief and Clove
Boxes,
Ink Stands, Paper Knives, Bronze Match
Safes, Brass Easles, Vases, Fancy Stationery, etc.

SILKS,

Fancy Work, In Plain Colors ant]
1 rutted, at #H cents, sold
everywhere

■or

CHINA CRAPE, Plain and Brocaded,

for evening

LOT

NO.

At

each.

Vests to match.

BONDS !
Rockland.rs & 4s Bath.6s & 4s
No. FactSe GoUL.As
Maine Central..7* A 6*
Anson.4*
F. *0. R.K
.0S

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

194 nillUl.K HTRCET, Persia ad.
January 1.1*64.
'anldtf

Ns.

DRESS GOODS.

R. H. Stearns & Go.

wear.

GARMENTS.

FURS.
Beaver Muffs, Beaver Sets, Nutria
Muffs, Black Hare Muffs, Silver Hare
Muffs, and a full line of Couer, Hare anti
Beaver Trimmings at reduced pricee.

IIAADIEST

(treat mark down sale for the HoliSacks, Wraps and Newmar-

kets, Children’s Newmarkets,

We offer this morning one case 6-4
Foule Cloths for Ladies’ Tailor .Milts, at
$1 per yard, been selling for $1.50.

25

pieces

-IN-

New

FAILE FRANCAISE.

Camel’s

quality,

BEST STOCK OE CHOICE

at 50 cents.

CIIKCTJIS (MODS.

RHADAMES.

We orfer for Special

Holidays Bargains:

25 pieces Black Rhadmes at
-8 .89
“
“
“
“
10
l.oo
“
“
«
«
5
1.25
“
“
“
“
5
1.50
“
“
“
10 “
24 in., 1.76

'•

Come and

LOT

To

$12.00 each.

Only

LOT

R. H. Stearns & Co.,

OF LIVEBPOOL, fcN(JLA>D.

•'TAXICME.N r or TUK

LOT

NO.

Dn ember

6.

To

8twk, and Bond,, market value....*2.315,068.75
MU Mtate.
?7« go, no
Uash In Bank, and Ufllee,.
*80,311 07
Accrued Interest.
48.100.00
Uncollected Premium,.
2uo.13o.ot
Other Asset*.
3.097.97

Only $15.00 each,
For Boys 14 to 17 years.

LIABILITIEB.

Extraordinary Bargains

in Children’s
Overcoats in sizes! to 11 years, particularly at $5, $0, $7 and $8,

SCULL Si BEADLEY, Managers,
HOSTII8,

ROLLINS

I.urgc I.ol lSanangrd Cardigan Jacket, at
only 30 rent, each, regular price 81.30.
I,rather Ju-ket. uud Ve.l. at
manufacturer*, price..

tallies

are

were

for the quality, it will
TO BE HAD NOW.

priees

marked the first of the

readily

be

seen

what

uuusu-

LARGEST MANU ACTURERS, JOBBERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OEALERS IN NEW ENGLAND

„#v

W. O.

JIMS.

&

'** Knhnngf Ml., PsftlasS, ■■*■«.

Seal Caps
Best Stiff.Hat

50 cents.

$10.00.
2.50.

SOMERS BROS.,
4S9 CONGRESS STREET,
*le«ll

__dec 9-16-23

A Home Investment.
MAINE CENTRAL R.R,
Improvement

Sinking Fund,

GOLD BONDS,
Dae

1916; interest January

CLAPP’S BLOCK.
eodtf

and

4 I -2 per cent.

—

FOB SALS HI

and

WARE, Manager.

tad

Jnly.

_

PARKINSON & BURR,
bankeks
M

Me.

ADAMS,

AGENTS,

We v/ill sell all kinds of Fur Setts
and Yrimmings cheaper than any
other dealer.

Boston di Portland Clothing Co.,

*4,712.89lU6

Surplus.*2,344.471.00

Our Finest Goods.

When it is considered that these goods

*•*

Unpaid Losses, Unearned Premiums, and other Liabilities.*2,368,428.18

Scotch Caps
eason at low

31, IbM,

AMki*.

112 Boys’Fine Kersey Overcoats In Blue and
Brown, elegautly made and trimmed, aud superior htttng garments, marked down from
$20.00,

85 Men’s Fine Austrian Beavers, Blue, Chin-

$18.00 and $20.00 each.

Plate and Tremont Street,

UNITED STATES BRUCH,

NO. 4.

hilla, Elyslan Beaver and fine Kersey Overcoats,
■dually marked down from $25.00 and $28.00, to

Price#

our

Royal Insurance Co.,

Also Bargains in Men’s Reefers at $4.00,
$5.00, $8.00 and $10.00.

NO. 3.

1B7 Young Men’s Fine Melton, Kersey and Ely
ilan Overcoats In Blue, Fancy Mixed and Brown,
■educed in price from $15.00 and $18.00,

lomparr

and Slock*.

Temple

eA

England,

Hair

Homespuns, 54 Inches wide, regular 81

BLACK
Wc offer an elegant line of this new
silk fabric, in colors and black, at $1.75
and $£.00 per yard.
We warrant these
not to full or fray in wear, euual in every respect to a Rhadame.

odd colors

PLACE

etc.

Camels Hair Homespuns

S.

only $12.00

81zes 34 to 44.

riNANUAL.

We offer this morning one case Knickerbocker Homespuns, double width, at
17 cents, been selling for 87 1-2 cents.

CO Men's Fine All Wool Blue Chinchilla Keelers
wool lined, tlie best goods we ever made
up lu
Reefers, the Boston pr'ce of which lias been $18
all this seasou, now offered by us

255
Middle Street, Portland,

W. H. SOMERS
Can

3.00.

for twelve lessons.

SOUVENIR

Morning

2.

Only $10 each, all sizes.

dly fine

Leading Hatter

NO.

;o

ami Best Line off Furs and Fur Trimmings in Portland to clioosc from at
prices that defy competition.
Fur Novelty for Gents' Overcoats—A Fur Collar and Cuffs which can be taken off in
a moment.
The best yet ever invented.
Alter wearing one of these
you
would use no other.
Stylish
and perfect fitting.

fine line of

WHITNEY.

emit!

dee16

Men’s All Wool Overcoats, comprising Whipcords, Casslmers, Fancy Mixtures, Meliins and
Elysiai’S, all fine goods, and thoroughly reliable,
reduced In price from $12.00, $15.00 and $18.00,

Largest

ASD WORK BASKETS

&

GILBERT’S DAM CLASS.

ME.

BAZAAR, THE STOCKBRIDGE

4oo

-ilAS THE-

tor the holiday trade.

KENDALL

$12.00 Each.
LOT

BEAR IN MIND

I.

200 Men’s All Wool Black Chinchilla Beaver
Overcoats, goods made by best mills in the country, and made and trimmed In our best manner In
our own workshops, and retailed during October
and November for $18.00, now offered at only

Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

BASELETS.
We have received

The table* will be arranged for the sale of
Needle Work, Candy. Flowers, Dolls and Doll*
Clothes, Christmas Gifts of all kinds. Tree of Fortune, Post Office, and a Doll* Keception. which
alone will be worth the price of admission.
Ice
Cream and Cake will be for sale. Admission 10
cts.; Children, 5 eta.
dec l ttd.Tt

STORE.

FOULE CLOTHS.

decl8____codtf

inrormatlon
SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

Jlecl___lm»

SOCIETY”

Psenytion Hall Saturday Afternoon end Even g, Dec. 18.

HOTEL.

PORTLAND,

Hale of seats comderl3d0t

will hold their flrst Bazar In

XJiN LITTLE & CO.

CHINA

Our entire wholesale stock, comprising over 10,000 Fine
Chinchilla,
Elysian and Moscow Beaver OVERCOATS, ULSTERS and REEFERS,
must be closed ont by January 1st. at prices that will show an
average
reduction of 40 per ceut. from early figures this
season, on all of our
line goods. These goods have been distributed among our retail stores
from MAINE to CONNECTICUT, and genuine
bargains will be offered
all this month. No cheap or shoddy trash
quoted at low prices to attract attention, but the Hnest goods made this season.

stock.

No. 210 Middle

dlw

ST.,

REPAIRED.

chase sensible

DAVIS &

MURRAY
BROTHERS.
dee 13

MIDDLE

for

LOT NO.

We have 30 line Horses for sa'e.
The horses vary in weight from
lOOo to 1400 pounds.

FALMOUTH

mm rs*

just opened with a large stock of Photoill my Hail, .lew tear * Day,
graph Albums, Handkerchief Boxes, Writing Desks
Afternoon and Evening, Jan. 1
Saturday
and Ink Stands.
Children’s Books of all kinds,
II aNtafal < hri-tiauM <i«rd«,
Plush Frames, Christmas Cards, and a great varie- ««■<«
«lven away with ticket*.
THE MARITAM OPtRA CO. of MRTtll.
ty of goods too numerous to mention.

FINE

OvErGoATS.
EVENINGS ! Ulsters and Reefers.
OF

cellence.

HORSES FOR SALE.

R««ga, Daacrs,
m«»Jc.

sew

“MITE

THE

CO., HOLIDAY ARTICLES!

232 Middle Street.

decll

Gloves and

Our store will be open evenings from Dec. 15th to
the 25th, to accommodate those who wish to pur-

.-

ATUKNAKtl.

Prices 75, 60 aud 35 cents.
Wednesday, Dei*. 15.

We have

eodtdec24

OPEN

nrmdly

place,

with New

tirel?

USEFUL and ORNAMENTAL.

fashionablVfurrier,
nov20

mar 10

Beplrir

Remember (be

Harris,

HOWARD

Farrington Block, Congress Street.

,uf

Seal and Otter Sacques a Specialty.

ALL

FORSALE BY ALL CROCERS

Wm.

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS.

OUR

No. 245 Middle Street.

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from ’75 to ’88.

under the

management of

do

BUFFALO AND WOLF ROBES IN GREAT VARIETY.

STANLEY,

Supported by an efficient company,

Christmas Bazaar, Farrington Block.

call before purchasing.
all kinds of repairing.

other Novelties in the Fur Line.

M. Ph. I>.

KARL, the Pediller,

Elegant Costumes, Special Scenery Select Chorus.

Fine Fur

A.

Clothing.

-OK-

WHOLESALE A AD RETAIL.

RICHARD (

GARDNER,

In lit* newly written play (by Con. T. Mirpat,
Ks<i entitled.

Matinee at 2.30.

c;OOQ5

517 COMESS and 7 CASCO STREET, Mechanics’ Building.
8

Potter Drug and Chemical Co.,
MTb&w2w

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined It.
“I have given tills powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entireAlum, Ammonia, Lime and tlie Phosly free from
phates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesoraeness and efllciency.”

Friday and Saturday, Dec. 17 and IS.

LARGEST LINE OF GENTLEMEN’S NECKWEAR iN THE CITY.

Caps!

MILLETT, EVANS & CO., ROBERT F. SOMERS &

minute

Tlie Standard of Purity and Ex-

PORTLAND THEATRE.

large and line line of

care.

by the Cuiicura Anti-Pain Plaster. New.
elegant, and infallible. At druggists, 26e.: five

dee l*d2t

OVERCOATS AND ULSTERS. MR.
CHARLES A.

CHRISTMAS

and get prices before purchasing as it is our
purpose to offer them at exceedingly low prices.
All of the above are new goods and selected with great

the bench and the counter
from the loom and sewing machine
goes up the cry of pain and weakness
Aching Sides and Back Kidney and
Uterine Pains, Strains and weakness,
aids and Chest Pains, and eveiy Pain

MProm

Also,

great bargains.

a

evening Dea. 16th.

Refreshment* will be served.

dec

journeymen furriers and make all
our own goods and guarantee to sell
cheaper than our neighbors.

l_ ■

V* tu vscipi ci11vi

OVERCOATS,

NEW

We have

FANS.

i■

Thursday ittarnoon and

The eminent German Dialect Comedian,

FURS !

£1.75 upwards.
Initial Handkerchiefs,
Embroidered Handkerchiefs,
Elegant Designs,
Hemstitched Handkerchiefs,
Silk Handkerchiefs,

Elegant variety of Fans, all prlees, from
$1.50 upward.

The Young Ladle* Circle of the
FIRST BAPTIST SOCIETY,
will hold a Christmas Hale of useful ai d fancy

Lined

'••urruir*

Mlk Mufflers,
Cashmere Mufflers.

Purses, W'allets,
Pocket Books, Card Cases,
1 lot Children’s Purses, 25 cents each.

are

UNDER

We have 800 dozen ok' these caps and will
sell them at wholesale prices. Look
in our window to-day.

Real Duchess Lace Handkerchiefs, from

LEATHER GOODS.

which

CLOVES.
Ladies’ 5-button Real Kid Gloves 50
cents per pair,
Ladies’ Cashmere Gloves,
Ladies’
Silk Mittens,
1
I Ladies’ Wool Knit Mittens,
Ladles’ Kid Mittens,
Gentlemen’s Embroidered Kid Gloves,
i Gentlemen’s Wool Gloves.

Shoppintr Bags,

Illr.

Scotch

Hand Mirrors.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

Ladies’ Silk Hosiery,
Ladies’ Cashmere Hosiery,
Ladies’ Fleeced Hosiery.
Gentlemen’s Merino Hosiery,
Gentlemen’s Camel Ilalr Hosiery.

$20.00

Utf

SCOTCH CAPS!

Hammered Brass Placques,
Perfumery, in Foreign and Domestic
Goods,

HOSIERY.

dac!4d3t

articles, m V. 31. C. A. HALL,

dec4

Triplet Mirrors,
Key Boards,
Work Boxes,

in

Satin

Elegant

*08

Plush Toilet Cases,
; Plush Handkerchief Cases,
Plush Glove Cases,
Hand Painted Glove and Handkerchief
Cases.

Lasting, Alpaca, Felt,
Flanuel and Knit Wool,
Corsets, Underwear, Ladies’Collars and
Cuffs,
Colored Blnnkets, for Wrappers and Toboggan Suits,
Linen Table Covers,

HOW MY SIDE ACHES.

say that Recorder
Matthews’s name will not again be sent to
the Senate, but that the President will allow
him to continue to draw his fees until the legal expiration of the time within which a recess appointment must be reported to the

impetus from the phenomenal success of the
Henry George campaign. Such an outcome is
rather a matter of congratlation than otherwise. Some temporary advantage may bo got

ilecis

January 1st, we shall offer to intending purchasers the
following useful and desirable articles for the Holidays:
SUBSTANTIAL GIFTS. I CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

Dec. 16.

KaiMitw ‘J5 real*.

CHRISTMAS SALE.

very tine one for that,
of Fancy Bordered Hem-

THE GENTLEMAN who made such a
disturbance in City Hall the other evening
by continually coughing,was not to blame
for having a wretched cold, but he might
have avoided it all by proper care of his
throat.
No better cold preventer can be
thought of than one of those rich Cashmere or Silk Mufflers which Owen, Moore
<& Co. are selling for one dollar.

tCLKCT KKADIMU,

AMD

Thursday Evening,

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

Until

Iilack Satin Hliadaines,
Black Silks, all warranted,'
Black Fai'e Franciea,
Black Satin de Fleur,
Colored Satin liliadames,
Colored Saiin Faile Francaics,
Black Dress Goods,
Colored Dress Goods.
Pattern itresses, in Wool aud Sicillian,

might

Third entertainment cousUting of

1'OHKBT

mences

HOLIDAY GOODS !

.....

The Boston imitation of the Henry George
movement was a feeble one. McNeil got
less than 4000 votes out of a total of 45,000.
This rather ridiculous result will probably
have a tendency to check the enthusiasm for
class political movements, which got such an

you expect u Christmas present
not be amiss at this time.

MlLLETT, EVANS & CO.

Washington dispatches

Senate, and then make another appointment,
or allow a vacancy to occur.
It is reported
that Matthews has made upwards of $20,000 during the brief period which has elapsed
since he took charge of the office. The transactions in real estate in Washington during
the past three months have been unprecedented in the history of the district, and as
Matthews has all fees collected, paying only
his copyists out of them, he must have made
a small fortune.

complete lino of. They are
the best garments ever invented for a
man to lounge round in.
An insinuation in the direction of those from whom

YOUNC PEOPLE’S COURSE,

ex-

BESIDES the immense line of Neckwear, Mufflers and other furnishings,
which Owen, Moore & Co. are showing
in such profusion, they will open this
week, a complete assortment of Fancy
Nightshirts and Pajames. These useful articles are necessary to the comfort
of every gentleman, and make appropriate gifts for Christmas.

M._E. CHURCH.

PINE NT.

Has just received annotlier lot of those

__

will be thoroughly discussed.
Nobody believes that be was selected on account of bis
fitness, for (is office deals with navigation,

merits he will he rejected.

opened

a

Anmmir.vro.

FRED R.~ FARRINGTON

are

ANYr MAN who doesn’t possess a
smoking jacket and dressing gown ought
to have one of those luxurious Bath
Wraps which Owen, Moore & Co. have

Kumford Chemical Works, Providence, K. I.
Tb&M&wnrmly

lot

nobody

and

ones that Owen, Moore & Co.
offering this week is not only a
marvel of cheapness but a tiling of
beauty, too.

for.wliolesale

sell them at 50

too.

name

of wliicb he has no knowledge whatever.
Everybody knows that bis appointment was
a purely partisan one, a reward for supposed
services to the Democratic party in the last
campaign. If his case is dealt with strictly

tho
stitched

siderably surprised at receiving back 25
cents in change. Meeting a friend he
told him lie had just purchased a necktie
for half price, and so he had. The joke
is, everybody gets them at half price,

For sale by all dealers.

to get a

but

SATURDAY MORNING a gentleman
Owen, Moore & Co.’s, bought
an elegant Four-in-Hand Necktie, and
handed the clerk 50 cents. Ue was con-

whatever.

Handkerchief,

a

pects

went into

requires less shortening than any other powder.
It is,recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration
Every package warranted.

TWELVE AND ONE-IIALF CENTS
a pretty low price.for
any; kiml3

of

[Fancy Work Department.

THE

CHOKING

is

more

The debt of the State of Maine is u little
over five million dollars, and it nearly all
matures in 1889. This is lucky for Maine, as
she now pays six per cent, interest, nnd
probably can refund all not met by .sinking
funds at three per cent, or a little more.

Morton’s name has gone to the Senate and
before Ills fate is settled his qualifications
for the office to which be has been appointed

its

made by the only process that
produces a baking powder of any nutritive value.
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required

Preparation,

cents each.

of District Attorney Stone’s
successor has been sent to the Senate for
confirmation. When it comes up for discussion there will be a fine opportunity for
some Democratic Senator to point out why a
Republican district attorney should be removed from office for making
political
speeches, while a Democratic district |attorney guilty of the same offence Is retained,
cwtainly Stone’s successor ought not to be
confirmed until Hits point is cleaieil up.

on

is Prof. Hosford’s 15read

MAINE.

LUCKY

the other side.

The

The lady who hasn’t time !to do anywork for Christmas can buy covering for a Fir Pillow all Kmbroidered.
with choice of Mottoes, for less than the
plain silk would ordinarily cost. We
had too many embroidered

go,

Lowell Courier.

The New York Marine Journal says that
a more “mortifying and humiliating" appointment than Morton's was never made.

nf.

ORGAN'S

MINI'ELI. AN KOl'R.

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

I.IKK BACK BAY.

Eastport.

The

COMMENT.

ml«CBE.LANKOVS.

raMCKI.L.ANKOrM.

ture.

PRESS.

Sk,

bkoheks,
ItMiH,

deniber* of the Boston and New York Stock E*
A

L'tianitmi
list ot desirable Boud*
always

on

band tor

®*f;___decl4TuTldk»lm

sssssJ^Esns

*

<

sue iouowuig are to-day'squotation* of Govern
Sell L B Sargent, Smith. Pembroke for NYork.
securities:
Sch Kloka, Kelley, Machlas for Bostou.
United States bonds, 3s.100%
Sch Alexander. Beal. Machlas for Boston.
New 4s, reg.127%
Sch Idaho, Perkins. Bangor for Weymouth.
New 4s, coup.128X4
Sch Fanny Flint, Warren, l.ubec for New York.
Sch Ophlr, Oort, Bangor for Boston.
New4%s, reg .1111%
New 4%s, coup.110%
Sch Brilliant. Bangor for Bostou.
Central Pacific lsts .11G
sch Victor, Jenklua, Addison for Boston,
Denver A K. Gr. lsts.
Sch Coflins Howe, Orne, Southport.
Erie 2ds .97%
Cleared.
Kansas Pacific Consols.108
Steamship Eleauora, Bragg, N ew York—mdse
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
to .1 B Coyle.
Union Pacific 1st.
116%
Sch .1 Nickerson, Warren, Uockland, to load for
do Land Grants
New York—J Nickerson & Son.
do Sinking Funds.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Boothbay—D
The following New York stock market Is reChoate.
ceived daily, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
A Oo.. No, S3 Exchange street, Portland. Me:
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
Adam- Express.136
BOOTHBAY, Dec 15-Ar, sells Portland Packet
Aiuertcau Express.106
from Portland for Eastport: Stella Lee,
Gardiner,
Central Pacific. 44%
Brewer, Bostou for Deer Isle, (lost mainsail.)
9
Chesapeake A Ohio.
EAST MACH1AS. Dec. 12—Aj, sch Nellie F,
Chicago A Alum.140
Huntley. New Bedford, (broke niuinboom and lost
Chicago A Alton preferred.ICO
and split sails.)
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy.134
Del. A Ifud. Canal. 10"%
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Del., Lack. A West.
133%
Den A Rio Grande.
31 %
Ar at Cardenas 4th, sch Mattie B Russell, t.arErie.
33%
rabee. Portland.
Krhcpreferred
69%
Ai at Liverpool 13th, steamer Sardinian, Smith,
Illinois Central.130
Portland.
Ind Bloom.|A Western. 16
I Sid fill Kayal Nov 23, sch Carrie W Clark, RolLake Erie A West. 16 %
kts, Boston.
ladle Shore.
92%
aid fin Guadaloupe 3d Inst, brig Marcua, Moore.
Louisville A Nasu. 60%
New York.
Manhattan Elevated.167%
Ar at Antigua Nov 21, sch Lizzie Carr, Brown,
Michigan Central.£89%
New York.
Mum. ai St. Louis. 17%
Sid fm .Curacoa let lust, brig Caroline Gray,
do pref
.40Vs
Pillsbury, New Orleans.
Mist-oun Pacific .106%
New .Jersey Central. 61 Vs
Notice to Mariners.
Northern Pacific... 27
Office of Light House Inspector, )
no loref.. 60%
First District,
Northwestern.111%
Fortlaud, Me, Dee. 16, 1880. )
Northwestern preferred.138
Notice
is
hereby given that the Bell Buoy off
New York Central.
111%
Camden harbor. Maine, lias been replaced by a
New York, Chicago A St. Louis. 12%
aud
llie Bell Buoy off Sheep Porcupine
Spar
Buoy
24
do pref.
Island, Frenchman’s Bay, Maine, removed for llie
Ohio Central.
winter
seasun.
27%
Ohio: A Miss.
By order of the L. H. Board,
18
Out. A Western.
O. A. Batchellek,
Oregon Transcou. 31
Commander, U. S. N.,
Pacific Mail. 47
Inspector 1st L. H. Ilist.
98
Panama
Pullman Palace.136
Memoranda.
Reading
36%
Rock Island...
.124%
Brig Henry B Cleaves. Charlson.at Philadelphia from Cardenas, reports, 12th Inst, lat 34, Ion
Srlaiuis A San Fran. 29%
76 20. experienced a severe gale, and had decks
■do pref. 69
1st pret.113
swept, cauin flooded, and cargo started between
decks.
St. Paul. «0%
Brig H C Sibley, lately ashore on Handkerchief
St. Paul preferred.117
Shoal, lost keel, started stern, aud unhung rudder.
St. Pan., Minn. A Man.114%
She will be towed from Hyannis to Boston.
45
St Paul A Omaha
Sch Joseph Souther, from St John, NB, arrived
do pie..
—.111%
at Philadelphia with loss of part of deckload laths
Texas Pacific. 20%
and had cabin fllooded.
Union Pacific
61VI
Sen Tim Field, from Bluehill for Baltimore, beU. 8. Express. 62
fore reported at Newport with ioss of sails, has
17%
Wabasli, 8t. Louis A Pacific
rented
and was ready to proceed 14tli.
do pref. 32%
70
Baltimore, Dec 14— Barque Skobelef, Loring,
Western Union Telegraph
lienee
for
14
Portland, grounded in the lower chanE. Tenn, new.
nel aud remains.
East Tenn, 1st nref. 72%
New
Dec 16—Sch Hannah F Carlton, BryYork,
do 2d pref
ant, from Nuevitas, was run Into by steamer ExAlton A lerre llaute. 30
celsior and cut through to her fore hatch. Her
do pref. 82
BostoD Air Line.101
cargo prevented her from sinking.
Burlington A Cedar Rapids. 66
68
Ganna Southern.
Domestic Ports.
Canton. —.
SAN FKANClscu—Sid 8th, snip Florence, DunKansas A Texas
28%
can, Navarino.
Houston A Texas. 39%
GALVESTON—Cld 12th, sch E H Cornell, Col206
cord, Apalachicola.
Metropolitan El.
MobileA.Ohio
14%
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 10th, sell Andrew NevMorris A Essex.137
inger. Smith, Philadelphia.
Cld 14th, sch Maynard Sumner, Averill, from
Oregon Nav.lOOVi
Richmond A Danville.180
Philadelphia.
PORT ROYAL—Sid 13th, sell Edw B Emerson,
Wells. Fargo Express.127
Chid Philadelphia.
NORFOLK—Ar 13th, sch M K Hawley, PhilaNew York Mining Stocks.
delphia.
[By Telegraph.]
Cld 14th, sell Mabel Hooper, Hooper, Cardenas.
NEW YOKK.llec. '6 1886.—The following are
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 18tli. sch Lauia E Messer,
Gregory, Wiudsor, NS.
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Ar 13th, sch John Proctor, Whittemore, from
34%
Colorado|lCoal.
Windsor. NS.

PRESS.

THE

THURSDAY MORNING, DEC. 16.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Old Mr. Bently (Sunday morning)—Do you know
where George Is?
Old Mrs. Bently—I liecrd him say sulliln about
a steeple chase to Tom White—I
think that’s
what It was—steeple chase—anyhow It was suthln
about steeples, an' so 1 suppose he’s at church.
Catarrh is not a Blood Disease.
No matter what parts It may flual'y affect,
catarrh always starts In the head, and belongs to
the head. There Is no mystery about the origin
ol tilts direful disease. It begins In a neglected
cold. One ol the kind that Is “sure to be belter
in a few days." Thousands of victims know how
It Is by sad experience. Ely's Cream Balm cures
cold In the head and catarrh In all Its stages. Not
a snuff nor a liquid.
_

l’retty waiter girl—(to regular hoarder)—What
kind of soup will you nave to-day, Charley?
Charley (In a fascinating manner)—Well, weally
I hardly Know, y’know
What kind would you
advise me to take, Jennie?
Pretty waiter girl—Noodle soup, Charley.
Do not suffer from Sick Headache

a

It is not necessary. Caiter’s
er Pills will cure you.
Dose, one little
druggists sell them.

moment

Little Liv-

pill.

All

Jupkins—This palmistry business bothers me a
Now they say that a cross at tile
a great deal.
base of the forefinger indicates a happy marriage.
Mrs. Jupkins (sharply)—Well, what of It? You
have the cross there.
Jupkins—I know that, hut I’ve been thluking
that pel hups it means a second marriage.

Dr. D. Kawls, of Connorsville, Ind., pronounces
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup an infallible remedy.

F0®

A little hoy was taken to the barber’s shop to
have his hair cut for the first time. As the barber
cut and clipped, the little fellow became considerably alarmed, and suddenly said in anxious toueN:

Palpitation of the heart, nervousness, tremblings, nervous headache, cold hands and feet,
pain In the back, and other forms of weakness
are relieved by Carter’s Iron Pills, made spec
tally lor the blood, nerves and complexion.
“I’ve become quite Interested In that poor
man.” said a ph lautropic old lady to the sheriff,
"Ha tells
us she pointed to one of the prisoners.
me 1 should be surprised to know all be had gone

through."

“I guess yon would, ma’am," said the sheriff;
“that fellow is the most expert pickpocket in the

country."
Nothing builds up the system like Vegettne.
Is the great vitalixer.

it

Father—How Is It, Maude, that you are always
to two or three fellows, while your sister
has never had a proposal?
Maude—A girl who can shed three real tears at
the critical moment, and who knows how to make
her chin quiver when she sighs, can engage herself all around a girl like sister, wno only tries to
blush.

engaged

Quicksilver......
do preferred. 26

Mexican

Said a girl of 15 to another who was reading:
“How far havelyou got?”
“Oh, to where the father comes back."
“Isn't stie married yet?"
“No; what would I be reading on for if she was
married?
“Well, she might get divorced, you know."

to-day

Cal.

Con.

81 V«.

change bt._

Hogs—receipts 20,000; shipments 6000;biglier;
rough and mixed at 3 0064 26; packing aud ship
4 2064 62% ; light 3 76*4 16; skips 2 60
*8 80.

BARK UlaiNKH4 UU.UE-A flrstelass retail and
fancy grocery store. In the
part of the city; has the name of being one
of the neatest aud most attractlve|stores In Portland ana a first class rim of customers; owner can
show a ledger without a lull he would sell less
than Its face value; cause of selling, owner lenvmv
city to accept larger business. Address X.. Press

A

best

Office._

419000-*

[By Telegraph.]
vryv YORK Dec. 16. 1886.—Flour market ts
weak [receipts 20,991 OMs; exports 3069 bbls and
3031 sacks; sales 14,000 bbls.
Floui quotations—No 2 at 2 0062 80; superfine
Western and State 2 36*3 10; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 9063 35; good to
choice 00 at 3 406 5 10; common to choice White
wheatl Western extra at 4 6064 76; fancy do at
at 4 80 a 5 16; common to good extra Ohio at 2 65
*6 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 60®
610; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 50*4 75; choice to double extra do at 4 80a
6 25, including 1400 bbls city mill extra at 4 50®
4 60; 950 bbls fine do 2 00*2 85; 860 bbls superfine 2 35*3 10: 900 bbls extra No 2 at 2 90®
3 35; 6600 bids winter wheat extra |2 90*6 25;
4,800 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 90*5 26. Southern flour quiet.
Rye flour steady. tVlu ai-re-

St.

MativBt. Saco, Me.. March 26,1886.
Wishing to confer any blessing in my power
I have
upon my fellow men, I hereby certify that
used Athlophoros In my family witli perfect success in cases of rheumatism of long standing.
James W. Littlefield.
and
Every druggist should keep Athlophoros
Athlophoros Fills, tut where they cannot be
bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112
Wall St., New York, will send either (carriage
paid) on receipt of regular price, which is $1.00
Fills.
per bottle for Athlophoros and 50c. for
For liver and kidney diseases, dyspepsia, Indiof
gestion, weakness, Dervons debility, diseases
women, constipation, headache, Impure blood,
He., Athlophoros Pills are unequaled.
56

quiry;

REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET
FOR THE WEEK ENDING, Dee. 15.
Business lu food staples has been very satisfactory the past week, with values in most Instances
firm. On (some brands of Flour an advance of
Millers
about 25c » bbl has been established,
are very firm in their views and are not disposed
to listen to any concessions. They are encouraged
In tbelr strong views by the situation at home and
abroad. Advices from abroad report tlrm markets
for wheat, and on Saturday there was a further

Hi',.

O Mivml OHH/,

3c cents

barley

Co._

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

are received
datlv:
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth K.131%
York Manufacturing go.*92o
Laconia Manuf. Co.*“0
■.

oref;

Mexican Central ..

93%
48

129%

.S,

4

Bell Telephone.l
Mexican Central. ,„, /4
Eastern Kailroad.
C. B. & Q.. 13t>
Wisconsin Central.
Boston is Maine Kailroad. 205%
Boston & Albany Kailroad. iya
Flint tk Fere Marquette Kailroad com.

2®,

95%
do pref.
Calumet & Hecla.211
California Southern Kailroad. 27
Boston Water Power Co.* 4%
Eastern Failroad ..129

MOBILE,Dec. 16,1880.—Colton ;is quiet;

<111r 9i.
MEM I'll
dii lg a

s,

24,

sell Aeilie

oliaw,

ington.

Spoken.
Dec IS, forty miles SSW of Hatteras, sch Cephas Starrett. from Pensacola for New Haven.

Dec. 16,1886.—Cotton steady;inld
__

POWDER

11S“,4.
10* OL. Dec.

15,

at

1880.--Cotton market

§1

sales
quiet--uplands at 5*4d; Orleans atr>s/«d;bales.
10,000 bales; peculation aud export 1000
LIVERPOOL. Dec. 15.1886.—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s 4d®7s Od; Spring wheat 7s<l 4d«

np'«J

P™ff$SPLI,i"HEAD’
mL

5d; Club wheat al 7s 7d®7s 8d. Corn—mixed
Western at 4s Od; peas at 5s 6d Provisions. Ac.
Pork 02s Od; bacon 33s for short clear Cheese
at 63s for American; tallow 24s Od for American
lard, 32s 9d.

7s

CATARRH,

W

y

%Rhay

fever.

Liquid, Snuff
T’bh’i/er. Free from
UA>«lrM;„v;n„„ Drug* and
''

SAlLl' C DAYS OF STEAMSHIPi.
Manhattau.New
City of Chester...New
Devoniu.New
Edam.New

once

cure*

for

HAY-FEVEF\ ["Offensive odors.

York.. Hav&VCruz Dee It

York..Liverpool ...Dec It
York..Glasgow ...Dec It
York. .Amsterdam.Dec It
Penulaud.New York. Antwerp... Dec It
Alaska.New York..Liverpool ...Dec 21
Werra. ...New York ..Bremen.Dec 2:
Brltanic .New York..Liverpool ...Dec 21
York..Clentuegos..Dee 21
City of Puebla... New York..llav&VCruz Doc 21
York Havana.Dec 2A Ursula.New York.. Liverpool ...Dec 2i
Cttyot Berlin .....New York.. Liverpool.. .Dee 21
New York ..Liverpool.. ..Dec 21

particle Is applied into each nostril and is
Price 60 cents at Druggists; bv mail,
registered, 60 cts. Crculars free.' ELY BROS.,
Druggists, Owcgo, N. Y.
sepveod&wlynrmcT
A

agreeable.

Wyoming

Wielaml..New York..Hamburg ...Dec3i >t
Adriatic.New Yoik..Liverpool ...Dec 31 )
MINIATURE ALMANAC..DECEMBER

iZ mu

i|ju"!b

water

j

a

and

IY* l'LEASANT TO THE
TASTE, EFFICACIOUS,

>

15.

p
Steamship Franconia, Bemiet, New York—mds

AMENTS WANTED.

agents for the best aud fastWANTED-Live
est selling article out; country rights given.
Senn
for

Lizzie Carter, Carter, Baltimore—coi i!
Barque*
B St M ltlt. Vessel to Ryan A Kelsey.

to

s
Brig Diadem, (Br) Crasso, Police, PR-molass( O
to Geo S Hunt & Co, and sugar to E Churchill A l
Salem.
Farrell,
Olive
Branch,
Sch
Sch Sadie Kimball, Kimball, Salem.
Sch Ella, McVaue, Frauklm for New York.
SchChas Cooper, Gray, Bangor for 1 lymouth.
Sell l'liebe Ann. Varuurn. Bangor for Boston. r.
Sch Forest Belle, Hutchins, Bangor for PI

Hardy, Bangor for Boston,
"'Sell Coin Tucker,
T Emtrtou, yott. Bangor lor Bouton.

tocb Wm
,.
Hcli Eastern Queen, Dunbar Orland for Bosto
Sch Laura T Cheater, Roblusou. Rockland f< "■

Sch Brunette, Colson, Bangor for Cohasset.

pointment,

n®

jjdlci!

<,u#

tints remedies the 111 etfrrt. of bed
the hair «ori end t*»ullfi.l
llUck or Brown. BxKnt
pionolory drooUr.

’^“•‘“r'l

no.tpxid I" —T' '"v6fop«,on.l>plli»"o".m™tlonlo* 5l«

Applied
by all drnpf*818at
by experts

‘Bitdaalor's Wig Factory,
yoFxh lOthBt., N.Y. Cky.

eod&wlynrm

goods.

same

goods tire! bee what oar pi ices art* for them !
prices compare wilii ordit ary retail prices for the

Send your orders at otice if you w-uiit the most attractive bargains.
If goods are not satisfactory upon examination,
you muy return
them at our expense.
We offer 100 Pure AU Wool

CHINCHILLA

OVERCOATS,

A coat that lias sold regularly throughout this
season for $18, and never less than that price,
until this sale; we offer now at the extraordinary
low price of $10 each. Remember these are Pure
All Wool Hoods, and every garment Is worth
$18
to-day. AU sizes 34 to 44.

We offer BO Extra Heavy, Wind Proof,

LEATHER

JACKETS,

Made Double-Breasted and ltued with heavy AU
Wool Red Flannel; extra stitched, thoroughly
made goods, equal to the best sold in the market
any where, at tne cxti aordlnarlly low price of $5
each. These Jackets have sold all the season at
$8.00 each and that Is the usual price to-day.
They are nearly indispensable garments, and at
this price uo man who is exposed to Inclement
weather can afford to do without one
Remember
that we warrant them flrst-elais In every respect,
and the price Is only $S each. Every one Is worth
$8.00.

Look at all the $12.00 suits
come to our store and see our

Portland, then

in

$12.00 SUITS FOR $6.00.
This Is not a *6.00, *7.00. *8.00 or *10.00 suit
but a regular *12.00 suit for *11.00, and Us equal
was never offered by any manufacturer or retailer
la Portland. Weareglvlog customers a benefit.
Come In and share It. 8lx dollars saved In *12.00
earned, and you will be lucky to ever meet such
a chance again.
These goods are uot off color,
nor marked down liecau.se they are light weight,
and we don't want to carry them over, but genuine uew fashionable goods, this season's make,
bought for a surprise to our customers and com-

petitors.

10018.00 Overcoats for only $3.72.
L.tRVR
AMMORT.71KWT Ok UK.VM
AM) BOVS BKRVKHN.
cases

75 cent Bonanxa Shirts at

55 cents.

■
We have left In stock only 4S cut of nearly 200 l
82 dozen All Wool *1.25 Scarlet Underwear at
of those elegant Silk ami Satin Lined
oalv 75 cents each.
60 dozen of the celebrated *1.00 White Laundered Petersburg Shirts at ouly 75 cents eacn.
the best nttlnc, best made and best wearing T»
cent Shirt in the city.

$30 Overcoats
that we are selling for

$20,00.

*1.25 Hathway Shirts

lor os cents.

26 dozen *1.00 OH Tan Oloves at 75 cents a
pair.
22 dozen slightly Imperfect 75 cent Undershirts
and Drawers at only 4H cents eacn.
Celluloid Collars and Cuffs always In stock.

THIS ISTHK LAST LOT WE CAN GET AS
WE CLOSED THE ENTIKE LOT, and like the
four previous Invoices are bought to sell not to
show.

42 dozen 50. 75 cts., *1.00 and 81.25 Sleeve
Buttons at only 60 cents each.
100 dozen 36 and 46 cent Neckties at only 25
cents each.
60 cent Scarf Pins at 25 cents.
We have the best 50 cent Cotton Elanuel
Drawers In the city.
A tine line of Neckties. Mufflers, Fancy Braces,
Umbrellas, and for Christinas Presents.

Look at the 40 cent Braces that we are telling
only 25 cents.

for

Railroad and Policemen liare you seen Conger’s
Patent CHESTKK-SHIKLD
The only garment that affords absolute proteettob
for the lungs.

I’.VDEKSHIBT*.

H0V19-4

,

ING IN ITS EFFECT.

I

In Liquid, Pell ob
Lozenge form, (•
FOB $5.) Either

WANTED-A

ble
Salesman
to travel in the

OF THE LATTER
FROM

CURE

OBSERVATION, ON RECEIPT
Mrs. Pxxkhae's “Guide to Health” and

OF

AND START TO

Lynn,
A

bass.

KOWKS & CO.

PRICE.

confiden-

tial CIRCULAR BAILED TO ANT LADY

SENDING
Mention thia Paper.

West.

man

SENT BY MAIL SE-

young

situation

man a

as

clerk; will make himself

or

generally useful; best of r. ference furnished.
Address W., 827 Congress St.. Portland.
11-1

MDNTORV.

situation as a clerk in a grocery store, hotel or in an office; have had
12 years experience in tlie retail grocery business.
Address BOX 1533, Portland Post Office.
Il l

A Woman Tortured Nine Years Irons the
Inrompeteoey of Physiciaas. Relief
at last.

WANTED—A

Mis. T.. a lady residing in a country town in Inthe following painful story: “Ihad
taken treatment from physicians for about nine
and
had
never received any permanent re
years
lief until 1 took your Compound. 1 thought I
never should get well and cried a good deal of my
time. A year ago this summer I was coufined to

FURS !

young, capaE. T. BUH-

__14-1

WANTED-Bya
book-keeper

ADDRESS

mu

tviiu

uvui iui

uic

luouuia,

uuuci

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Fur Collars and Cuffs.

other kind of

Ladies’

a

y*..

Room

Dec.

decl3t23

Please write stating price and particulars
PEPSIN, care Port land Press,14-1

WANTED—All

and silver. Why keep
anc worn out jewelry when.
get iis fulls value In cash or taken In exchange for watches, jewelry or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE,-CM) Congress Street
11-1
S, Schryver, Proprietor._

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1, 1888, steamer GORDON will leave Custom
House
Wliart dally, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jonks.Great Chebeague. Harpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs lslaud for Portland and luterinlnate landings at 6.40 a. m. ArriVe Portland
at 0.10 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on hoard to captain.
sep20dtlGKO. F. WK8T, Manager.

ON

can

YYTANTED—Horses

public to know that Harmon
WANTED—The
& Heed, at Woodford* hold themselves hi
readiness at

all hours of the day and evening to
shave and cut hair in a most artistic manner, and
solicit patronage. Rooms FOREST AVENUE,
near corner of Oeeau street.
10-1

And Carbuncles result from a debilitated,

impoverished, or impure condition of the
blood. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla prevents and
cures these eruptions and painful tumors,
by removing their cause; the only effectual way of treating them.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has prevented the
usual course of Boils, which have pained

WANTED—To

who

WANTED—All
Florida for health

MERRY 9 HATTER, 237 MIDDLE ST.

_

decll

0

AN
who

the world.— Charles H.

age and

OS.-t,
AI-HANY, N. 1'.

CENTENNIAL
ami

Dissolution

1

MIDCEI.I

or

icixer

evt-r-«un.-B,

n

poor persou, between Elm and
Brown streets, a small green plush satchel,
containing some papers and about $40. The finder will l>{ rewarded by leaving the same at ARGUS OFFICE.
16-1

irjumi.

felt boots and slippers, extension and protection heel rubbers, wool
lined overshoes, light or heavy; meus kip, grain,
calls and rubber boots; felt slippers to wear in
side rubber boots, at J. W. TURNER’S, 663Con11-1
gress, Corner Oak St.

FOUND—Ladle's

Coughs.

For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or ‘‘Liver
Complaint,” Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
AntiDR. PIERCE’S PELLETS
Bilious and Cathartic
25c. a rial, by druggist*.
l&wnrm
l«2*

FUJI AUK

MIRACE

OF

Apply

FLEST., the small house below the brick one.
16-1
TO

LET.

LET-New

with all modern
with stable if

brick house
TO
conveniences. Brick house
wanted. The above

pleasantly located, west
cby; also several rents varying in price
are

end of
from$6 tof25 per month.
45 Exchange St.

PROMISE.

By Harriet Penn a well Belt, author of “Mar
jorie Huntington,” etc. 12mo. Extra cloth

N.

S.

14-1

TO

LET-Nice

_

I.KT—Two story wooden house No. 17
Gray St.
Enquire at BANK’S DRUG
STORE, Junction Congress and Free Sts. 131

TO

LET-Several

desirable
suitable for
small families; prices from $9.00 to $25.00
TO
mouth. A
rents

a

pleasant, sunny house near City Building, ten rooms, modern conveniences and good
yard. Apply to II. S. BRIDE. Cahoon Block.
13-1
____

convenient sunny house with
LET-Very
TOlarge
yard, 7 rooms, furnace and Scbago,
month. Also

$16.00 per
small single house $8.00
per month. H. II. SHAW, 164 Middle or 92
North street.

J.B LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, Publ shers.
715 and 717 Market St., Philadelphia,
dlw

13-1

I.KT—A very pleasant and convenient
TO rent
of eight rooms, 232 Oxford St,, near

14__

Ei'PtPoV6,.®,
BIKE, 81 t nlon St.

per

I.K

l

mol"li.

while giving

Apply to AL13-1

cheap until Spring.
Improvements. Euquiie of C. B. WAI.DROX, 40 Exchange street.
13-1
__

UK I.KT -The lower tenement ol house
IlO Selma,,
241. Sprlhg street; house Just put in good
or-

furnace, gas and water closets
be had at the premises.
10-1

der;

water,

Informatllp

can

S. S. Sleeper & Co., Factory, Bostoi
TuTh&Sly
]lyl3

1_’

B. A. Atk insox * do.
HAVING
Bear) and

furnishers,
her
Middle streets, Portland, 1 shall 1
,
happy to meet my friends in tlie State of Maine
iny new quarters.
My twenty-five years exp
rlence in t lie business with Walter Corey & Cc
six of which was spent as manager (In connectlc
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Kuril !!
ture Co., warrants me In believing that I can 11 1
any order entrusted to my care to your entire sa t
Isfactiou. Assuring you that we have one of tl •
largest stocks of carpets, chamber lets and parti
suits In the country iu select from, I remain
Yours Very
p nyFR
dM
oct30
house

t

_

Resjrectfull^

‘,ec!’h<l story of building No.
Tw-*.'K'I!T),*e
Irom January 1st,
•c?o3uan.1
Been fiali1S}id<ll° 8trlet'
usd for

number of years past l»r
"Ls!'
wholesale
milhnoy and fancy goods. Most oentral location in t lit city: well lighted amt freight
elevator. Inquired W. C.
256 MUldlc
dec2tf
"feel.__
a

WARE?

BEST--Oflces and
Ti8®,**
for salesrooms, smdlos

£

chambers suitable

and work shops In
How, Mlddleetreet ; also one store on
Temple street. Apply p L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. B. BItEBLE.
*041

JJussey’s

TTIO I.KT—House 29 Sushman
street; newly

itqnWst Stat?ln

a more

PERFECT

"rdfr-

ready

PURITY,

the BEST FLAVORED and
MOST ECONOMICAL for the consumer,
the BEST SELLING and most attractWe
ive shelf poods for the retailer.
have in stock a full Hue of above poods,
them
to
the
reto
offer
and are pleased
tail trade.
are

to

from New
to Savannah

uovll

selection.

New Patterns of Family Sleighsf
Gentlemen’s Road Sleighs,

"Old Comforts,”
Russian Gurriell Sleighs,
TopSleighs for Physicians’Use.
Sleighs of
est prices.

best

quality and

low-

as good. If not better quality than Malue Water
Gas Company, nt a lower price than they can furnish, and ask consumers of gas to call at office,

NEW
niNAGIMICN'r.
Connecting at Savaun.ih with all-rail and water
lines to points In the Meath ami StaihsM.

reale to am from Vlerida.
The superior iron steamships GATE CITY aud
CITY OF MACON will leave every Thursday
from Savannah Pier, Congress street, Boston, at
3 P. ml.; from Sdviumah "on tide." For freight or
passage apply to RICHARDSON A BARNARD
Agents, at the Pier, or to A. !>K W. SAMPSON.
201 Washington Street, Boston.
hSatATuBmo
se30

The fnver.tr

_

DOMINION LINE.
Sailing

hot ween Liverpool and Portland,
via. Movllle aud Halifax.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (iia Londonderrj.
S4ILI3G DAT KM
i_
From Portland
fNa
| tiTvivtgs
STEAMERS.
rl4
Halifax.
|
|
Liverpool.
lath November, Vancouver,
;9th December.
rau December.
3d Dneember, [Sarnia.

a co..
Foot of India street.

and examine
any other.

40c
75c

$1.0(1
-75c

50c
Soft Hats, new,
And ull other goods in proportion.

U

No. 197 Middle
,1W4

|

Street.
eodtf

m.

aecl

aud It llll
dtw-2w*

_novgadtf

DR.

W.

WILSON,
V. M. HOTEL.,

Jtespectfully informs

ji

.Heats ami

Ills

numerous

friends of Portland and

vicinity, that from the immense increase of his practice is compelled to
seek more commodious accommodations. ami has leased a suite of rooms

In the Mechanics’ Hall, Congress St., Cor. Casco,
Where he has every facility to meet the wants of
his extensive practice: These rooms ary very
commodious aud are tltted up with all the modern
improvements and in elegant style. Adjoining is
a large lecture hail and library which he Inteiids
to use this coming season for his Popular and Entertaining Lectures. He has also been Importuned to form Classes of Instruction of his Wonderful Science of Diagnosis known as the Science
of Anotomical aud Pathological Phrenology which
Alls a place long sought and much needed for the
successful treatment In the medical and mental
practice of every vocation in life. Dr. Wilson’s
well known reputation treats all kinds of diseases
and he will without asking questions, locate your
disease in a marvellous manner. If you are satisfled with your family Physician don’t take up the
declltf
Doctor’s valuable time.

THE NEW CURE.
Catarrh, Hay
AND

—

ed In

a

can

bo

short apace of time at

acquir-

Shaw’s Business College.
POItTUAND,

° 1
ME.
None but thorough and experienced teachers employed.
Rooms open for bnsineee day
and evening six days each week. For full
particular* send for catalogue.
F. L. SHAW. Principal,
eodem

augia

Just Lamleil, Ex S. S. Sardinian.

UK THE

TERM
—

WESTBROOK SEMINARY,
—

WILL I1BGIN

—

Tl’KNDAY, JANUARY 4. «*N».
decI4d3w

JAS. P. WESTON, President.
Peering. Maine.
that the

subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
Nonrt:
herself the trust of Administratrix of the
estate of
LEVI CUTTER, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persousIndebted to said estate are called upon to make
to make payment to
CORNELIA S. JACKSON, Administratrix.
dec»dlaw3wTh*
Portland, Dec. 7,1888.

R. STANLEY & SON,
Street.

CONSUMPTION.
1 have a

for the above dleeaeo; by
poet tie# romedyworst
e
kind end of

it*

u»o

long ending
thousand* of esse* of the
fcavo b<M*ncur*d Indeed, so strong I* my fsltta In Iteefflcacy
that lwHl Mild TWO BOTTLES FRER, together with a V Al.Gtvei**to
sufferer.
thUdisease,
any
u able TRKATlHlon
pctM*r.a.BduSM* bit. T. A. BbUCUMfUl FeerldL W. T

River, for Haw I'rnncUen via The lsihsaas af
Pssassa,
Great reduction In rates to Snn Francisco. Cabin
07O| Steerage |S0.
From San Francisco, 1st and Rrannan Sts.
For Japan ss4 Chian.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Friday Dec. 31st, at
2 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or generaPtnformatloo
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAJIM 4k «'•„
113 State Street, Car. Bread St., Beaten.

__dtf_

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Fall nod Wilier

Arruiigpmriw.

rHIKLAN BTEAMBH*

every week day evening at 7 o'clock; arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains for
*
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worees

ter. New York, Sc.
Returning, leave INDIA WU ARF, Boston evweek day evening at 6 o'clock,
octltfJ. B. COYI.K. JR. Manager.

ery

Moil; Philadelphia
STEAXSIIIP

LIME.

From BOSTON tnrj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA own TUESDAY and FRIDAY
u

xUa

si{t,1

.i.

p.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
ill.
From Pine Street Wuarf,

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. in.

Insurance one-half the rate of
*fcss»vsaillug vesseL
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. K.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded Dee of comnl.sslon.
Bwaad Trig BISPam«< BIll-OOMeals and Room Included.
For

v.htixSV'

-rx-vrr

Sldtf

I

Ay..,

...

»* hart.

Baa.aa.

NAME STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEVY YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. ni. Returning, leave Pier
SS, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, J a.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
septgl-dtf

I CURE FITS’

IMPORTERS,

Fore

niicn.

NEWPORT.sail#Wednesday, Dec. 15, noon.
From New York, pier hot of Canal St., North

DIRECT

For Sale In the Original Package by

nov3*_dlt

and South America and

THE

is llKkitHY 4HVKN

STOUT,

CantriJ^jj

Mhnia, Japan. ChirK

alternately leave FRANKLIN WH ARF, Portland,
Needed by every young man,

—

dim

~

UkB FOR—

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

WINTER

Bass’ English Ale

410

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP OMPAAVS

,

upon

GUINNESS’

W1VTEU AKH4MUEnEMT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave RailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
THURSDAY at 5.00 r. «*., for KASTPORT
and ST. JOH.4, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked «•
destination, ry Freight received upw a.Of) r. as.
For Tickets and
apply a: the Union
Ticket tmice, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, fool
of State street.
J. B. COYI.K. JR..
(lend Manager
nov20dtf

TUI

BUSINESS

AMD ALL PARTS OF

road
and

L. A. CHAV, A. «. ■•rmcip..I.

WOOD,
Bedford, .Hit**.

—

Branwitk, N»™ ScMit, P»l«c« Kdwnrda l.luo.l, a ad Cape Hrrloa.

Ntw

sepiaeodain

Fever

A sure aud speedy cure guaranteed by the use
of one bottle. No suuff nor disagreeable inhaler,
but an agreeable and positive cure. Price #1.00,
securely mailed.
Address with postal note,

New

EASTPORT. CAlAIS, ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX. N. S.

)elO

COLD IN THE HEAD.

313#

STEAMSHIP CO.,

Congress Mirect, Opposite City Ball.
A practical school of business, having a Nationil College Hank, with a cash capital of »20O.“00
■rganized In 1884. The b<-st facilities offered,
experienced teachers employed In each department. and thorough Instruction guaranteed. The
■hurt hand ami type-writing taught by a practical
denographer. Sessions, six days aud evenings.
Hates very low. Catalogue free. Any further lulormatlou cheerfully furnished. Address,

—

—AND—

50c
25c

a.

BLOCK,

WAREROOMS AND

Heal Scotch Caps,
Boys’ Winter Caps,
Men’s Winter Caps,
Boys’ Fur Caps,
Men’s Fur Caps,
Stiff Hats, stylish,

OrritK Hulks—From 10 to 11
p. m. Telephone No. 050.

l

Me.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

Itox

HOW IS
TH IS ?

STREET,

process before contracting for

our

International

©.’tic.

EDUCATION AI..

CENTENNIAL

uuv25

dec3__dim

MEAL

Portland.,

of

H. A.
MANUFACTORY,
SIS to 3$ Union Street.

ner

B.sF. DUNN, M. D.,

WATER G AS

_d2m

my assortment is complete and
now Is the time to make your

AND LIGHT C0„

England

I \Dt:it

—

furnish

I.ITK OF

HOWES, HILTON k HARRIS.
SLEIGHS, SLEIGHS.

STREET,

Joseph A. Locks.
Ira 3. Locks.
Ceh27dtf

03

STATElEAT

are

GREAT STRENGTH
AND FULL^ WEIGHT.
They

THE MAINE

removed to

Three d««n went of f«i

brilliant and effective light
The

ommendation.
con-

L—Nice

BKNT-NIce house in weste
section
FOB
city to the right family, will be rented very
Modern

CARD.
permanently associated myself wit
co

The superiority of these spices and mustards
sists to their

13-1

families.
prices,
EXANDER, 165 Congress St.

Attorneys

LOCKE,
and Counsellors at Law,
have

has been In constant use for the past live years Id
lloston aud other large cities, and needs no rec-

Inquire of J. B.

sunny cottage of 6 rooms, with
rent $10; also 3 other reuts at less
TO Sebago,
suitable for small

Only Direct Line

ton

Me.

17__llll*

180* MIDDLE

RE0UCIN6 THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.

Pure

GARDINER,

brick house 81 North street.
Just remodeled and refitted with all modern
improvements. H. H. SHAW, 164 Middle or
92 North streets.
13-1

*1.25.
“A standard work, in which the most fascinat
ing romance is surrounded by a moral atmosphere
thoroughly pure and pleasant. The characters
are interesting and at tlie same time ennobling
They are pictured in tlie most intense situation!
with a touch of the true artist.”— Ohio StaU
Journal.
“A thrilling story. It deals with the anti-slave
ry movement of sixty years ago, and winds it!
threads of romance about that core of fact, bui
makes a very Interesting and enjoyable love-story
out of toe whole.”—Philadelphia /mniirer.
“Tlie characters arc sketched with vigor am
the dialogue is lively and entertaining,”—Sava*
nah Mominy Neu'n.
V*For sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent b;
mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of the price, b;

DOCTORI «

HELP.

good cook, washer and ironer
Y*7"ANTKD—A
ii
wants a situation.
at No. 12 MA-

A SUITABLE JMIAS. fiWT.
A

a

LOUT—By

Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula ot the Lungs), by Its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating .ana
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
the severest

APBOND—A large variety
all kluds and colors; come
L. D. STROUT.
11-1

them.

t.ONT AND FOUND.

Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.

cures

see

Company.

CMoaVrrUati

for enriching coal gaa, and thereby

Absolutely

_dtl

_

Boston & Savannah Steamship

CO.,

LOCKE Al

solicit* the Inspection of the public of the

BANCS CARBURETOR

CIIBIDTOAD
for the Holidays;

and

_

BavTd Wkkanck

.1IHS. OCT A VIA C. EiUKIlV,

DOT

CELEBRATED BANGS CARBURETOR,

NOTICE—All

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is tho
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce’s Gold*
cn Medical Discovery, ana (rood digestion, a
lair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness ot constitution will be established.
Golden Medical DhOOTOT cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,.
Esto the- worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
pecially has it proven its efficacy in curing

nov23

*%»., trill treat patient* ll»
Christian Science, lrotu l to 6 p. m„ dally.

BLOCK,

merits of the

JNI OI S.

persons are hereby warned uot
to trust any person on mv account, without
11-1
my written order. JAMES DUNPllY.

| Parisian._I

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
350, $85 and $75; Intermediate, (30: steerage,
*
pi.
For passage apply to H. A A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St.. Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T P. MeGOWAN,
422 Cougress St., or for passage or freight to H. A
A. ALLAN. Agents, No. 1 Inula St., Portland.

nov2dtf

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
1-2 Exchange St., Portland,

*•47

EUniNUE NT

».T

ofco-partnership.—The
Arm ot Shaw, Coding & Co., 1* ti Is day dissolved by mutual consent, George G. Powers retiring on account of 111 health. Horace H. Shaw
and Edwin to Coding will continue under the old
style, and are alone authorized to sign In liquidation. HORACE H. SHAW, EDWIN L. CODING,
GEORGE G. POWERS.decld3w»

TT&Sly

fetyl

NOTICED.

COPABTNEBDHI1*

Ueat ami Light Co.

lias opened an office in

Ask for

and do not be

Dec. 23
Jan.«
Jan. 20

THl'RNDAY,
Dec. 2
Dec. 18
Dec. 80
Jan. 13
Jan. 27
Feb. 10

..

97

Th# Maine Ktate

|

| Sardinian.

BBIMT8I. MKKVI4 K, (Avomnouth DocE.)
From AvonmTh STEAMERS. ;Krom Portland.
"2d December.
ll'h November.iTbxasI
! 18th December.
25th November.iDominion,
Rule, of H»tt».Se t
Cabin...350, (80, (75 .Return..3100, (125, 3150
Return.. (80
intermeutate(30
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.(20

B. THURSTON &

references,

ItovlB-d&wliii

Press OTfloe.

o»w

|

‘Polynesian.
PEKl’ViAN.
I Sardinian.
I Polynesian.

Nov. 23
Dec. 9

18th*lK'eerober.|OREO<)N,_I nth January.

_

DRAWER

Ayer’s
persuaded to
tt

—Fucrsday,

W'K WILL DO IT t'UKAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

ENEKGETIC, UO-AHKAU MAN,
experience

stating

AT. 97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,

1TK WILL DO IT QUICKLY.

lias either had
and been successor who has the ability and energy to succeed,
m nwswvssnnrwt -1—or tnr an Old ccd
|,r-,,,,,,,..III
Life Company for a desirable district.
“Tv,
man rare inducements will be offered.
Address
ful,

QUINCY’S,

A.

eugtl

WANTED!

take any other.
Prepared by Dr. J.O. Ayer&Co., Lowell, Haee.
Price SI; six bottles, •.%.

sarc-rneum

s,5°?

WANTED.
first class salesman in dry and faucy goods;
will hltc at once or to commence the year
with; this 'S an opening of rare oocuranee as the
owner is very much out of health and a permanent
situation Isopen. Enquire at 518 CONGRESS
ST.
declSdlw
A
,T

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Sarsaparilla,

W.

ROBES—Wolf Robes $4.50 to $15.00.
Gents’ Fur Coats $15.00 to $50.00.

Cure,

BI\DI\<>.

books made and warranted at

wor*h
Cents’
Cloves to select from.

1887.

1888-7-WINTER ARRA.XiEMESTS 1M6-7

Uuok-hindlng of every descrlptfou doue In a satisfactory manner at low rates. Also blank

thousand dollars at live per
cent, for live years on real estate- lu
Portland. Gilt Edge security. For further particulars enquire of O. D. RIC E, 261 Commercial St.
12-lf

Smith, North Craftsbury, Vt.

by all druggists.

on.

Fur Wristers, for Cents and
Ladies, in all kinds of fur.

WANTED—Six

I was troubled, for a long time, with a
humor which appeared on my face in
ugly Pimples and Jllotches. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cured me7jTcim»T*n»rTFTH«Y»,7»l

Is sold

thinking of going to
pleasure to send tneir

are
or

address to E. O. TOltEY, 104 Tremnut St., Boston, Mass., and learn something to their advan27-4
tage.

been troubled since.—
River st., Lowell, Mass.

purifier in

BOOK

(JESTS’ FIR CAPS, ALL STYLES!'

not

Buddy,

hand, ready

on

to button

buy gl.< 00 castoff clothing

of all kinds. Highest cash price paid!
or addiess Immediately, MIL S. LEVY, 97
Middle SL, Portland, Me,
10-1

I was troubled with Bolls, and my
health was much impaired.
I began
using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and, in due
time, the eruptions all disappeared, and
my health was completely restored.—
John R. Elkins, Editor Stanley Observer,
Albemarle, N. C.

blood

UI'MNKNS MHOS.

All kinds

Call

and distressed me every season for several years.— G. Scales, Plainville, Mich.
I was badly troubled with Pimples on
the face; also with a discoloration of the
skin, which showed itself in ugly dark
patches. No external treatment did
more than temporary
good. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla effected

T. W.

to board at TEWKK8FARM, Ocean St.. Deeriug; warm
11-2

yards for exercise.

Winter Arrangements.

NTKA31KKN.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

gold
WANTED—old
your old broken

Pimples, Boils,

Gen’l Manager.

INLAND

parties who want their hogs
killed to drop a postal to OSCAR W.
SMALL, 485 Portland SI.13 1

BURY

4:<d,

This Excursion will afford former residents of
Canada an excellent opportunity ot visiting homo
and friends, and all otners a splendid chance of
I seeing the two principal cities ot Canada.
I
W. El >11A it, I.. P. A.
J. HICKttEN,

Fir It GLOVES.

a

a

II

and

RETURN FARE ONLY $6.00.

purchase Drug Store after
the first of January, In
WANTED—To
small manufacturing
town.

you

22d

on

JANUARY 6th, 1887.

one or

WANTED.

to

trip tickets good to go

and return up to

LET-A furnished front room suitable for
two gentlemen, all modern conveniences at 010 CONGRESS St. Cull from 2 to 9
m.
13-1
p.

TO

filacement

A Perfect

Montreal and Quebec

LINE.

gjiverpeel sod P.rll.sS Sfr.icc.
From Portland
From Liverpool
utvavivm
steamer.
Yl» Halifax.
via Halifax.
Nov. 11

hot and cold water, also parlor and bed room
with large closets one flight higher. Inquire at
02 PARK STREET.
14-1

tor’s cure. I at last made up my mind to quit
him and try your compound and with wliat a Joyful result! Oh! 1 <cel so glad that I tried It and so
sorry that I did not get bold of It nine years ago."
The foregoing is from a letter to Mrs. Lydia E.
Plukhain, and sufferers bv taken her Vegeiable
Compouuu may escape the writer’s regret for
years wasted in hopeless agony.
A Letter of Thanks.
Mrs.*Lydia E. Pinkham; Very dear Madam:
My wife Arie A. Green has suffered witliadtswhich caused her unknown pains Itlri
lad almost given up all hopes of finding any relief for her. But the Guilding Spirit refered me
to your Vegetable Compound. I went 12 mile to
purchase a bottle and the first tiro doers give her
emmediate relief, and after the use of the first bottle slie declared herself a new person, tiro bottles
intirely cured her. Your medicine is invaluable
to me. It was indeed a messenger of peace in my
house, it eured my wife, and God knows I ain the
liapplst man alive to-day. GEO. W. GKEEN,
Camptl, La.
eod&wGmnrm
sep7

anti I have

j GRAND HOLIDAY EXCURSION
Round

large sunny room up
ROOMS
one flight, with dressing room attached;
TO LET-A

lur um-

ALLAN
188#.

Merry display of fine Beaver Setts $l3.50and upward
Our way of putting Gents’
Beaver Muff $5. Every

diana, tells

hi/

nt t: An*: km.

lt .%11.KO tDff.

MALE HELP.

Convalescents.
peptics, consumptives,
perfoot nutrient in ell Wasting Diseases.
Require* no cooking. Our Book. The Cara
and Feeding of Infants, mailed free.
DOURER. OOODALS * CO., Boston. Mens.

BSTinixlSHED 1MID..i in <lio wor d.
Heimln.l Kvlieb'oI HIIloft p
slsnlgniwml No d

bee whtit the
bee how our

JLSTERS UN Dili'. WE Alt,
ND SUSPENDERS.

stamp
particulars to C. T. & C. H. CURRIER. 120 Worthington St.. Springfield Mass.

UQTEDIATE AND LAST-

The only perfect substitute Sw Mother’*
Invaluable & cholera Infantum
milk.
and Teething, a pro-dlgestnd food for Dys-

Batchelor’s Celebrated Hair Dye.

ELY8IAN AND BEAVER OVERCOATS,
HOSIERY, CARDIGAN JACKETS

THE COTHIEIt,
CLOTHIER,
THE CLOTHIER,
THE CLOTHIER,
482 Congress Street, 482 Congress Street, 4S8
Congress Street, 482 CoiijfrfNM Street,
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE,
OPPOSITE PREBLE IIOISE.
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
OPPOSITE PREBLE BOISE.

I.KT—Lower floor No. 160 Federal street.
J. su.table for storage or other purposes. J. F.
BhOCTElt, Centennial Block, Exchange street.
13-1

TuTh&SitwOmiiriii

t.lystuii anil iicnvcr Overcoats titt<l l Users U
extraordinary opportunity for easlt buyers (lirotigltout the country
to secure the most rare stud wottdcrful bargains, for ttcvrr fir tlie hi—
lory of our business have we been ub c to offer such exiroorulitiary
bargains itt thorotigiily honest, reliable, w II made and perfect titling
Overcoats and Ulsters as we are now show ng at this sale.
To-Day we offer an tmetiiinllcd list of new uttruciii e bargains in iinc

THE

l|10

JlylS

Our great Mile of l-'iue

an

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

rn

1

3ST.EWS

House in Boston.

NICELY furnished house of 12 rooms, (bath
room, hot and cold water), located at the
South End. on Washington, near Franklin Square.
Rooms, all let. and the dlulug room has 35 boarders. For particulars, address
(J. W. L., 611 Washington Street, Boston,
decll
dlw

tho#e Painful

Daughters.

Boarding and Lodging

A

Positive Cure

Delicate Complaints and
ComDficated troubles and
Weaknesses so common
among our Wives, Mothers,

13-12

forjsaleT

A

i

PORT OF PORTLAND.

B

OURSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

COMPOUND,
Is

—

paying

10.

: '■■■»*

WEDNESDAY, Dec.
Arrived.

FOR

3'

;

.MARINE

MALE
Owner leaving the country will
sacrifice for *400, Boarding and Lodging
House iu flourishing city near Boston; furnished
complete, aud
*200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location; never
changed hands; Investigate. Address J. W. FKK-

VEGETABLE

ALL of

20-4

FOB

LYDIA E.
PINKHAM’S

or

W. 8. JORDAN

of

MALE-A lodging house on Tremout
street, Boston, Mass., 18 rooms, all full;
furniture, black walnut
and painted sets;
carpets, tapestry and ingrain. Rent *71 a month.
Price *900. Cause of selling sickness. Call or
address MIS8 1.. FOY, 342 Tremont street, Bos19-4
ton, Mass.

Yours for Health

NO

Niagara_New

Ceplialoina.Boston.Liverpool... Dec

Pure.

Absolutely

Enquire

CO.__

This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
More economical,
strength and wholesonieness.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Koval Baking PowpjskCo., 100 Wall St
N. Y.)u2dly

dec

Santiago.New

11-1

BARE AND WONDERFUL BARGAINS.

MALE-Selir. Forest Maid; 43 tons,
built In Newburyport 1877; Is iu good order
BLACK
FOR
well found.

and
&

Miss Belt’s Fascinating New Novel,

Balm
■■pp^^s^|Crcam
MA MBW&J! jJfJices Belief
««<*

___14-1
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Catarrh

By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Dec. 15. lSSO.-Couaols 100v3.
LONDON.Dec. 13, 1886.-U. S. 4s 131% ; 4'/3s

New York Stock and Money Market,
NEW YORK, Dee. 15 1888,-Money on cat
extremely stronger and active; last loan at %
per cent, per diem and Interest, closing offered al
% and interest. Prime mercantile paper 4®6 pci
cent. Excbauge dull but firm at 4 8<x&4 8ov« anc
4 83%83%. Government bonus are dull anc
weak. Railroad bonds quiet and weak The stock
market after 2 15pm remained extrenielv active
and the Improvement In prices coutlnued.malerla
recoveries tn lng established over the entire list
prominent among which were Reading and Nov
England. The advance continued until the dote
which was active and strong.
The transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggro
gated 1.088.434 shares.

lluce m>v

mid

European Markets.

Li V

runau

Dinsuiore, Connives.
Ar at Demarara Nov 18, brig E T Campbell,
Lord, New York, (and sailed 2oth lor Mexico.-!
Sid Ini Cardenas 7th Inst, barque J 1) Babel,
Sawyer, New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos 4tli lust, barque Alice, Kair,
DiRby, NS. via Machlas.
Ar at Matanzas 9th Inst, brig Mary C Mariner,
Wbarton, Philadelphia; 10th. Waubun. Welch, do
Ar at St John. NB, 11th, schs Nellie Parker,
Corbett, North Sydney, CB.
Cld 14tli, sch Mary A Drury, Nickerson, Wash-

DETROIT,Dec. 15. 1«86.—Wheat—No 1 White
SIC; Mich lied 81c;No 2 IiedSOfte.
NEW ORLEANS. Dec. 16, 1886.—Cotton dull
middling 9VaC
SAVANNAH, Dee. 10, 1886. Cotton Is dull
middling 9c.
CHARLESTON, Dec. 15, 1886.—Cotton quiet
middling 9VsC.

•Ex-dividend.

[By Telegraph.]

oiu mi

0.000 busli.

From

Imports.
PONCE. PK.’ Brig Diadem—145 hags sugar to

Bates Manuf'g,Co..

(Si

oil

NAI.E—One of the best business chances
ever offered. Not over *2000. capital required ; business safe, light and honorable aud
will bear the closest investigation. Address P. O.
Box 1065, Portland, Me
10-1

G

Foreien Ports.
Sid fm Antwerp 13th Inst, barque Fred W Corlou, Reed, Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Holyhead Dec 8, barque C Southard Hul1) t, Watts, from
Liverpool for New Y ork.
Passed Ballycotton 6th lust, ship Gen Knox,
Libby, Liverpool for San Francisco.
At Buenos Ayres Nov 17, barque Rachel Emery,
Wyman, for Pernambuco, ready.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Nov 10, barque Edmund Phihncy, Young, New York.
At St Mastins Nov 23, barque Hancock, Ouptill,
from Port Spain, for Boston 4 davs.

Lard is strong at 0 10®U 16.
Receipts—Flour, 3,0001 bills; wheat, »,000 bu;
corn.27,000 bush; oats, 16,000 bush; rye, 1,000
bush, barley 18,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bills;wheat 10,000ou;
corn, 20.000 bush; oata 1,000 bu; rye 2,000 bu;

to 12®13c.

«1

i,i,,l,..e

r,

The market for Feed lias
been strong throughout the week, prices showing
considerable advance over last week’s figures,
closing with agents asking still higher rates. Su
for
gar steady at 6%c for granulated and 6%e
Extra C, but up to yesterday prices were %c better. Ketall dealers are selling Sugars at %c advance. Molasses firmer, but not quotable lugber.
The stock of Molasses In importers hands, at
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Boston,
is about 2600 lihds, against over 5000 last year at
same date. Teas are up 2 to 4e on all grades.
Coflee is le higher Provisions firmly held, at ptevlous quotations. In Produce, Cranberries have
been marked up f 1 for Cape Cod; Maine stock
unchanged; Potatoes active, firm and steady.
The Apple market is steady, with Iprices firmer
ami in better demand. The London market is
demoralized, which aHeets prices at Liverpool.
Shipments of apples from Portland, Boston, and
New York for tlio week, ending Dec. lltli, 15,377 bbls, Including 6997 bbls from Boston, 2127
bbls from New York, and 7253 bbls from Portland; the total thus far this season has been 583,368 bbls, against 494,664 bbls for the same time
last season. Evaporated Apples have advanced

!

Cheese firm.
Wheat steam 4%@4%d.

18*29c.

Freights steady;
CHICAGO.Dee. 16, 1*80.—Flour Is unchange;
Whiter patents 4 26*4 60: Southern Winter at
3 76®4 00'.Michigan and Wisconsin winter 3 00„
4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent at 4 25®
4 50; soft Wheat patents 4 00*4 26; Minn, bakers til sacks at 3 0»«3 25. Wheat Irregular;No 2
Spring at 78%c; No 2 Red at 76%c. Corn—light
trail lug; No 2 at 36%c. Oais quiet—No 2 at 26c.
Rve-No 2 at 54c. Bariev—No 2 at 62%c. Provisions higher-Mess Fork higher 11 20*1130.
Lard at 6 10*0 12% ;Dry salted shoulders 4 75*
4 80; shor clear sides 6 05*6 10.
Receipts—Flour, 34,000 bbls; wheat. 128.000
bU;coru 276,000 bushjoats 246.000 bu;;rye 6,000
bush;barley, 88.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour,; 14,000 bbls; wheat, |5,000
bush: corn, 38,000 bush; oats, 44,0o0 bush;
ryi-2,000 bush.barley 31.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 15. 1888.—Flour Is steady;
XXX at 2 60a2 61.1; family at 2 65*2 90; choice
3 20®3 30; fancy 3 60®3 65; extra fancy 3 So*
4 00; patent at 4 16*4 60. Wheat lower. No 2
Red at 79%c. Corn lower; No 2 Mixed at 36%*

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

do

State at

Call

KENT. Cor. Pearl and Milk Sts.

BOSTON—Cld 14tli, brig Nellie Crosby. McKinnon, Yarmouth, NS; schs Champion, Haley, Lubec; John K Souther, Belano, Newport News.
Ar 16th. schs Sadie Corey, Lowe, and Odell,
Wade. Belfast; Jas Ponder, Bullock, and Edw L
Warren. Corson, do; Mary J Elliott, Thurston.
Below, sclis Stephen
Hart, from Pensacola;
Ximena. Sea Bird, and Ada Ames.
SALEM—Sid 14th, brig Rabbonl, (from Bangor)
for New Haven: schs lzetta. do for New York';
Sadie A Kimball. Kimball Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 13tb, sch Hattie E King,
Kimball, Amboy.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid to 14tli, schs Samuel W
Brown, from Boston for Rockland; Geo Savage.
Portland for Boston; Wm D Cargill, do for Deer
Isle; Lewis R French, Boston for Boothbay; Lucy
Wentworth, Amboy for Calais; J 11 Eells, Rockland lor New York.
Also, schs Marcellus, St John. NB. for Boston;
Julia, Portland for do; Jona Sawyer, Blddeford
for Pbtiapelphta; lzetta, Bangor for New York;
Hattie A White, Sulllvau for Providence.
BELFAST—Sid lltb, sch Gertrude L Truddy,
Davis, Galveston.

easy lerms.

NAIjK—A single sleigh, lu good order.
rAOK
built by Martin. p. miell & Co. OOUDY &

hum. Matin.is.

Boothbay.

on

rAHKE.lt. 45 Exchange St., fur particulars.

___

—

ceipts 74,410 bush;exports 224,2’1 hush; sales
342.000 hush; lower; No 2 Mil at90%c: No 2
Red 896R9%c in elev; No 1 Red at 91 %c; No 1
White at hoc; extra Red 91 %c; White Slate 90c.
By* is dull. Barley steady. Coro lower: ieceipts 22,660 bush ;exports 53,978 bush [sales 86.01 Obu; No 3 at 46c in elev; No 2 at47%c elev.
Oats lower; receipts 46,800 bush' exports 298
bush; sales 85,000 hush; No 3 at 33c;White do at
36%c; No 2 at 33%633%c; White do at 37®
37%c; No 1 White attSoe; Mixed Western at 36
@36% e: While Western 36641 %c; White State
at 35*3 9e. Coffee—Fair ItTo nominal at 14%e.
Sntnr dull; refined Is easier; C at 4%c64 %e;
ExtraC4%*4y»c; White Extra Cat 6.6@6Vsc:
Yellow 4%64:1 sc; off A 6%c : Mould A o 15-16*
6c: standard A at 6%c; granulated at 6 13-16*
5%c; cut loaf and crushed 6%(®6%c; Dowdered
at 6@6%c; Coufec A 5%c: Cubes 5%@ 15-16C.
Fetrojeaio—milled at 87%c. Tallow steady.
Fork firm: mess quoted 11 87% ®J2 25 for one
year old. Beef steady, I.ard liighw—Western
steam spot at 8 47; refilled quoted at 6 80 fot Continent, 7 00 for S. A. Butler firm with a fair In-

1 would say as regards Athlophoros It Is the only remedy for rheumatism that I have been able
It lias done
to find that does reach the disease.
wonderfully for my family; we have used but two
bottles, and have uearly got free of Uie disease,
my wife having it in the chest and side very bad.
F. E. Litchfield.

"* liuslucs, iu Portland

..l"lie

I. \V.

SOMERSET—Sid 13tli, sch City of Augusta,
Meady. Baltimore.
FALL 1UVEK—Ar 14th. sell Addie Sawyer,
Cook, New York for Somerset.
W ARREN. RI-Ar nth, sch J B Jordan, Martin. New Yclfk.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 14th, schs Caroline, Hutchings. Nova Scotia; Helen G King, Brown, Calais;
M. xica \ Lowell, New York.
.-Id 14th, schs Beuj F Poole, Davis, Baltimore;
A B Perry, Look, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 14th, sch Richard Vaux, Hill,
Rockland for New York.
Sailed, schs Abby Bursley. Knox, New York
for Ruckport; Mary Brewer, Kenney, from do for
Boston.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 12th, sch David Tttrrey, Orue, Bowdolnhain for
Patchogue;
Judge Lowe. Crossmail, Pembroke for New York
Sid 12th. schs Mexican, Lowell. New York for
Freddie
Eaton. Paterson, Calais tor
Providence;
Bristol; Helen. Leighton, Bangor tor New York.
V1NEYABD-HAVEN
Ar 13th, schs Grace
Cushing, Drlnkwater. till Portland for New York;
Jennie G Plllsbury, Spear. Rockland for do.
In port, schs Stephen Bennett, Nettie B Dobbin,
Reno, Ira Bliss, Grace Cushing, Jennie G Plllsbury, and Rival.
Ar 14th, sch Carrie E Woodbury, Bryant, Bangor for Baltimore,
HYANNI8—Ar 14th, sch Xtmeiia, Pettigrew,
New York for-.
Passed by 14th, sch Augustus Hunt, fm Boston
for Philadelphia,
EY’MOUTH— Sid 14tli, sch Henry, Falking°

_

CLARK'S CLOTHING HOUSE.

horse shoes; $2 !
K. MORRILL,
Cumberland Streets, Portland. 1

____15-1

Philadelphia.

Domestic Markets.

1

164

NALiK—^The never-slin
IiOK
per set; Peel food for sale by
Preble and

cornel

—

plug

Lewiston, Me., April 4,1886.

14lli,scli Joseph M

laud; Junlatta, Addison.
Also ar 13th. barque Belle Wooster. Turks Island; Syra. PettengUl, Pensacola; sch I.ugauo,
Small, Fall River.
Ar 16th, brig T Remick, Fossett, Laguua; sch
Win Hayes, Smith, Darien.
Sid 14th, brigs Cora crceen, for Demarara;
Arcot, for Cieufuegos.
PERTH AMBOY-SId 13th, sch Abbie Ingalls,
Ingalls, Bostun.
Sid 14th, schs Chase, Snow, Boston; Leonora,
Bonsey, and Irene E Meservey, Meservey, do;
Clias E Sears, Alien, do; T A Stuart, Kelley, for
Danyersport:
Clytie,ArLauglitou, Alexandria.
NEW Haven
13th, schs Lettle Wells,
Bunker, Calais; Chattanooga. New York for Calais; R 1, Tay, Hibbard, do for do; Win G Mowry, and C H Eaton, do for Salem; J W Woodruff,
do for do; Jas K Talbot.Elizabethport for Boston;
Richmond. Port Johnson for do.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 12th. sch Scotia, Shearer,

er; receipts 7,000; shipments 2,000; Christmas
steers 5 0066 35: shipping steers at 3 30*4 86;
stockcrs ami feeders at 2 00*3 36; cows, hulls
and mixed 1 40*3 16; bulk —; Texans at 2 06®
3 60.

and quick cure. Athlophoros is not an
cafe,
experiment; thousands have been cured by its
use and they testify as to its value.
Gardiner, Me., April 7,188G.
Hearing from so many different people words of
praise for Athlophoros, I bought and used two
bottles; from the first bottle I received genuine
benefit, my rheumatism improved so much the
neighbors began to ask me (when they saw me
moving around as though I hadn’t rheumatism)
what became of my rheumatism, and I simply
said, I am using Athlophoros, and that's enough,
the name of that medicine meaus “Rheumatism
Mkh. Mary D. Smith.
cured,"

Aten., TopeKafand Santa Fe Kailroad......
New York and New Englaud Kailroad.

33

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO.Dec. 16,1886—Cattle market strong-

surprise

Delaware Breakwater

Ar at do 16th. sch B W Morse. Seed. Bath.
Sid 14th. sch Standard, for Galveston.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th,
ship Jabez Howes, Henry, San Francisco; barque Josephine. Brown, fin
Havana; schs Aldlne, Dennison, Nuevitas; Hannah F Carlton, Bryant, do; Edward Stewart, Harlow. Port Royal; K M Bacon, Maltheson, Ragged
Island; Austin D Knight, Drlnkwater. Mobile;
l.uey M Collins, Bangor; Jennie Cheney, Rock-

Utah.' 'J
6%
Sierra Nevada.
Hale & Norcross. 4%
Bests.- Belcher.11 00

mire

Geo S Hunt &

Ar at

Hayes, Crocker, Boston.

Mono.J3

UTTERLY DISCOURAGED
expresses the feeling of many victims of rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica, and nervous or sick
headache.
Having tried numberless so-called
remedies, and physicians of all schools, without
relief, there seems to be no hope. Many such
have, as a last resort, tried Athjophoros. and to
and jov have found that it was a
tlielr

of

Stocks.

Oplilr
14%
Savage.11%
3
BQdie.
Yellow Jacket. 8%
Crown Polut. 5%
S
Gould & Curry.
1%
Bulwer.
4%
Mexican.
FotosI.‘. 8%
4%
Eureka..

"Pianoforte, through bereavement, offered by
Installments.” So ran an advertisement in a lamdon pa er. Hut we should doubt if It finds a
speedy sale. Nobody wants uu instalment of a
bereaved piano, except, perhaps, for a performance of the "Lost Chord.”

gain

Mining

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FliANCISCO, I>ee.l5,1888.—The followofficial
arc
quotations of mining stocks
closing
ing

face that cannot smile is never good. The
motherly face of Mrs. Piukliain appears In all the
papers we read. A word to the wise, etc,

a

Glen Cove.
Ar 14th, brig Gipsy
Queen, Chandler, New York
sch Helen A Chase. Soutnard, Bath; Henry P
Mason, Percy. Bangor.
Cld 1.4th, barque Skobeleff, Loring, Portland.
PH1LADELPHIA-A1' 13tli, brig Mary E Bliss,
Fanning. Maracaibo.
Ar 14tji. brig Henry B Cleaves, Charlson, Cardc-

...

California

A

making

BALTIMORE-Ar 13th. sens Maggie J Smith,
Bennett, New York; Frank O Dame, Rogers, fni

Homestake.
Ontario.t.
Bodie Con.^2 80
SlerraNcvada.7 25
Savage. .11 76
30 00
Con. Cal. a; Va.

Anxious Inquirer: No, we know of nothing
that will do as mucli as Lydia E. Fiukham's Vegetame compound.

advance at Liverpool,
^ bush In two days

6 00
50
14 00
22

railroad station in Ire$ 17; Scandluavian,
idiug for friends should
J. L. FARMER, 12 Ex

01

intending
apply Immediately to

...

"You'll leave enough to grow, won’t you, mister?”

any port

ton?
\°J ?16i Jtonuan pons.
$20; those
sc

...

Use Salvation Oil for severe headache, and you
will always ilnd almost Instant relief by so doing.
We recommend it as a good family medicine.

28 Sabattis

niHiiLunioin.

SJA.l'J* Cheap; prepaid steerage tickets
by fastest and best steamers from Liverpool,
Glasgow and

...

longer.

•<*K SAL*.

DIiaCBLlARBOlll.

meut

week arid you have the finest polu-hcl Sow In tbo
world. Fur uk by all timer* aud Btov. Deter*.

a

eodSm

deco

MORE
“PNEUMONIA KILL
Baker’*
but
THAN BULLETS,”
(treat American

uovtl

ways
of

cure

man.

uot2

All

Specillc

will al-

dangerous enemy
dnwtista. 50 cents.
•odtfeT

this

When I >»y cure I Jo o«t m*an merely to Ttn|» them for •
lira* mud theuherethmra return again. ( m«en u rudteel eur*
I hmvB mAtle the dieooee of BIT*. RPfLBfMT or WALL IN®
NICSNBNB • lUe-long etnilf. I war rent my remedy *»«•*•
the wont eeeee. Beoeueo other* hern failed le ne reeeon for
n tt now recetrtag a cure.
«en<| a* *>uem for a treeite* and •
free Bottle of ray Infallible remedy, litre Biprea* aed fm*

0Bt-

M5saSrs^fcsr&si{Sar«t

SPECIAL NOTICE.
lu accordance wlih ilictr rc*ular custom, ilic ltcu.il *Oee Dealer* will
keep their store* open
eveutuz* (rum Dos'. **•“. *® Ih**
»»•*.
a.w-n
««n
deci4
e

A

!yRES8.

THE

THURSDAY MORNING, DEC. ltt.

flitew

t»viiRiiNii:ni<Ms

ro-DAi

CASE

Costs a Maine Town
$200 Instead of $20.

Which

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

PAUPER

About

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.

Week before last the case would have come
up in the Superior Court, Mr. Baker having

s

Music Store—2.

Carter’s Little Liver Pills will positively cure
sick headache and prevent Its return. This Is not
talk, but truth. One pill a dose. To be bad of all
Druggists. See advertisement.
decl4

d&wlw.

At 3 p. m. to-day F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell on
the premises, 19 and 21 Vine street, the real
estate consisting of two French roofed cottage
See auction
bouses and lot about 1980 feet.

column._

BEFORE

JUDGE

Wednesday.—The United States, plaintiffs,
vs. Eastern Dredging Company. Tills wa sa suit

for breach of contract,
fn June. 1881, the defendant company entered into a contract with the
United States through Colonel George Thom,
United States Engineer, to perform certain services in dredging In Charles river above Brookline bridge and dumping the mud thereby dredged
on the low grounds In the
vicinity of the work In
accordance with the specifications.
Defence—
Tin* United States Engineer failed to provide a
plan for dumping or depositing said material on
the low grounds in the vicinity, and failed to apof such plan of deposit and refused to allow
le material to be deposited In the vicinity hut directed and required the defendant to transport
the same down Charles river for
several miles
through several draw-bridges, and In a winding
and dangerous channel and dispose of said material on Cambridge flats, and plaintiff thus broke
the contract.
N. & H. B. Cleaves.
George E. Bird.

Srove

MUNICIPAL

COURTS

BRIEF JOTTINC8.
Prof. Cadwell will continue to give exhibitions of mesmerism at Congress Hall.
The streets ami sidewalks were about as
sloppy- as they could be made yesterday.
Jtmge Webb has not yet delivered his decision in the M. and E. Cann case.
The annual meeting of the Natural Ilistofor lack of a quorum.
The cold wave signal was ordered up yesterday and a drop of fifteen to twenty de-

noon

grees promised.
The workmen are clearing away the rubbish on the Ottawa House site preparatory
to building the new hotel.
The Deering fair cleared about $2000.
Woodford’s school secured the lawn vaset
and the Smyrna rug was presented to President A. J. Chase.

The adjourned meeting of the Associated
Charities will be held today at 3 o'clock p.
All are
ui., in room No. 18 City Building.
cordially invited.
The steamer Polynesian of the Allan Line
will sail for Liverpool today and the Dominion of the Bristol service is completing her
cargo.
y
Mr. Fred B. Smith has presented the Portland Wheel Club with a brass casting of
unique design, as a moroento of the club’s
third annual ball.
The Grand Lodge of Knights of Pythias
of New Hampshire will institute a lodge at
Alton Bay tonight.
Some of the Maine
grand officers will be present.
The will of Isaiah Jones of Brunswick is
being contested in the Probate Cqwrt. He
left about $10,000. Mr. Weston Thompson
appears in support of the will and Mr. Geo.
T. Parker for the contestants.
of a

Stormy Voyage.

The Dominion Line steamer Sarnia, arrived at Halifax Tuesday night, from LiverA
pool three days overdue.
despatch
from Halifax says that Capt. Gibson reports having experienced a frightful passage,
the worst in his thirty years’ experience in
The passengers
navigating the Atlantic.
were all below for four consecutive days.
The sea made continual breaches over the
ship. The Sarnia had a boat carried away
and sustained other damages.
While coming up the harbor in charge of a pilot the
Sarnia ran through the end of the wharf,
cutting it off as if it was so much pasteboard. It is believed her forward plates are
considerably damaged.
Mr. Torrance, the Portland agent of the
Dominion line, received a telegram yesterday stating that the Sarnia left Halifax for
thia port at 8 a. m. No reference was made
to any damages to the vessel and the officers
of the line state that had the Sarnia received
serious injuries, which would necessitate
any considerable amount of repairing being
done, they would hqve been notified to that

effect.
__

The Dominion Line.

The annual report of the Mississippi and
Dominion Steamship Company, limited, has
been issued to the shareholders, from which
it appears that the profit on voyage account
for the year was £26,230, which left a balance of £8142, after paying interest and general charges. A resolution was submitted
at the annual meeting authorizing the directors to tender for a portion of tha mail serT.ivamnrd

and

Panada..

Tha

service between Bristol and Canada employed four steamers during the summer,
and will employ three fortnightly during the
winter.
The boiler renewal fund has a
credit of £18,G43.1»s. The reserve fund has
a credit of £ti,197.12s.6d.
The insurance
fund has a credit balance of £34,823.l7s.9d.,
and the profit and loss account a credit balance, as stated above.

Social and Literary Guild.
The social and literary guild was held with
Mrs. E. J. Thompson. 59 Carlcton street,
Monday evening. The occasion was a very
enjoyable one. The study for the evening
was George Eliot’s “Romola.”
Entertaining papers were read by different members
of the Guild. Of particular interest was one
read by Mrs. J. M. Lowden, subject “Life in
Florence durfng the fifteenth century,” also
one by Nclsine Aageson on “Life in Florence at the present day.”
The Misses Aageson favored the Circle with a duet, accompanied by Miss Cobb on the piano. Catchwords were prepared by Miss Whlttemore,
and many acknowledged themselves caught.
One more
Many quotations were given.
evening will be given to the study of George
Eliot's works, and her contemporaries will
be considered.
A New Insurance Company.
Some of the millionnaires of California
have recently organized a new fire insurance
company with a cash capital of $2,000,000.
This Is the first company ever organized in
this country with over $1,000,000 paid in.
We understand that a representative of this
company has recently visited our city and it
is expected that it will soon commence business

here, ^ut

who is

to

be the

Miss Kate Crowell

An Important Proposition.
It is reported that a syndicate of gentlemen of
large means will present a proposition to the City Government to purchase all
that part of what is known as the City Farm
lying between St. John street and the creek.
It Is said that if they succeed in securing the
property they will lay it out as the Doering
Land Company have done with their property and erect thereon a handsome and valuable class of residences.

Choked to Death.
Yesterday afternoon the eleven months
old child of Morris and Susan Lynch, who
live on Danforth street, was choked to death
The little girl in atby a piece of candy.
tempting to swallow the candy, choked and
her grandmother tried to remove the cause
of the tronble but the child was strangled
before she could be helped. Coroner Hall
was called and decided that no inquest was

the Third Avenue Theatre, Is playing Karl,
in his comedy-drama “Karl, the Pedlar.”
Gardner has a pleasant German face when
made up for Karl, and is easy and at home
on the stage.
His singing of his new ‘Karl’s
Lullaby, a beautiful composition, is most effective, both as a part of the piece and as a
melody. The character, as delineated by
Mr. Gardner, is full of fun
by reason of his
blunders and shrewdness,
oddly expressed.
He sings some eight songs, which of themselves are a pleasure to listen to. He has
made an artistic success in New York.”
The following programme will be rendered"
by Grimmer s orchestra:
Overture-Crown Diamonds.Aubcr
Waltzes—Delaware Vrlange.Gung’l
Medley—A Night Off
..Bontgei
Galop—Nick of Tuck (new).Fallow

woo

PINE STREET

ENTERTAINMENT.
The concert and select readings to be
given
in the Young People’s course at Pine street
church tonight, will prove highly attractive.
Some of our best vocal talentViil
appear.

there was music by an orchestra;
the tables were superb. At the principal table sat the member of the Provincial Parlia-

ment, the member of the Dominion Parliament, the Catholic and Protestant clergyand other

dignitaries, who each and all
had a pleasant word to say to the retiring
representative of the United States. The
manager of the local hank read, an

address,
which was elaborately engrossed on vellum,

and was presented to Mr. Woodward. Other
memorials of the occasion were a magnificent
Itockford watch, and a photograph album
from the children with a hundred pictures of

the givers. To all this, Mr. Woodward responded as well as he could, being overwhelmed by so many marks of esteem and
affection.

U. L. Cornell and Mvron Clark are in the
company. “Maritana” will be given in the
evening, and the “Madcap” at the matinee.

Provident Aid Society.

Real Estate Transfers.

At the annual meeting of the Provident Aid
Society at its rooms in the Portland Savings
Bank building, the reports of the officers and

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the ReaU
try of D««As •.
Harrison—SusaJ F. Haskell to Mary A. Ross,
land. J900.
Nancy B. and Susan O.. Frost to Amelia M.

executive committee were presented snowing the society has enjoyed a steady growth

since its institution. The.membership is large
and rapidly increasing, hut one assessment
having been called during the past year,that
on the death of Mr. Carl Berrer of
Portland,
killed by accident on June 8th. The society
has an accumulating reserve fund in the
State treasury deposited according to the
provisions of its charter. The following offi-

Ricker, land. *2o.
Yarmouth—William Seabury to Harriet E 8eaa,lt* building. 81 and consideration.
bury.

Otisfleld—Daniel Green to Mansfield F. Holman, laud and building. |4 0.
Saccarappa—Ellen L. Mayfield to Geo. E. Lermond, land. 81 and consideration.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

elected:

SACCARAl’PA.
Mr. D. W. Babb, overseer in room No. 1 of
the Westbrook

President—Hon. Franklin J. Bolllus. Portland
Vice President—Hon. John L. Cutler, Bangor.
Secretary and Treasurer—Kverett Smith, Portland.
m
Executive Committee—Joseph E. Moore, Irving
E. Kimball. Edmund Dana.
General Agent -Geo. L. Lewis.
Medical Director—Irving E. Kimball, M. D.

Manufacturing

Company,
was presented with a handsome
gold watch
and chain Tuesday evening, by the
employes
in his department.
MARRIAGES.

Library.

In this city, Dec. IB. by Rev. C. H. Daniels, Wilbert R. Pitcher and Miss Lydia S. Johnson, both
of Portland.
In Lisbon. Nov. 24, Fred G. Froctor and Miss
Lizzie Ereeman, both of Lisbon.
In. August a, Nov. 27, George G. Bailey and Miss
Annie E. Kicker.
I" Augusta. Nov. 25, William Hallowell and
Miss Ida M. Allen.

A portion of the library of William E.
Gould was sold at auction at the rooms of
F. O. Bailey & Co. yesterday morning. The
entire library was purchased from the bank

by three gentlemen, who selected

therefrom
what books they desired and placed the
balance on sale yesterday morning. The
character of the books at the auction rooms

principally religious, including

com-

days.

The bidding was quite lively. Fortyone volumes of the American Encyclopedia
were sold to A. R. Doten at §2.13 per volume,
and 32 volumes of the Bibliotheca Sacra to
Rev. Mr. Wliittemore of Auburn at 80 cents
a volume.
“Prison Life” was bought by
George A. Thomas at ten cents.

[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In tills city, Dec 16, Winlleld S„ son of Mahlou
aged 3 years 8 months.
"■•S'd F,0,ra F- Hodsdon,
[Eunet^l tiwlay at 11 o’clock, at No. 84 Earls

street.

Ill Gape Elizabeth. Dec. 16, G'arl Saflord son of
o. ami Nellie M. Jordan,
aged 1 year 9 months.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 1 o’clock.
Burial private.]
In South Casco. Dec. 8. Clement 8.
Dingley, infant son of Geo. W. aud ltosa A.
Dingley, aged 10
m nths 12 days.
c.

Lodge.

At the annual meeting of Atlantic Lodge,
F. and A. M., held last evening, the following officers were chosen:
W. M.—Charles D. Smith.
8. W—William G. Mills.
J. W.—Almon L. Johnson.
Treasurer—Daniel W. True.

Secretary—Franklin Fox.

Trustee lor Two Years—Daniel \V. True.
8. D.—Frank D. Rogers.
J. D.—Charles H. Holland.
8. 8.—Edward H. York.
J. 8.—Andrew M. Heseltine.

Chaplain—Rev. Marlon Crosley.

Marshal-Edward H. 8mith.
Organist—George M. Hone.
Committee of
Finance-William H. Smith,
George E. Raymond, James K. Emery.

Festivities at the Preble House.
The Paint and Oil Club will give their
monthly dinner at the Preble House on
Saturday evening of this week. On Monday
evening the Congregational and Fraternity
Club will dine there. The High School Class
of ’83 will have a supper at this house on the
28th, the class of ’79 a banquet on the 31st
and the Commercial Travellers’ Association
will dine there January 1st.

Neglected

A

Horse.

Last evening Mr. A. M. Sawyer was notified that a horse had been standing on Plum
street since half past eleven in the forenoon.
Mr. Sawyer found the horse had been hitched
and left by his driver. The animal wa's attached to the wagon of Mr. Mountfort, the
Cape Elizabeth grocer. The team was taken
care

of and

subsequently'

Mountfort, the

week”

during

After

Diphtheria

The patient recovers strengtli
slowly, as the sysis weak and debilitated, aud the blood
poisoned by the ravages of tb' disease. What is needed
is a good reliable tonic aud blood
purifier like
flood’s Sarsaparilla, which has just the
elements,
of strengtli for the body and
vitally and richness
for the blood which soon
bring back robust bealth
teVer or Imeum°ol» It is also of great
tem

benefitCaflCt

After Scarlet Fever
“Upon our little girl, who had been sick with
scarlet fever, the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla was
niost marvelous,
entirely removing the poison
from her blood ami restoring her to
good health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla deserves our highest praise.”
(Jl* Rtkatton. Swanipseott, Mass.
•When my son reccvered from
diphtheria his
wa,8.s,w<*ljen and inti imed, he had no apPdtite and his blood seemed in a very poor conuii~«..A,.ter U8|,,B two bottles of Hood’s Sarsbetter, gained in flesfT
W4ls&very
s throat
Seemed|.nuch
much improved.” Mits. B.
?»
M. Frkscott, Franklin, N. H.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists.
*1; six for *6. Prepared
only by C. I. IiOOL>&CO., Apothecaries. Jaowell,
Mass.
•t*1

100 Doses One Dollar.

d&wlynrm

owner.

sick Mila
IPositively Cared byH
vhte
OQ these little Pills. ■
WniU Ll\U They also relieve DisW
tress from Dyspepsia*
J n digestion and Too*
ITTLE
* * *
Hearty Luting. A !><t*
feet remedy lor D&zi*
B
L Ef
» A

_

■ w K**«n
E3£ I 8
B liibWa
■

the year.

First

Baptist

Sale.

This afternoon and evening the Young
Ladies’ Circle of the First Baptist Society
will hold a Christmas sale of useful and
fancy articles. They have been hard at

Nanso&, Drowsl*
Bad Tm*te in the*
Mouth, Coated Tongue*
I* a in in the Bide, &c*

neaa,
ness,

They regnlate

tho Bow*

;!s and prevent Const!*
j.
potion and Files. Tho bu40uiileala am) easiest to take*

L

in vial, Purely Veg*
Only one pill a dose.
Stable. Price 25 cents. 6 viols by ouMforfl.OO*
CO., rrap'r s, fiow York. 1

<CyTEglflEDIC»8£

MOST

Laughable

CLOTHIN Gr I

Ocean Insurance Couipuny.
annual meeting of the stockholders »f the
TUEOcean Ingurance
Company fer the choice of
iness as may legally come
held at tiU! office of th*>

W. O. BAILEY A CO

declMtd_

S. J.

THURSDAY, Dee. 16. at
ON shall
sell the property No.

BEALE. Secretary.

Directors, aud the transaction of such other busbefore them, will be

Company,

_dcc9,13.14.19,18

Wedueiday,
the fifth day of January, 1887. at 3 o’clock o. m.‘
CHARLES F. ELAOO, Secretary
Portland. Dee. 15,1888.
declOdtd
.Merchants

ou

National
Porllnnil.

Bunk

FURNITURE. CARPETS

THE

P. O. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Stork and Fixtures of a Candy Mann
factory by Auction.

National Traders Bunk.
shareholders of tlie National Trailers
bank, of Portland, are hereby notified that
thetr annual meeting will be held at their banking
room on Tuesday, the eleventh day of January
next, at 11 o’clock a. m„ to choose five Directors
for the ensuing year and to act on auy other business that may legally come before them
declOdtd
EDWARD COULD, Cashier.

THE

TUESDAY. Dec”alst. at 2.30 p. ra.. we
ON
shall sell the stock of (Ixfuresat No. 7 Portland
of

St., consisting Candy Furnace, Kettle, Table and Heater, Hooks, Cocoanut Baker and
Grinders, Sour Drop and Fl»e Mixture Machines,
Acid Drop, pine Apple and Tablet Patterns. Mar
ble Slabs. Oval Show Cases, Candy Jars, Seales.
Lamps. Brass Scoops and Pans, Desk, K'egant
Soda Fountain and Fixtures. Peanut Stand, SIgus,
Awning, Ice Cream Machines, Packing Cans, Tables, Chairs, Ac,, Ae., Ac.
dee!6d6t
D. KAY FKOIIOCK.

bam.

HE annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank, of Portland,
will be held at their Hanking Room, on TCESDAY, the eleventh day of January, 1887, at 10
o’clock a. m., ior the choice of Directors ami the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them
WILLIAM II. SOCLE. Cashier.
December 10,1880.
declldtd

11

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneer* and Commission Merrhauts
Salesroom IK
If. O.
r

m

seven directors; and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be held at their banking house
on Tuesday, the eleventh day of January, 1887,
at 11 o'clock a’m.

Fsxehauge Street.

UAILFV.

C. W.

AlfJtN*

t4

rf

Holiday Goods!

B. C. SOMERBY, Oaahler.

declldtd

to., BY AUCTION.

ON

of

stockholders of this bank are hereby uotifiled that the annual meeting for the choice
of Directors and transaction of any business
which may legally he brought before them wilt he
bolden at the bank on Tcesday. Jan. 11th, 1887,
at 10 o’clock a. m.
declOdtd
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.

mmwimimi

AU'TIOYKEBI.

SATURDAY, Dec. 18th, at 10 a. ra., we
shall sell at Hoorn, 18 Exchange St., 1’slnted
Chamber Sets. Lounges, Parlor Furniture. Mable
Top Tables, Easy Chairs. Brussels, Tapestry and
Ingrain Carpets, Spring Beds, Hair. Wool and Exc* star Mattresses, Extension Tables, Chairs,
Stoves, Crockery, Class and Plated Ware. Kitchen Furniture. Ac.decl»d3t

The First National Bank of Portlaud.

HASKELL & JONES

of the stockholders of this
Its banking rooms on
11,1887, at 10 o’clock a. in.,
for the purpose ol ele ting 7 Directors lor the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
J. E. WENOKKN, Acting Canblor.
declldtd
Portland, Me., Dec. 10,1888.

meeting
be held at
THEbank willJau.

TUESDAY,

Have on exhibition a very due line of
goods for

CHRISTMAS

GIFTS.

^etnni

THAT MUST BE CLOSED BEFORE JAN. I.

GREAT

rlULUJA Y

In order to clean iny stock of Broken Sizes of Suitings, Coats and
on a JOB COUNTER, separate front the other stock; and realizing the fact that they must he sold
at a loss, i have decided to make the toss now, and give my customers
the benefit.
On this counter may be found English Worsted Coats and Vests,
mostly small sizes, former prices $20.00 to $25.00, now marked down
to $! 0.00 and $15.00. Cassimere Suitings marked down from 25 to
50 per cent* below the cost of mannfactnre.
These bargains are too numerous to mention, and must be seen to be
appreciated. An early call will insure choiee of bargains.

CLASSICAL WORKS.

Beethoven's Sonatas, celebrated Lebert and Von
Bulow edition, 2 vols., each *3. or cloth embossed, each $(>.
Meudelssohn’s Songs Without Words. $1.00.
Chopin's Mazurkas |»1). bis Nocturnes (CO cts.):
and bis Waltzes (So cts.)
Franz's Album of Songs, 32.00.
Halfdan Kjerulf’s Album, $1.50.

POPULAR COLLECTIONS.

Choice Vocal Duets. $1.00.
Minstrel Songs, $2.00.
Rhymes and Tunes, $1.00.
Young People's Classics for Piano, $1.00.
Gems of Strauss. $2.00, gilt $3.00.

GOOD READING IN ELEGANT BOOKS.
Ritter’s Students History of Music, $2.50.
Mendelssohn’s

Store Open Every Evening; until Christmas.

Letters, 2 vols., each $1.50.
Rlielneold Trilogy (Wagner's), 50 cts.
all the Great Masters, each from $1.60 to

Lives^jt

C. J. FARRINGTON,

King Winter,

30 cts. Caught Napping, 30 cts
Message of Xmas, 30 ets.
REND FOR L1MTM.

OLIVER IMTSON * CO.,

an

charge of Portland branch of first class light
manufacturing and wholesale business; large
sales at 100 per cent, profit,r$l,5nO
yearly and
portion ot profits allowed to acceptable partv. Address MANUFACTURER, Press

Office._i8-l

WANTED—young
uate to learn packing

nan,

i nuns,

vnr

specialties

to

handwriting

F.

Middle St.

Every one says we have (he choicest and best assortment of Christmas Goods and
every thing that is desirable for Presents. The large trade we are having has advertised them so extensively that they need no enumeration, and is evidence that
the public soon learn who has the most desirable goods and sell them the cheapest.
Our goods are ail new and different from those in other stores.
Our prices are so
much lower lhat customers invariably come bark und buy of us after looking elseHlltfco Uuitv
k*.

eod&wtf

gentleman with few
WANTED—Reliable
hundred dollars to take
Interest In and

in own

nhllulnu:

Boston.

declC

cltf

HOLIDAY GOODS!
noil

XMAS CANTATAS.

Christmas Gift, 25 cts.

13 3

(Near Exchange Street.)

We liave eomiirtcnt

MUSIC

No gilt to a lover of music can be more appropriate, or give more enduring pleasure than our
excellent collections of the fluest music, such as
are here mentioned.
Any book mailed promptly
for retail price.

CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR AND FURNISHINGS NOW READY.

where.

TO-MORROW
OF-

FOR HOLIDAY tilFTN.

All Purchases from this Job Counter strictly Cash.

high school grad-

business. Address
C. BKIDGHAM. rear 162

Among the Special Bargains I
ing' this week, are

25c Silk Handkerchiefs for 12 1-2 cents.
25c Embroidered Handkerchiefs for 10 cents.
50c Inititial Handkerchiefs for 25 cents.
Children’s Silk Initial Handkerchiefs.
Silk and Cashmere Mufflers.
Real Lace Handkerchiefs.

150

Triple

French Fans from 50 cents to $12.00.

am

offer-

Plated Castors at

at $2.40.

J. M. DYER &
declG

511

Opened Every Evening Until Christas!

A. M, WENTWORTH

CO.,

Congress Street.

509 Congress Street.

deel4

dlf

SPECIAL HARK IIOWA SALE

eodtf

SALE

—

OF

—

Fan«'y Good* and Novelties for
(he Holiday Trade

Stockbridge’s Music Store.

BY MRS.

Kow Is your time to buy materials for fancy
a great reduction from former
prices,
us
Feltings, Plushes. Japanese Silks,
Stamped and Plain Linens, Tidies, Slipper Patsuch

111

great variety, Hnibroldery, Filling and
Etching Bilks; In fact everything suitable for Art
Iseedlework. A full line of the famous fielding mud
Florence Knitting Silks.

Zephyr, Saxony and Germantown

13-1

EXCIIANGK

dlw

STREET.

KHTABLIMHUD IX 1X43.

PENNSYLVANIA

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, W.D.LITTLE&CO’S
Insurance
Incorporated

Capital paid up

in

in

31

1823.

cash, $400,000.

STATEMENT DECEMBER 31. 1885.
AHMETS.
Real Estate.8 115,000.00
Loans on bond and mortgages.
147,370.00
Stocks and bonds owned by the

Company. 1,787,081.25

Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash In office and In banks.
Interest due and accrued and rents
Premiums tu due course of collection
LIABILITIES.

192,2 ().• o
220.305.09

4,498.18
85,172.29
$2,652,010.81

Re-Insurance reserve.81,015,533.16
unpaid losses and all other liabill-

tIts.

79,884,89
$1,095,418.04

Surplus

as

regards policy holders...$1,457,198.77

SCULL &

BRADLEY, Managers,
BOSTON,

ROLLINS
a

22 Exchange
ded6-23-30

MAMS.

J AN C AH If In, ISS«.
Total Assets, actual value.$704,434.82

D. LITTLE &

now

out all vessels in need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly anil satisfaethm guaranteed.
Address
0. W. STIMl’SON. Jit
declOdtf
Port Clyde, Me.

W. 1>.

AOENTS.

dec 10

Krndenl Agenl,
dect)

cod3w

Ml and Bronze Powder!
roR

|

Christmas Cifts.

H. H. HAY & SON,
MS nud Ml NMdk Hirer).

that vrite a plain rapid
in ownhaudwritiiig.
p. o. 1U)X 11*0, Poitiaud, Maine.

PSWi Address

call and be convinced
best ut w>rk in dyeing, cleaning,
nulsmug and pressing o all kinds of garments Is
uone at the
I Of«T—On Free, Centre or Congress streets, a
New Dve House ou Union street.
Our colors are fast an*
MJ pair of ladles’ seal skin
bright, do not croak or
gloves. Will llnder
smut, and are not posouous; the work is con’lease reluru the same to No. 28 FREE STREET,
ducted by a practial
aid be rewarded.
lb-1
tyer and chemist of 21 years
parctlce; do uot fail t> try us; orders may be left
vessel to carry about 40 tons
*l4,"°uian’s Hat Blwchery, on Casco street, and
machinery to Jacksonville. Apply to J. W. win receive prompt attention; dou’t forget the
Al LOR. 386 Congress St. between loandll* place. N. E. DY> HOUSE. So. 63 Union 8t.,
Portland Me.
u m.
16-1
16-1

Statement

Jan’y

1st,

nov27

A complete and extensive assortment
of Silk and Cashmere NuiHers.

J E W E LRY.
A choice line of Scarf Plus and Sleeve
Buttons; also Wrhite Seta for fall dress.

FULL DRESS SHIRTS
THE BEST A8SOKTMENT

Embroidered In Sew Designs, line
Plaited Bosoms, In connection with a
full line of Party Woods.

LADIES’ RINCo
be found in Malue, Including all the latest
styles, with precious stones. Also, plain and engraved bands and Uents’ Seal Kings.

to

Our stock of Went's t arnishing Woods
is complete in all branches.
In Underwear our line Is the most extensive to be
fouud east of Boston. It comprises Milk,
Balbriggan, In plain and fancy. Norley’s London Woods, Camel’s Hair, In
and stripe. Congress (best Shield,
plain
Shirt’s It House’s Double Seated Drawers. Underwear from 50c t* $15 a
piece.
Purchasers will Had it to their advantage to examine onr stock before baying

Gold Queen Vest and Extension Chains.

COLD

HASKELLl JONES,
NJARKET S<)LARE,

PORTLAND

Stocks and Bonds owned bv the Co... £368,200.42
Lash in bank »nd office.
67,212 06
All other assets.
46,443.26

unadjusted.$ III,068.65
Unearned premiums.
94 171 20
j All other liabilities.
5]678!h2
as
Surplus

regards bond-holders.

Sir A. T. Galt,
President.

Edward

362,997126

Rawlings,7**

PRENTISS
a«k>t viir

FRENl'H

to

LORING,

jiaikk,

No. 31 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

decia_’_d»w

51

AMERICAN.

DECKER

Also

uul choicest designs recently selected with great
also

newest

eye;

In both solid sliver and plated ware.
lot of

a new

ARTISTIC

Silver Thimbles, Napkin Bings,ke.
Celluloid Toilet and Manicure Sets,

SILVER WARE.
A tine assortment ot

large show windows.

WALTHAM WATCHES
At rnmaelraKli,

PIANOS ! CHAS. H. LAMSON,
Please call anil hear the matchless tones ol these
beautiful instruments.

tbchnicon.

STOOLS AND COVERS,
TUNING TO OROER.

ME.

SK1.L

WINTER.
VV inter is coming ami now is the
time to look tor Gloves. Coe has
an immense stock, and is
selling

—

Driving Gloves

A 80 pair lot of dent's hand sewed French Call,
Opera Toe "Jersey”

CLOTH TOP

CONGRESS,

Wyer Greene & Co.,
539 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.

cxltf

FURS.
FnrSjts, For Caps, Fur Gloves,
md all kinds of lur
Trimmings,
rery low. 1 urs of all kinds made

COE,Street.

No.

We have kept and sold this grade and style for
at *7.60 per pair. The present low price
years
has been made In order to reduce our targe stock

197 Middle

Street.

HARDMAN!

EXTENSION HEEL RUBBERS
FOR

for 75 cents.

COE,

ONLY $6.50 PER PAIR.

—

daw

a||

All widths, sizes and half sizes, at

*

Vo. 197 middle

WK SHALL

etc.
__

A BARGAIN!
—

_

Opera Classes,

177 MIDDLE ST„
powtuawd.

t..—

Canes with Cold and Silver Heads,

Jeweler,

«...

BRONZE FIGURES,

DIAMONDS,
FINE JEWELRY,

In Satin and Plush Cases, which are beautiful and
useful presents at any time.
Come down on Middle street and see me I it.j
old stand (established 1871), but In a
It will pay you. Out of
town customers can take the horse cars from the
depot and stop at the P. O. I am two doors from
the corner or Exchange street.
Look or enquire
for Lamson’s Jewelry Store. 177 Middle street.
Open every evening tlU Christmas.

BURDETTORGANS.

Ml.,

French Clocks

SILVER WARE

Articles

Exchange

NEW REMODELED STORE.

BROTHERS^1 *

MS.

.

Ask attention to their large Assortment ot

Many novelties in American Clocks. Great reduction In French Marble Clocks. Gold Bowed
spectacles and Eye Glasses accurately Btted.

with

French Calf
Button, Congress and Balmoral
Boots, so long
juiti
knowu to the tine trade favorably
of 1‘ort*
h*'.*'■ Moots v III be sold at
a
*05.75
pair, the same Bools us
are sold lor ifth.oo at
other places.
I hose who coiue first will
stand
ihe best chance «>
getting a good

j

AND

Managing Director.

corporations, apply

.

WM.SENTERKO.,

Wl-°,r’-73

UI..UTM
Losses

iver.

r

MUFFLERS.

A tine line of the best Imported makes. In black
leather and pearl, with gold plated trimmings.
Prices low. (A beautiful plush hand-bag given
with every pearl pair sold!)

—

Ladles', limit's, Misses' aud Children.

Hand-sewed.

31 Kachnogr
stt.
*
d8w

ESTABLISHED 1847,

WANTED—A

Customer* will ilud onr stock comprises all the most popular styles to be
round in the N. Y. market.

1886.

Uentleiuen's Fine Bools. IIOO prs.
of James A, Banister's
Newark,
’■

STEIN WAY!

It
Wpeople
"‘at the

“neckwear.

18 7 3.

,,

LITTLE.

S. B. Robinson & Co.,

TWJ? L^‘y Copyists
declOddt

ORGANIZED

1l£c?.._

Wanted.

CANEM.

OF MONTREAL, CANADA.

%

lour speciul attention As
called
lo ilie great
slaughter In prices of

"d""&STout8-

CO.,

OLOVES.
An extensive line in Lines! and Unlined Kid, Scotch, Jersey and Cloth Gloves.

-AND-

GENTLEMEN!

Cash Assets, $110,000,600.00,
>eing the largest and best In tho world, making
he most liberal policy, free from restrictions of
my kind, and continually Increasing In value by
be Urge dividends, wlileh
may be added to or
F,,r ,un ■>ar,lc“-

Surplus beyond all liabilities.$528,741.05
M. Bennett. ,Ir.,
,Ias. n. Brewster
Asst. Maniger.
Manager,

TOILET SETS.

a

We have the most elegant display of
Wold, Silver and Ivory headed Cane* to
be found In the city.

vmim mis.

dtf

OF >KVV

unpaid losses.$235,001.17

w.

on exe«utlon this sixth
day of DecemD. 1886, on a Judgment rendered bj
Superior Court for said County, at a term
began and held on the first Tuesday ol
October, A. D. 1886. to Wit: the 28th day of OcD. 1886, In favor of Samuel Sborey,
of Portland, in the
County of Cumberland, against
Lester H. Forbes and Ann I). Forbes, both of Deermg, for the sum of tweuty-three dollars and fllty-fe,,cen*8’ deb* or damage, and the sum of tweuty dollars and flity-one cents cost of suit, and will
bf *b[d at public auction to the highest bidder, ar
tn€ Sheriff's office.in Portland, in said
County of
on tbe Blxtli day of January. A. D.
tuJ£,b€rla2d
1887, at three o’clock In the a> ternoon, the following described Real Estate and all the right, title
and interest In and to the same which the said
Ann D. Forbes, has to a certain lot or
parcel of
land situated in Deering, on College Street
so
Westbrook
opposite
Seminary building,
hJM*
with a two
and a half double tenement house
story
thereon, bounded and described as follows viz:
Beginning at the most Westerly corner of a lot of
on
College Street owned by J. P.
5*nd
Weston; tbence Northwesterly by said College
Street to the corner or angle of said Street;
tbence Northeasterly by said street at
right angles with the last course, and continuing the same
course one hundred and
forty-four
(144. feet more
or less to land of the Portland Railroad
Company;
thence Southeasterly by said Railroad
Company’s
**Dd to the most
Northerly corner of said
Westen s land; thence Soutneasterly
by said Westen s land to said College St. to the
point of beglnning; said lot being about one hundred feet front
en said College street and
extending back North•asterly about one hundred and forty-five feet.
This 8«ie is made in accordance with the orovlsions of Chapter eighty of the Public laws of 1881.
D8tcd*L Portland tills sixth
day of December,
h.« Sargent.
A*,D
A82,J.
decl6-23&30
Deputy Sheriff.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
°°t14

Mutual Life Insurance Company,
YORK,

Total Liabilities In Unltsd States, including reserve tor re-lnsurance aixl

declCdlw

Port Clyde Maine Hallway has been thorTHE
In readiness to
oughly rebuilt, and Is
lake

(I2w

rhere is scarcely a business man of
any standing who does not carry Insurance on Ills life,
but inure especially with tbe old and
strung

Statement of United States lirnneh,

Early.

large and elegant line of all classes of
Jewelry usually kept In a nrgt class Jewelry Store,
from which you can make your choice.
1 have

11AKEN
ber, A

SAMUEL THURSTON,

465 Congress St.
_

EON DON.

—

To Vessel Owners.

J.^DRYDEY,

HON FIRflNS. CO., TO BUSINESS MEN!

ADAMS, Decorating
GKT8,
Maine.

tlB<,n

COLLAR AND CUFF CASES.

ine

WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL.

EXCHANGE STREET.

&

St., Portland,

MRS.

Agency,

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

Wools.

I have a line line of real Lace Goods, comprising Collars, Edge Lace. Handkerchiefs, Baby
Cips, and everything In the Lace line. All of these
goods, and In fact my whole stock, will be sold at
a great discount before
taking stock on Jan. 1st.
My stock*>f Milllucry is one of the best, and all
Fall and Winter styles must be closed out at
once, at prices that will suit all.

SOUVEYIR OPEBA TICKETS GIVEY AWAY WITH GOODS.
dec lli

DRYDEN.

work at

Christinas Goods, Banjos, Mandolins, Violins, Guitars, Music Bolls,
Folios, Musis. Boxes, Harmonicas, Leather Goods, Celestinas, Musical
Instruments and Trimmings, Sheet Music, Music Books. Agent tor
Peter Litolff and other cheap editions. gOOO copies IO cent Music at
ft cts. a copy; also a lot oi' Standard Music, a little soiled, at 5 cents.

lidavs.

COME AND

Sale.

For bonds for employees of banks und

*"

Silk Umbrellas, with Gold. Silver and Goldstone Handles.
Elegant Wrapper
Blankets in great variety. White Wool Blankets, soft as velvet, with elegant
Blue, Pluli and Red Borders. Silk Seal Piusli for garments, the best Imported,
only a lew patterns left, and there will he no more this season. China Silk, in
eolor, for Fancy Work. Colored Satin and Plush for Fancy Work.

SILK BRACES.
Oar line of these goods consists of
Embroidered Plush and Satin, Plain
Satin for painting and embroidering.

Capital, $300,000.

150 doz. of the genuine and
reliable (1847 Rogers Bros.)
Med- Knives at $2.85.

The greatest variety in the city, of Hemstitched, Embroidered and Initial Silk
and Linen Handkerchiefs.

STREET.

IX tiOLI AXD SILVER IASILE1

Lamson’s New Jewelry Store.

For the

UMBRELLAS

elsewhere.

$1.50.
100 doz. Med. Knives, stamped Wm. Rogers & Son, Hart-

ford,

124 EXCHANGE

SILK
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GREAT BARGAINS.

are:

177 Middle St.
Make Your Selection

Novelties.

Sheriff!’*
CUMBBULAND 8. 8.

eelec-

Ju4|i *iu>ua

cants.

SALE

SOUVENIR OPERA TICKETS GIVEN AWAY WITH CARDS.

Vests, and Odd Coats, I have placed them

MIDDLES

Ever

Store.

Christmas Cards, Souvenir* and

of Broken Lines of Snitings, Coats and Vests, in niv Men's and Youth's Departments.

180

Entertainment
Witnessed.

Music

—

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

declG

—

t?i. IISDoors open at 7, Comments at 8.

Men's, Youths’ and Children’s Overcoats! Stockbridge’s

OUR STOCK COMPRISES;
Breakfast Jackets and
Dressing: Robes.

INSTRUCTIVE
AND

ADMISSION. 10 cants; Reserved Seats, 16

I HAVE SEVERAL LINES IN

„.,^&coJerlnejfronl.*

rolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing .lomeiTiing to build
me lip, I took two bottles of Hood’s
I felt good results from the first dose. Sarsaparilla.
It seemed
to go from the top of my head to the ends of
my
toes. I know Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a good
tiling
O. H. Stratton, Druggist, Westfield, Mass.

turned over to Mr.

Children’s Christmas Club.
At the meeting of the Christmas Club to
be held at 4.30 o’clock Friday afternoon in
Reception Hall, the children will be put upon the different committees for the festival.
The badges w ill be given out to the collectors, and the mite boxes opened. These
boxes contain the savings of a “penny-a-

THE

—

GREAT

In this city, Dec. 1C, Elizabeth G., only daughter of Maurice and Susan
Lynch, aged 11 mouths
7

value.

Atlantic

Bargains!

—ira-—

DEATHS

mentaries and encyclopedias, with two or
three huudred miscellaneous books of small

Thursday after-

on

3 o’clock p. m. we
19 and 31 Vine
street, consisting of two Ereiieh root cottages,
seven rooms each, which rent for |10 per month,
lot about 1680 feet. This Is desirable property to
rent, as R Is situated In the centre of city, In close
proximity to Middle street. Hale positive.

noon,

EVERY SIGHT THIS WEEK.

mous

decorated;

was

Bargains!

Miss Jessie

Buckner, daughter of the faConfederate General, made her debut
at the St. Charles Theatre in New Orleans
last week as an opera singer.
Grimmer’s orchestra will play for the Senior and Junior exhibition at Bowdoin College this evening.
1 he Portland Ladies’ Orchestra
gave a
concert at 1 annoutli, in the Gooding
course,
luesday evening, conducted by Mr. F. L.
CoHins, assisted by Miss Bertha Webb, violinist. Miss Asenatli Monn, saxophone, and
Miss Foster, elocutionist. There was a large
and delighted audience present.
Henry M. Stanley sails for Europe this
morning on the Elder, at 8 o’clock.
Miss Helen V ane, the English
actress,who
was eugaged to take a
leading part in Wallack s company, has started back to
England.
On the voyage over she caught a severe
cold,
which developed spinal meningitis.
She
grew rapidly worse, and now her lower
limbs are paralyzed. She will probably never be able to act again.
The Maritana Opera Company will appear
at City Hall, Jan. 1st, afternoon and evening. Misses Alice Estey and Gertrude Edmunds, Messrs. J. C. Bartlett, L. F. Brine,

REAL ESTATEB* AUCTION.

__

NOTES.

nial of the regard in which he Is held by his
neighbors, in the shape of a farewell dinner
at the Town Hall. The hall was beautifully

William E. Could’s

CongresN Hall,

!

“Charles A. Gardner, at

says:

—

MESMERISM,

KARL, TMK PEDLAR.
There was a good advance sale of seats at
Portland Theatre yesterday, for the performance to be given by Charles A. Gardner,
next Friday and Saturday.
The ,New York

Dally News

or

Redlon. 40 Brown St.,
Dec. lCth, at 2 o’clock.

AUCTIOIIMW.

I.O. BAILEY* CO..

annual

toilet of white

wore a

Second Week of Fun.

USt&wlt

—

She carried

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Pittsburg, Pa.; II. H. Cann, Yarmouth, N.
S.; J. W. Merrill, Farmington; G. M. Patten, Bath; H. H. Gilman, Haverhill; A. T.
Moore and wife, city; W. A. Hinman and J.
Bauer, New York; M. A. Parker, Boston;
J. W. Donovan, Lewiston; D. B. Whitney,
Cambridge.
Hon.vJ. T. Woodward of Sidney, who has
been acting vice consul at Coaticook, on the
Grand Trunk railroad, for a number of years
and has recently been recalled, received before his departure a very flattering testimo-

cers were

i!«clO

THE
N. E.

THE
election of

flecie_cut

CORNER EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL STS.

AUCTION MACK*.

TlKKTIiYCiM.

Manila H nailing ton Society.
annual meeting of the Martha Washington
Society will be held at the house of Mrs.

CANAL NATIONAL
BANK.
Annual meeting of the Stockholders of
tlie Canal National Bank of Portland for the

RINES BROTHERS.

THE GROCERS,

in white nun’s

was

satin combined with white lace.
Mrs. B. B. Bee
appeared in black silk, witli
trimming of point lace.
Mrs. F. A. Bee was in lavender brocade,
combined with plain lavender satin made en
train, and trimmed with lace

the breaking out of the rebellion enlisted in
the 11th Maine volunteers.
The following wero among the arrivals at
the Falmouth Hotel yesterday: E. C. Which,

fortunate

agent is not yet known.

necessary.

Miss Addie Crowell

veiling, trimmed with pink silk.
a bouquet of bon lilene roses.

died recently at the Insane Hospital in Augusta, was a veteran of the Crimean war,
and was wounded at the siege of Sevastopol.
He afterwards came to this country, and at

men.

W. L WILSON & CO,

Monterey.

a princess toilet of cream
colored satiD, with a sash drapery in front
and bouffant at the back.
The corsage was
laced in front and cut heart-shaped back and
trimmed
front, being
at the edge with point
lace. Thejlace sleeves extended to the elbow
where they met the long gloves of white, undressed kid.
A veil of white tulle was confined to the coiffure, and fell gracefully to the
edge of the skirt.
She wore diamond earrings and a corsage and hand bouquet of orange blossoms.
Mrs. M. L. Crowell appeared in a robe of
old gold
plush, finished at the base of the
skirt with fan-shaned pleatings of silk. The
cut
corsage was adorned with a bunch
square
of Marechal Kiel roses;
ornaments, diamonds.

printed yesterday morning.

iuacmas,

weeks’ visit to

Clip,
The bride wore

Lyman P. Sturdivant of Cumberland, and
Charles A. Coffin of Deering, have been appointed Custom House storekeepers in place
of Amos C. Cummings and Henry C. Brewer
who declined to resign.
jiasi

two

In this stock we have always taken the lead and,
while we have always sold them at a very small margin, yet we have never sold a Silk Handkerchief that
was to be compared in value to the one which we
now offer at the low price of 38 cents each.

AND LOWEST PRICES.

Lpon their return they will reside in this

cape a rheumatic fever.
Col. A. B. Sumner of Lubec, is the prominent candidate for the Governor’s Council in
Washington county, not A. B. Clark, as the

or

a

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS!

THE FINEST GOODS

the evening. The bridal gifts were not only
in great numbers, but were also rich anil
beautiful. The young couple took their de-

Hopkins Smith and family left for
Florida Tuesday night.
Assistant City Clerk, Miss Gertrude Jenkins is better, and it is thought she will es-

u»tu,

FROM TOE LARGEST STOCK IN MAINE.

decorating the residence, the
rarest flowers being used in profusion.
After the congratulations, which followed the
ceremony, dancing became general for several hours. Refreshments were served
during

Mr. J.

i).

BUY YOUR GROCERIES

in

parture for

ANJH'AI,

We are now showing a very
complete line of all
kinds of goods suitable for Christmas Presents.
Our stock in this line is all new, desirable, and at
popular prices. This year we have made extra efforts to secure not only ornamental articles but useful as well. Ladies are invited to call and look the
stock over while the assortment is complete. The
line includes so many real bargains that it would be
impossible to enumerate all. we will therefore call
attention to but one, viz:

PREPARE FOR CHRISTMAS.

“Tlie leading event of the week in the way
of weddings was that of Miss May E. Crowell and John L. Latham, of Portland, Me.
The ceremony was performed on Wednesday
evening, at the residence of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Martin L. Crowell, of
2629 Sacramento street, in the presence of a
large number of friends, Rev. Dr. Miller officiating. Miss Addie Crowell was her sister’s bridesmaid, and Harry Otis the groom’s
best man. The contracting couple were attended by Major and Mrs. 13. 13. Bee, Consul
and Mrs. F. A. Bee, and Miss Kate Boe, all
relatives of the bride. Great taste had been

displayed

AOVKRTISEnENTH.

CHRISTMAS GOODS!

at San Fran-

ers:

settled by the town paying Mr. Baker,
for tiie city of Portland, the sum of 8125.
Fletcher will sail on the Allan steamship
today for Ireland where he has relatives who
have been urging his return for some time.
If, in the beginning the selectmen of Otis
had paid Fletcher’s expenses to Portland,
and steerage passage to Liverpool, their expense would have been about 825. As it is
the case has cost them, with legal fees, etc,
nearer $200. Wc publish this case to show
that it is the intention of Portland to protect
her rights.

uuim

Wedding

ticulars of a brilliant wedding In San Francisco. The groom is the son of Mr. W. W.
Latham, of tire firm of Woodbury & Latham,
the prominent Commercial street (lour deal-

was

name was

bo

The &un Francisco Chronicle, which has
just been received, gives the following par-

PERSONAL.

Search and
Wednesday.—Patrick Donovan.
seizure. Fined $100 and cost. Appealed.
William Gallagher. Search and seizure. Fined
1100 and costs. Appealed.

will

cisco.

also those of the Otis town witnesses, devoting two days to the work. When the Otis
authorities found out that Baker meant business they wanted to settle,and finally the case

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Unlucky Ending

A Fashionable

gone to Ellsworth and secured depositions
from the parties who knew of the case, and

WEBB.

refreshments

WEW

AUVfiBTIHElHElVTS.

THE LATHAM-CROWELL WEDDINC

Mr. William Fletcher, a young man, landed at Quebec, from Ireland, In the summer
of 1883. He worked in several places in the

Dr. 0. Fitzgerald will visit Portland Dec.
Don’t
20th, one day only, at Falmouth Hotel.
deeGtd
fall to sec him.

Stockbrldge

Excellent

array.

NEW

served.

Provinces and New England until the fall of
that year when he reached the town of Otis
in this State. He worked for several people
in that town, and also in Mariavillc until
December, 1885. He then fell sick and was
supported by the authorities of the town of
Otis.
On May the 28th, 1880, a selectman of Otis
took Fletcher to Ellsworth, and from there
sent him to this city.giving him a letter from
the Deputy Collector at Ellsworth to the
British Vice Consul in Portland, requesting
the consul to forward Fletcher to Ireland.
When the Deputy Collector gave the letter
he told the man that it possessed no value for
the consul was not bound to act upon it.
Fletcher came to Portland, stopped two
nights, and then was sent to the Greeiy Hospital sick with Bright’s disease. Hearing
where he had been living Mr. Baker, secretary of the Overseers of the Poor, put himself in correspondence with the selectmen of
Otis who denied any complicity In sending
the man to Portland. A suit was then entered by Mr. Baker against the officers of
Otis, as individuals for the act. They refused to acknowledge having had anything to
do with the matter, or to pay the city of
Portland for the expense it had been put to.

AMUSEMENTS.
The Mite Society—Reception Hall.
The Stockbrldge Souvenir Operas.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
I’reparo lor Christmas—W. L. Wilson Si Ce.
Insurance—W. D. Little Si Co
Christmas Goods—Rlnes Brothers.
Hecoud Week ol Fun—Congress Hall.
Wanted—Vessel.
Holiday Goods—J. M. Dyer & Co.
Wanted—Two ljuiy Copyists.
To Vessel Owners—Port Clyde Marine Railway.
Wanted—Reliable Gentleman.
Pennsylvania Eire Insurance—Hollins & Adams
Wanted—People to Call.
Oliver Dltson & Co., Boston.
Wanted—Y'-ung Mail.
Gold Paint, Bronze Powder—H. H. Hay & Son.
Sheriff's Sale.
Clothing—C. J. Farrington.
Lost-Ladles' Seal Skm Gloves.

work preparing for the sale for souio tiino
and the tables will show a most attractive

LADIES
English Walking Roots, hand sewed, Lt. doat aud
Do igola foxed, made by

A. Garside * Son.

ESTABLISHED 1847.
I*»

KXIHVNUK ST.

LADIES COMMON SENSE BOOTS A SPECIALTY.

uo»a7

BROWN j Congress SI.

TRUNKS.

deoil

_'_eodtf

HOLIDAY GOODS!,

J.A.MERRILL*CO. j

eodljanl

Please renirmlxr,
when you
vunta Trunk or Bag, that toe
teeps the Patent Wood Trunk*
tnd Is sole agent Vor
Vialne; also
father Bags o( all kinds.

JEWELERS,

are prepared to offer one of the largest aud l) nest
stocks of choice goods to be found in the State,

consisting of

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, French
Flocks, Opera Olasscs, Sterling
Sifter Ware, Ac.
Also a fine lot Of .tlni., ’I'.urmali.,.. lllouut«1 or unset. We cordially invite the public to
give u* a eall before purchasing.

£39 .Middle Street,
Uoods sent out «< the city ou
I. A. AtriiHiLi.

apl3

Portland.
approval.
A. Kk.ith.

eodly

| Co.

197 IVlifldle Street.

A F\KKM

,M «»«*». »nd a new and
****■• At “TO
successful CCBI at your
own borne, by one who was deaf
tweuty-elght
years. Treated by most of the noted speclal-

)K

without benedt.
In
Cured
Jj imiths,
and since then humireda of others.
®*

^

three
Pnll
wtkulars sent on appllotillon.
T. S. PAGE, So. 41 West 31st St.
oi tS3iml*w6ni*
New York City.

